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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Long Range and_Strategic Planning for Urban-Managers_ is

designed to provide in-service training to enhance the planning/
management Skills of those in urban management. The four=day
(32-hour) curriculum consists of a case study, a series of lectures
accompanied by workshops, and suggested readings. The modules
'flip charts, lectures, readings, workshops) include: Strategic
Planning ; Peoblem Analysis; Setting Objectives; Strategy/Decision
Making; Allocation of Resources; and Planning for Evaluation.

This course was designed around the following concepts:

o The model presented be one -to structure thought;
not merely a model for writing plans--designed by
and for practitioners rather than utilizing an
academic approach.

o The units are sequential and mutually dependent,
in that particular units build on information
presented earlier and, therefore, should be
given in order.

The material can be integrated into_a classroom
lecture format, tiOt it is designed for a small
group learning experience, providing_an opportunity
to internalize_ the concepts learned through the
lectutesi reading, workshops, exercises and
critiquing discussions.

The curriculum could be used as a reference
manual once a_participant has returned to the
work environment;

The lectures present concepts which are applicable
to a broad spectrum of situations and the work-
shops allow the application of concepts.

The time spent in- discussing the workshop
outputs reinforces participant understanding
between the concept and the situation.

III-i-3
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

o The time spent in discussing workshop outputs
enables participants to see the variety of
approaches which are available in each decision
situation.

o Participants learn by doing and from each other.

Each- module encompasses one -or more components of the strate-
gic planning process._ The relationship of the components to each
other may be seen as an inverted pyramid:

GOALS

SUBGOALS

BROAD OBJECTIVES

DEPT. OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIES

PROGRAMS

PROJECTS

ACTIVITIES

jASKS

Each work group will develop long range goals and subgoals in
the workshop immediately following the first lecture. Both broad
objectives and department objectives will be formulated in the
objective-setting workshop. Then strategies will be identified
and a project selected and specified. A plan for allocating re-
sources as well as a plan for evaluation will evolve toward the
end of the course. The final output of the work groups will be
the formal presentation demonstrating their understanding of the
strategic planning process.

Another way to understand the relationship of the component
parts of the strategic planning process is to consider them in the
perspective of end products of each workshop. The unique aspect
of this process is that the output of each workshop then becomes
the starting point (input) for the next workshop.

-4



INTRODUCTION

WORKSHOP OUTPUTS

GOALS

BROAD -DEPARTMENT T STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES

SUBGOALS

PRESENTATION PLANNING_FOR- ALLOCATING PROJECT
OF THE PLAN EVALUATION RESOURCES OBJECTIVES

o Indicators o Work o Activities
o Decision program 43 Resources

points o Network o Outputs

Each lecture -is designed to highlight the written materials;
Following each lecture there will be :,_workshop with the develop-
ment of a specific -end product as the assigned task; The ability
to complete the task will be governed by an understanding of the
concepts covered in this and prior modules. The important thing
to remember is that there - are no ?gift" or "wrong" decisions- -
there are only better decisions. As each module is completed_;
participants should think about -the elationship_of that_moaule
to the previous modules._ Thinking about the linkages will help
provide a framework for learning as well as for the final presen-
tation.

There is an integral link between planning and evaluation.
The function of evaluation begins with the beginning of the planning
process when evaluation questions are first raised. Unless the symp-
toms have been isolated from the causes, and unless there has been
a clear definition of the problem, there should be no movement from
problem analysis to objective setting. Unless the objectives have a
measurable end product and relate to the problem statement; there
should be no movement toward developing strategies to implement
objectives. The continuation of the function and its iterative
nature can be seen in the following:

IIItrki



LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

GUIDE QUESTIONS DURING THE PLANNING PROCESS

*Have we identified the problems
we should deal with?

*Have we distinguished between
symptoms and causes?

INO _PROBLEM
ANALYSIS

1

'
ES

*Does the objective have a
measurable end product?

*Is the identified target group
the same one that has the problem? NO

*Do the objectives relate to the
problem?

*Does the strategy impact on t e INO

cause or the symptom?

OBJECTIVES

*Is there internal consistency with
the goals and objectives?

*Does the design carry out the
strategy?

STRATEGIES

PROJECT DESIGN

____NO Adapting for Mgt.

I*Have data needs been identified? VES

*Does the project have a measurable
output?

*Are all events and activities
occurring as scheduled?

*Are all outputs and milestones
going as scheduled?

*What has changed in the problem
Situation?

*Did your efforts make any
difference or have an impact on
the goals? objectives? problem?

III=i=6
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INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

Whether.this curriculum is presented in a workshop format,
a classroom lecture, or as a self-study, it will enable the
participant to acquire the skills necessary to achieve the over-
all course objectives. These objectives are:

o to appreciate the rationale for using the
strategic planning process

o to apply and recognize techniques appropriate
to the component parts of the strategic planning
process

o to demonstrate an understanding of the inter-
relationship among the parts of the strategic
planning process

o to develop an implementing plan evolving from
the strategic planning process

MODULES

STRATEGIC PLANNING

allectives: The objectives of this module are to become

aware of the interrelationship of the component parts of the
strategic planning process; appreciate the rationale for

formulating goals and subgoals; demonstrate an ability to

write goals and subgoals.

Presentation: The major planning products will be linked in
rillanning chain of logic. The products for the specifica-
tion of the plan and its adaptation for management purposes
will be described. The lecture will describe a process by
which an urban manager can move from a problem to identifying

goals and objectives, from the problem causes to the strategies.

In addition the lecture will describe the process of moving

from long range goals to short range incremental planning.

Workshop: The workshop will present participants with an
opportunity to formulate long range goals and subgoals appli-

cable to the case study.

Time: Presentation, workshop, and discussion of workshop
outputs should take 3 hours.

r (
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

Objectives: The objectives of this module are to: use

predetenhined goals to focvs on problem areas; demonstrate
an ability to distinguish problem causes from problem
symptoms; demonstrate an ability to apply an elementary rate
of change forecasting model.

Presentation:_ Participants wil be exposed to the various ele-

ments of problem analysis. The lecture will include: isolating
the causes from the symptoms; determining the extent of the
problem; and deciding on an appropriate level of involvement.

The participants will be exposed_to a model which generates
alternative strategies based on an identification of the causes.

Workshop: The workshop will present participants with an oppor=
tunity to analyze and compare data presented in the case study.

Using the results of_the_data analysis, they will identify the

Symptoms and_causes of significant problems related to the case

study, and to selected objectives.

Time: Presentation; workshop, and discussion of workshop
outputs should take S hours.

SETTING OBJECTIVES

Objectives: The objectives of this module are to: appreciate

the rationale for formulating objectives; demonstrate an

ability to write objectives meeting stated criteria.

Presentation: The setting of broad objectives will be presented
in-the framework of the overall -goals and subgoals. The lecture

will present a definition of objectives and will describe their

relationship to the planning process.

Workshop: Participants will have an opportunity to develop
objectives based on the case study and goals and subgoals.

Time Presentation, workihop, and discussion of workshop
outputs should take 3 hours.

I =8
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STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

Objectives : The objectives of this module are to distinguish
means-from ends; recognise- various types and applications of
strategy; _demonstrate the ability to use a forte field
analysis_to_develop strategy; recognize various decitibn
making- techniques; demonstrate an ability to use a matrix
technique for decision making.

Presentation: The lecture will define strategieS:and will
present examp_es of the uses of strategies in achieving_objec=
Ives: Various qualitative and quantitative tethniqUeS for
decision making will be presented.

Workshop Participants will identify the forces which impact on
achieving:Objectives in order to formulate strategies; An ana-

lytic technique will then be used to select a viable strategy;

TiMe: Presentation; workshop; and discussion of workshop
outputs should take 4 hours.

PROJECT DESIGN

Objectives: The objectives-of this module are to: demonstrate
theWTTiy_to develop_aproject evolving from the strategic
planning_process; appreciate the rationale for having a
project design;

Presentation: -The-Tecture will stress the role that the project
plays in moving:from the conceptual- planning -to the aOtUal'imple=
mentation and operation: The development of-project objectives,
strategy; outputs;- activities and inputs will be -Oka-Mined to

demonstrate their relationship to the problem causes and the

goals and objectives.

-Wori(s92: The workshop will allow participantsItti demonstrate
their skill in selecting projects and formulating project
objectives.; strategiesi:outpUts; activities; and inputs which

relate to specific problems.

time: Presentationi_workshop; and discussion of workshop
outputs should take 3 hours.
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ALLOCATING RESOURCES

Objectives: The objectives of this module are to: demonstrate

an ability to use budget and network techniques to allocate

resources; to identify advantages and disadvantages of major

budgeting approaches.

Presentation: The lecture will _present techniques for alloca-
ting and managing both time/staff resources and fiscal resources.
The uses of time lines, detailed management plans, PERT;level of

effort charts, and staffing requirements Will be stressed as

techniques for managing non-fiscal resources._ The advantages

and disadvantages of such tools as line=item budgets, program

budgets, program planning budgets, and the combination budget

will be stressed.

Workshop: The WorkShdp_Will provide participants the oppor-
tunity to demonstrate their ability to formulate a combination

budget; a detailed management plan and a network chart for

their selected project.

Time: Presentation, workshop, and discussion of workshop

outputs should take 6 hours.

PLANNING FOR EVALUATION

Objectives: The objectives of this module are to: become

aware of the on=going use of evaluation information; appre-

ciate the role of evaluation in the strategic planning
process; demonstrate the ability to identify indicators of

project/program success; demonstrate the ability to develop

an evaluation framework.

Presentation: The lecture will stress the ongoing role of

evaluation_as it relates to management needs. The uses of

performance; impact, planning support, and process evaluation

will be discussed. The need to prepare for evaluation will
be stressed and the steps for doing so will be identified.

_Workshop: The workshop will provide an opportunity for parti-

pants to identify indicators of success; decision opportunities

and sources of data for both performance and impact evaluation

of their selected project.

Time: Presentation, workshop; and discussion of workShop

outputs should take 5 hours.

III= =10



INTRODUCTION

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

GOAL (MISSION) a statement of _a desired future con-
dition or result which sets the
overall direction for the organiza-
tion.

SUBGOALS further defines the goals by setting
the direction for specific concerns

BROAD OBJECTIVES a quantifiable statement of organiza-
tional intent

STRATEGY an action statement describing bow
something is to be accomplished; the
means to an end

PROGRAM

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

PROJECT DESIGN

a number of separate but related
projects developed to implement a
single strategy

a quantified statement describing
what a project is expected to accom-
plish

a specific ordering of activities

INPUTS resources

OUTPUTS the_results of one or more project
activities

ACTIVITIES those functions undertaken by a
project to achieve desired outputs

TASK subelement of an activity

PROBLEM = a deviation from a desired state

CRITERIA standards/premises on which
priorities_are established among
alternatives in order to measure
relative degree of desirabiliV

INDICATOR - a sign (symptom) that something
or is not, happening

LONG RANGE PLANNING - planning_for periods usually in
excess of 10 years

STRATEGIC PLANNING an orderly and systematic method for
integrating the various elements of
the planning process

III -i -11
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DEVELOPMENT

In response to a needs assessment which was initiated_by_the

11,;S; Department of Housing and Urban Development; the National

Training and Development_SerVice (Washington, DC) received a con-

tract (from HUD) to commission projects to improve the day -to -day

operating skills of -local government praCtitioners.__TheManage-
ment Development:Center it_One_Of fifteen projects_ commissioned by

the National Training and_ Development Service. The curriculum

was developed to augment the planning skills of urban managers in

a variety of ditciplihet and across managerial levels;

To insure that -the requirements of practicality for in-service

and pre-service training, adequacy of content, and replicability_

were met, curriculum development took place under the auspices of

an AdvisOry_COMmittee_comprised of both urban practitioners and
representatives from the academic community; Members of the

Advisory Committee included: a city manager; president of a public

administratiOn professional organization; an administrative_

assistant to a county executive; and; an urban studieS fatOlty

member.

A former municipal administrator and the current Director,

Center for. Management Development, of a state university have been

retained to evaluate the presentation, applicability and impact of

the core curriculum. The assessment committee was responsible
for developing the assessment instrument, securing feedback from
participants, and conducting a sample survey to determine impact

of the curriculum on participants.

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER

The Management DeVelOpMent Center of Marylanaisa_training
organization offering assistance to public agencies in developing

effective management. The Center seeks to augment, not supplanti_

agency effortS in managerial staff development by providing a full

range of manageMent training and consulting services including_
assessing organizational training needs and tailoring courses for

in-house use.

The Center is a unit of the Maryland Department of Personnel.

It is supported in part by a grant from the U.S. Civil Service

Commission under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970. Its

goals are to:

o improve the management skills of public employees

o enhance an organization's in=house training and

development competence

-1
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o link educational resources with public service
training needs

O enhance an organization's ability to identify and
solve problems

o advocate excellence in public service management
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MODULE 1

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Objectives: The objectives of this module are
to become aware of the interrelationship of the
component parts of the strategic planning process;
appreciate the rationale for formulating goals and
subgoals; demonstrate an ability to write goals
and subgoals.

1S
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

Strategic planning is the process of determining where you
want to be and deciding upon an appropriate means of getting
there. It involves a significant time span (we will use 10-15
years for these modules) and provides a coordinated approach to
managerial decision making. The model will move from the general
to the specific, the long range to the short range, from broad
strategies to precise activities and budgets.

HISTORY

Planning has meant many things to many people. To some it

has meant government direction and control--something Which has
never been popular in this country. To others planning means
having "wish lists" with little or nothing to do with economic or
political reality, which resulted in ambiguity, lack of coherence
and overlapping of local_effort. In an attempt to bring order
to the local planning effort the federal government began_in 1949
to provide funds for the development of local master plans.

Thit Wat_the beginning of the_federal explosion in planning
assistance. Categorical (special_puroose) aids such things as
for open space_(1961), mass_ transportation (1964) sewer and
water grants (1965), and advance land acquisition (1965) -were all
based on comprehensive planning. Legislation (1966; 1968)_
required review and comment by a regional planning agency for all
federal grants having regional impact. Also:in 1966 Congress
created the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Planning ACt

(Model Cities).

Since then there have been_air and water quality legisla-
tion and community development laws which called for extensive
planning elements. A spate of federal grants--for housing, man=
power development, transportation, open space, poverty, and
health facilties--required that planning agencies be established
at the city, regional and/or state levels.

Each_plan created conflict among the different interest
groups. Those who retained their enthusiasm for planning failed
to reckon with the limited power of the federal government over
the dynamics which shape cities. Disillusionment with the
federal government's inability to deal with urban problems and
distress was widespread.
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Thus, historitallY, one branch of planning has_had roots in

the ground of land use, zoning, housing, and demography (physical,

planning) while another_ escends from problems -of health, poverty;

and educaticihAtocial planning). The strategic planning model is
concerned with _process and may be applied to both of these areas

and their coordihatiOh.

Strategic planning has_also developed out_of; and borrowed

froM, the_historical and technical_developments in the -field of-

management science, systemsanalysis and corporate planning. The

ihflUenCe and philosophy here_isthe rational; intentional appreaCh

to management. It assumes that it is possible to impose systeMatiC
analysis to discreet units and sub-units of the management structure,

and to analyze_ theirinterrelationships and interactions (systems).

It assumes that it is possible to set specific administratiVe or

managerial outcomes and plan to achieve them through Management

by Objectives (MBO).

Prior planning responsibility had been assigned to agencies

Outside the local governmentstructure._ The ability of those

agencies to implement their plans -was limited to their ability to
convince localgovernment officials that the plans deserved to be

implemented. In the_past few years,_ however, the responsibility

for planning has_been given to individuals and agencies with the

authoritytoalso,implementthe plans. Coupled with -this change

has been an understanding that governmeht is unable to provide a

panacea._ Thisrealism should be conducive to_a morepositive_
relationship between government_and people. Improved planning

can help cement this relationship.

Whether done on a federal; regional, state or local- evel--

by departments, agencies, offices, corporations or advisory

groups--plannihg must_ be done in_a_systematic way. Whether done

on a long - range, short- range -or operational basis, planning must

be dohe_ih a systematic, organized manner. This systematic

approach has been called strategic planning (or rational olahoiog,

comprehensive planning, executive planning, long-range planning

and policy planning).

Unlike other planning_models which must be accepted by the

total organization before being implemented;_the strategic
planning process can_be implemented by subunits or individuals.

The approach_is the same regardless of the scope of implementa-

tion: identify where you want to be; selectisome alternative

ways of getting there; formulate several projects_ to carry you_in
that:direction; and keep looking for milestones along the way to

keep you on the right track.

The focus of strategic planning is that an interrelationship

exists among the various components of the planning process.
These components_come together_in a way,which allows planned _

change to -take Olace. Strategic planning is unique in that each
decision is linked to the results of prior decisions. This

111-1-4 20
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linkage meant that a decision not to decide will also have impact
on future decisions. The strategic planning process utilizes the
budget process as a vehicle for reaching long-range goals.

PHASES OF PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

By emphaSizing the logical relationship among the various
componentS of the planning process, the strategic_ planning_
process demonstrates the linkage of the various decisions made
while moving from GOAL SETTING through PROBLEM ANALYSIS to
SETTING OBJECTIVES ana formulating STRATEGY on to selecting the
appropriate project mix, and finally, to EVALUATION. This
movement takes place in four activity phases: 1) specification
of the plan; 2) adapting the plan for management purposes;
3) preparing for implementation; and 4) operation of the plan.

Briefly, phase one, specification of the plan; involves
six basic activities:

1; Statement of broad direction and general intent.
Formulation of -goals and subgoals which provide a
framework for the direction of the organization.

2. Situation analysis (assessment) Whith includes
the identification of -the nature and extent of the
problem. It also inclUdes assessing the potential
for solving the problem.

Note: Steps one and two are to a large
degree overlapping and interrelated. In

practice they may occur simultaneously,
or in reverse order depending upon the
situation ana personal preference.

3. Formulation of overall broad objectives. Establishing
Specific, measurable outcomes which the organization
will plan to reach.

4. Identification of strategies.

5. Identification of alternative projects which have the
potential for implementing the strategy and impacting
on the problem.

6. Preparation of the plan which includes identifying
project objectives, outputs, activities and necessary
resources.
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Phase two, adapting the plan, involves five basic activities:

1. Preparation of the budget;

2. Preparation of the work program; The work program
allows the manager to determine the critical dates; a
list of achievables; work flow and staffing needs;

3. Planning for evaluation which includes identification
of indicators of success and a determination of how
evaluation information will be used.

4. Lobbying and gaining support for the plan.

5. Submission of the plan. Although the actual form _

(formal/informal) may vary, the basic elements should
always be included.

Although the total planning process occurs in four phases,
this curriculum will address only the first two. However, as
the first two phases are covered, the last two shoula be kept in
mind because the level of expertise applied to the details of the
first two phases will determine the effectiveness and efficiency
of the last two.

THE PLANNING PROCESS

SPECIFICATION

It is curing the specification phase that the ideas are
developed and discussed.

GOALS

Step 1 of-the specification stage is the_formuTation of
goals-and subgoals. By-their very nature goals-although woroed
in a general; non - specific manner -- provide -the framework for the
direction of the organization. Goals are lOng-range in span,_and
idealistic in nature. They should indicate the desired conditions
that the organization is working to attain. Frequently legislation
has goals (e;g.; the Model Cities_ Demonstration Act had as its goal,
"The_ Improvement of the Quality of Urban_Life")._ Organizations
frequently haVe subgoals which serve to limit their areas of
concern by stressing specific points_offocus; ,Thesubgoal state-
ments use the same format as the goal_statements;deal with a
narrower subject matter and evolve from, and are consistent with,

the goals.

111-1-6
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

Step 2.of the specification phase is the situation analysis

component. It involves assessing the present situation, identi-
fying current and emerging problems, and analyzing and specifying
the problems. The key to this step is the identification of the
gap between what is, what will be, and what should be

The goals and subgoals define the areas in which a positive
outcome is considered important and point to the general nature
of that outcome. During analysis, you begin by asking, "Where
are we now with respect to where we want to be heading?" This

should include consideration of the organization's present
condition, how it arrived there, and where it seems to be going
if things continue on the same course.

Next, define the conditions which fall below a general,
acceptable standard. The problem statement should include what
the problem is and who has the problem. The most frequent
mistake is to identify all the symptoms of a problem and then
establish a different project to deal with each one rather than
seeking to identify the cause of the symptoms. From the identi=
fication of causes you will be better able to generate a strategy
which will impact on the problem. In identifying the cause,
attention also must be given to the probability of creating
significant change, e.g.:

SYMPTOM: High incidence of infectious
diseases

CAUSE A:

CAUSE B:

CAUSE C:

CAUSE D:

Lack of remedial health care

Lack of preventive health care

Lack of knowledge of sanitation
practices

Existence of human and/or insect
carriers
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OBJECTIVES

Step 3 it the development of specific, realistic objectives
(targets) which will advance the organization toward the goals.
Objectives are quantifiable statements of intended_outcome

(achievement). They are specific as to the time of intended

achievement.

After careful consideration of the data deVeloped during
the analysis step (step 2), it should be possible to set realistic,

specific targets which represent standards which eliminate or

minimize the problems identified.

STRATEGIES

Step 4 is the identification of strategies to implement the

subgoals; Strategies are action statements which describe _a
method of attacking the cause, not the aratom, of the_problem.

Strategies link the problem causes to the projects that are

eventually selected. For example:

PROBLEM: High incidence of infectious disease

CAUSE: Lack of knowledge about basic
sanitation practices

STRATEGY- Incorporate instruction on environ-
mental practices into basic adult
education program

PROJECTS

Step 5 As the identification of alternative_projects which

have the - potential- for implementing the chosen strategy; The

final selection of a project (or projects) will probably be based

on subjective factor-Si e.g.,- the need for visibility, as well as
quantitative factorsi_e.g.i_leatt cost per participant; There-

fore it is important tOidefihe those criteria in advance.

Criteria [1] for selection might include:

potential for success

o impact on more than one subgoal

o least cost
o maximum coverage

1. Regardless of stated priorities, the program or project mix

which receives the most funding is the priority.
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Along with the selection process goes the setting of project
objectives. The project objectives should be quantifiable, i.e.,
able to be measured.

Once the- project mix has been decided the project design is
formulated. The formulation of project design involves the
development of a paper plan which identifies the project outputs,
the project_activities, and the project inputs. At this point,
phase one of the strategic planning process is completed.

ADAPTING THE PLAN FOR MANAGEMENT PURPOSES

Phase two is adapting the plan for management purposes. It

is during this phase that the details of the plan are drafted and
future management needs are anticipated.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

Step 1 of thi5 phase is the allocation of resources.
Allocation of financial resources is accomplished through the
budget. Depending on organizational needs; the budget will be
in a traditional line-item format (salaries; rent; telephone)
or in a program format (counseling, training; work experience).
The level of detail included in the budget will be determined
both by internal management needs and funding-source requirements.

Allocation of staff and_time is accomplished through the work
program; Based on the work program the manager can determine:
critical dates; a list of achievable outputs; work flow; and_
staffing requirements. The work plan provides the manager with a
graphic representation of what has to happen, by when; and the
consequence of it not happening._ Out of the work program comes
the GANTT Chart; the_Level of Effort chart; and the PERT/CPM
charts. Unless specifically_required by the fUnding source, the
work program is for internal management needs.

EVALUATION

Step 2 is planning for evaluation. It is at this point that
indicators of success are developed for project and program objec-
tives, for broad objectives, for goals and subgoals. Future manage-
ment needs and decision points are anticipated. The identifica-
tion of the kinds of information necessary--and the system(s)
necessary to deliver that information--for management needs and
for evaluation needs takes place in Step 2;

LOBBYING

Step-3 is lobbying for the plan; Lobbying is done to insure
support for the project; This support may be financial or it may

be protective. Lobbying may_also take place When attempting to
expand the scope/direction of organizational activities. AlthOugh

9
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appearing as the third step in the process, lobbying efforts need
to begin at the very beginning. Lobbying may be of a political
nature and be directed toward the city council, state assembly, or
mayor/governor. Or lobbying may be specific activity to enlist
support and cooperation from other departments and agencies.

SUBMISSION

Step 4 is the submission of the plan. The actual form of the
submission will vary depending on whether the plan is to be imple=
mented through local government or federal funds.

PREPARING FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Phase three, preparing for implementation of the plan, begins
when funding has been approved. At this time staff is selected and/
or assigned,_contracts are negotiated, and support relationships
established formally with outside departments and organizations.

OPERATION

Phase four is the actual operation of the plan. For the urban

manager it includes: reviewing the management structure; providing
technical assistance as needed; monitoring ongoing projects; and
engaging in replanning. Replanning is the continuing process of
modifying systems/activities based on evaluation information.

SUMMARY

These four phases--specification, adapting for management
purposes, implementation, and operation--provide the urban manager
with a process which can be_utilized to cope with changing con-
ditions and changing technology.

This _approach has been_given many names--strategic planning,
long.-range planning,_executive planning, comprehensive planning;
and occasionally policy planning--but, whatever the label; the
process demonstrates an orderly progression moving from the

problem to a sOlution.

Today, more than ever, the burden of accountability is on
local decision makers. The effective use of urban management
tools, such_as_the strategic planning-process, contributes sub-
stantially to the quality of decisions; The effectiveness of
local governments, like the effectiveness of the private sector,
hinges on the 1pality of decision making.

III-1-10
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GOALS AND SUBGOALS

Since all planning requires intent and direction; we begin
the process with goal development. This step defines the ends
toward which efforts are directed. These ends; or goals; should
express the general desired outcomes of the planning process. A

goal is a broad direction statement showing general purpose of
intent. It is general and long-range and is not concerned with a
particular achievement within a specified period of time.

BROAD GOAL

PURPOSE

The broad goal is .a singlei_brief statement Which serves
to guide and. inform_the entire planning process which will
follow. It should be broad; idealistic; ongoing and apply to the
highest level of the organization doing the planning. That is,
if the_plan is being deVeloped for a municipality, thelperspective
would be_that of_the city's ortown's future_ characteristics; or
nature; for a_SthdOl system,_ the nature of the district;_ for a
departMent, the purpose of that department, as informed_by it's
mandates, and interpreted by the staff and superiors. It should
apply to a time period of 10-15 years.

There are two major benefits derived from goal development.
One from the process of deriving the goal statement; the other
from the actual goal statement. The process of reaching consensus
on a single broad goal (or mission) statement can provide new
insights into the nature of the organization, the priorities; and
the important values and beliefs which are shared (or not shared)
by staff, politicians or community, depending upon who is involved
in the planning process at this level. During the process,
broadly defined problem areas will probably emerge, which should
receive consideration in subsequent phases of the process. The
process of discussing goals can build consensus, motivation and
commitment on the part of staff and clients.

The other major benefit lies in the utility of the broad
goal statement which finally emerges from the discussion_process.
It should be used to maintain the internal consistency of_the
plan as it emerges, and as a focal point for the entire planning
process. Subsequent decisions (alternatives, projects, objectives)
should all include the question, "What impact would this decision
have upon the broad goal and subgoals?" It can also be used to
strengthen the argument for recommending, and building support
for, specific courses of action which may result from the planning
process.

111-1-13
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The broad goal is often a statement of philosophy, a

concept which the entire organization is working towards (but may

never wholly realize). The broad goal for a newly developing
retirement community might be:

_ _
"To provide a setting in which retired citizens

may reside With dignity, maximum self-sufficiency
and comfort, with opportunity provided for
structured social and recreational activity."

The broad goal for a county Housing Opportunities Commission

might be:

"To insure a range of available housing to meet
the needs of a wide segment of the state's
population, regardless of race, marital status,
socioeconomic status or religion."

Many approaches are available to structure the goal

development process. Some questions which may assist process

discussions include:

What is our community like now?

What should it be like?

What is the role of city government?

What should it be?

How could we describe the community 15 or 20

years from now if it were functioning ideally?

Whom do you want to attract?

How large do we want to be? Why?

SUBGOALS

Subgoals are similar in format to the goal statement, but

deal with a more narrowly defined at of the whole. In theory,

if all of the subgoals were achieved, the system would reach the

broad goal. Subgoals may cover a more limited time frame (10

years) or may span the same time period, but deal with specific

segments or functions which contribute to the whole enterprise.

Subgoals may be developed for each major function within the

organization or for each major organizational unit. They may

also be developed for specific client groups or desired outcomes.

They serve to further explain the broad goal and provide further

structure for the skeleton of the planning process under con-

struction. They should be consistent with the broad goal

statement and consistent with each other.

111=1=14
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PURPOSE

As with-the broad goali_the subgoals serve to stimulate
discussion; build consensus (or pinpoint disagreement)- and to
guide further plan development_and_evaluationi Subgoal statements
begin to structure priorities (if -it's improtant enough to_be_a
subgoal; it is :a priority and will_require action and funding).
They_also_provide an important link between talk and generality
and specificidata_requirements. In adopting a subgoal statement,
always keep in mind that the next step will be to gather and
assess information concerning that statement.

An example of possible subgoals which may develop from
the retirement community broad goal would be:

1. To maintain easy access to low-cost, comprehensive
health care for all residents;

2. To provide a physical setting which promotes
maximum mobility and convenience for all residents.

Remember: No planning process is complete if it stops with
goal development; Goals are a beginning, the horizon toward which
we will structure the actual plan.

30
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STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKSHOP I (30 minutes)

INSTRUCTIOL,

FIRST: Read the case study and review attachments on the

City of Rockville, Maryland.

SECOND: Working as a group, identify several goals for the

City of Rockville. Remember, goals describe the
direction the city hopes to take over the next 15

years.

THIRD: CONSIDER=-What should Rockville be like in 15=20

years?
Who should live there?
What should be the role of the city

government?
Who should it serve? -

How could we describe Rockville 15=20

years from now if it were functioning

ideally?

EXERCISE

15-Year Goals:

1.

2.

All groups present their selection and total group selects one

goal for Rockville. The group could agree on a compromise goal.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKSHOP II (30 minutes)

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST: Working as a group, identify four subgoals to
carry out the 15-year goal selected by all the

small groups. Remember that subgoals describe
what the City of Rockville hopes to accomplish
in the next 10 years.

SECOND: Check yourself by asking the following questions:
If the subgoals are accomplished, will the goal
be reached? How will you know if you accomplished

the subgoals?

EXERCISE

IO-Year Subgoals:

1.

3;

All groups present their subgoals and identify the areas) of

concern that the subgoals address. The total group then selects

four subgoals for the City of Rockville.
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ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

.
CASE STUDY IN THE DYNAMICS OF CHANGE

Your first assignment as the new head of the Rockville
Department of Comprehensive Planning (encompassing both physical

and human resource planning) is to begin preparation of the 1970

Grand Scheme. Since this is your first contact with Rockville,

you seek out persons who have knowledge of the history of Rock-

ville and a sense of the social value system as well -as an aware=

ness of the_political process. The first thing you learn is that
almost all the top people in the Rockville city government have

recently left their jobs for jobs with the Montgomery County

government. The second thine you discover is that Rockville is a

community--with specific boundaries, its own name, its own ideas

and its own history.
# # #

Before 1953, the citizens of Rockville, a_small-town county

seat; assumed that nothing had changed. Residents continued

behaving as they had 10=15 years before that;as_if agriculture

were the primarY soiree Of income; as if the only entertainment
available were theFOUrth of July picnic every year; and hanging

around the allrhight diner in nearby Silver Spring every Saturday
night; and_aS_if_Rockville still had a stable population of -2,000

as it had in 1942. The Mayor and City Council held public_office

because they considered it their "civic duty" to do to--like

serving on_a jury or paying taxes; It was a time when residents

said they lived in Rockville, rather than Montgomery County.

Rockville, like other localities such as BOWie, Maryland and

Falls- Church Virginia; welcomed the newcomers who came streaming

in after World War II; The physical proximity -to Wathington, DC,

combined_ with rail transportation and an_abundante of open land,

made Rockville a natural target for the hoUsing developers._,

Trusting the adequacy of Rockville'-s-own water and sewer facility;

the City Council continued indiscriMinately dispensing building
permits and allowing sewer hook -ups. _Farmland outside of the

city limits was annexed to obtain Utilitiet and by 1950_the

population tripled (to almost 7;000);_ as hOusing developments

appeared on the previously outlying farmland.

Whereas othericommunitiet_felt the economicpressure
resultant fromhan increased tChool=age population; this was not

the case in Rockville, since Montgomery County--not Rockville- -

was responsible for providing educational facilities. Police

protection also was provided by the County. Fire stations in

each state fire district were staffed with volunteers: HoWever,

Rockville suffered otho,_growth pains--oosolete buildingsi_
inadequate traffic circulation on streets not built to withstand

the heavy traffic, and haphazard land use

111-1-21 34
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In the summer of 1953, the first physical signs of the
dynamics of change appeared as the original water wells were no
longer able to supply the increasing population. Rockville

declared a water shortage and banned all non-essential use
Shortly thereafter, the State Health Department ordered all new
construction halted because Rockville's pre-war sewage treatment
plant had reached its capacity. The water crisis became the
catalyst for change as concerned citizens demanded long-overdue
reforms.

The mechanism for change turned out to be a newly-formed
organization which intended to run "professional" public
administrators for elected office. The next election for Mayor
and City Council were swept by candidates representing this new,

nonpartisan, reform group. (The nonpartitan label allowed par-
ticipation by the large numbers of mid- and upper=level federal

employees living in Rockville who would otherwise be prohibited

by legislation [The Hatch Act] from actively participating in

partisan politics.) Their concern for "professionalism" soon

became evident.

Decisions about election strategy and the long-range direc-
tion Rockville should take were hammered out in carpools as these

young professionals commuted to and from their federal government

jobs in D.C. every day. An immediate result of this informal
decision=making process was that formal City Council meetings

went very smoothly and the reformist group found themselves

holding office for the next 18 years.

During 1954, their first year in office; they initiated

programs to expand the capacity of both the water -and sewer

Systems. In this same year, the first_RockVille_CitY_Manager was
hired and charged with the responsibility of hiring the_"best

possible-professional staff." _Adopting_a City Manager _form of

government was the new City Council't first step toward creating

a professional environment.. COnCUrrent_With_the development_of a

"professional" staff_Was the intrOdUCtiOn of an employee_"merit"

system and new fiscal procedures._ The orofessionl approach had

its reward: Rockville was twice designated an "All American
City" (1954 and 1961); and later won awards for its financial

management sySteM and urbantenewal planning; Passage of an

open-housing OrdinanCe_and a human7rights law by the Rockville

City Council resulted in an award from the National Association

for the AdvanCement of Colored People (NAACP) for being in the

vanguard of those supporting human rights.

Even as new zoning legislation was being prepared, the

population of Rockville continued to increase. It_was clear that

the in-migration was not going to wait for the newly- named (1957)

Planning Commission to provide an orderly process for growth.

And, the once homogeneous, stable community began to show signs

of stress. The new residents brought more cars, more traffic

congestion, demands for a different housing mix, and increased
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demands for city services. But moSt of all, they brought with
them an affinity for shopping at the new regional shopping
centers rather than the Rockville Central Business District.
The stores in the Central Business District could not compete

with the variety of merchandise_ and the availability_of parking
in the new shopping centers. The dilemma -of urban stress, a
deteriorating Central Business District, and an explosive popula-

tion were the major concerns facing the new Planning Commission.

It took three years for the newly appointed Planning Commission

to present for citizen approval the 1960 Master P;an, the first

formal plan ever adopted by the City of Rockville. By 1960 the
population had tripled again, bringing the total number of
inhabitants to 26,000. The 1960 Master Plan declared "...the
long range Master Plan is intended to prevent urban sprawl...."

And by the late 1960s; this goal had evolved from preventing
urban sprawl to making Rockville-..the best possible residential

community."

To achieve this ideal community, the_Master Plan called for

limiting the geographic size and the population of Rockville. All

future planning would be done based on an ultimate population of

66,000 persons in 1980. And, based on an assumption that services
can be provided more efficiently in a restricted geographic area,
the decision was also made to restrict the geographic boundaries

of Rockville to within 2.3 miles of the center of the city.

Deciding to restrict the geographic size:was relatively easy
compared with honOting this_ commitment with each successive

request for annexation. On the other hand, limiting the popula-

tion_size was more_ difficult. To achieve the goal of limiting
population, Rockville officials used such tools as a revised_

zoning ordinance [1] which limited the height_and size -of buildingS

to be bUilt on specific lot sizes; subdivision regulations which,

by forcing advance review and approval of plans by the Planning

Commission, insured the presence of adequate public faCilitieS;

and "pattern" zoning which kept like functions together.

By the mid-sixties; the rate:of_the popUlation_influx had

slowed,and the population_was_at 28,000iand_increasing 2,000 each

subsequent year. The Montgomery County Sentinel (a weekly paper
which in 1855 considered itself a ROCkVille paper, but by 1960

1. Zoning ordinances can provide a viable means for restricting

population, e.g., zoning can affect density by specifying lot

size, the minimum value of the house to be built on each lot,

restricting development to single rather than multiple units,

designating large portions of open space, zoning large portions

of land for current or future industrial or recreational use

Obviously, each alternative would have a different significant

effect on the tax base.
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provided more coverage to Montgomery CoUnty_than to Rockville)

declared in 1965 that "ROCKVILLE IS NOW BURSTING ITS SEAMS." In

a lead story; it stated that:

Rockville's growth haS nOt_been in_popolation
alonei_but also iniarea. During 1964 twelve
annexations amounting to 10.16 acres were
effectuated. The City hat been receptive_to
petitioners requesting annexation. Annexa-

tion makes- available regular tervices_to the area

annexed while giving the city_zoning_controlover
the area...the dollar value of new construction
amounted-to $16.4 million which_is up $3:4 million

from 1963. Thit puts the construction rate at
the highett in RoCkville's the_demands

of an_inCreating population and_all_theother
raMificatiOns of_rapid growth have had their
effett On_the internal organizationof the work

forte. The_Department of Public_Works; which
comprises about two-thirds of the_total city

employees was reorganized to better manage
existing work loads....

- In keeping with the philosophy that citizens should and

would determine the kind and level of services to be provided by

their local government, the staff of the Planning Commission

established_ a process to ensure the occurance of community

meetings. These community meetings provided residents with an

opportunity to provide input prior to the culmination of the

decision=making process.

As a result of input received at these meetings, Rockville's

General Funds provided--in addition to water and sewer--such

things as home refuse collection, a Human Relations Commission,

a number of recreation centers, neighborhood parks, and a public

swimming pool [2]. Additionally, plans were being_developed for

a community college and a community golf course [3].

To expand the city's fiscal capacity, Rockville officials

took advantage of the availability of federal funds for human

2. The public swimming pool was seen by at least one member

of the City Council as a "social equalizer" among the different

social and economic groups in Rockville.

3. The golf course idea was initiated in the late 1960s

because certain officials felt that holding that much land

(150 acres) zoned for single-family residences would cause

Problems, e.g., too much pressure for development, too much

chance for zoning waivers, too much chance for zoning amend-

ments.
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services projects. Rockville applied for and received federal

funds for such projects as youth employment; various youth

Services, including a program to deal with juvenile delinquency;

and =a community health clinic. When federal support of these

projects was no longer available, some previously_supportive

officials became opponents as it becaw evident that support

would now have to come from the General Funds.

To revive the now nearly defunct Central Business District,

the Rockville City Countil and the_LPlanning,Commission submitted

(in 1962)_an application to the:U.S. Department of Housing -and

Urban Development for_ah Urban Renewal Grant; The request fde a

$14 million grant called:The extending the original limitS of -the

Central Business DisteiCt and creating -an in-town regional_Mall [4];

Thismould would allOW the downtownmerchants to compete With the

large- shopping -malls scattered around the BeltwayHOW-eV-0e,

neither the Planning Commission nor the City Council anticipated

the lengthy period Of_time it would take, conforming -to HUD

requirements, to acquire the 95 privately held parcels of land;

The contract for the Urban Renewal:Design (which,was to

incorporate the concept that the Central Business District should

be a commercial retail center; a local government center, and a

professional and business office center) was_awarded_to a firm

with only limited experience designing shopping malls;_ The

economic study was done by Robert Glaostone_and Associates= who

projected -the success of the mall on "gravitational pull" [5];

HoWeveri Rockville- officials were unsuccessful in their attempts

to secure a commitment from any major department_store; There

were those who said that an in -town mall would not work, and that

..more advice should be sought in the economic and marketir-

Sphere..;that [Rockville]_shodld select a firm with more - experience

in commercial development" [6]. Others, like the Mayor [7], felt

it would be "more expedient to think smaller...like a pedestrian

plaza" [d];

4. A regional mall is one which serves several surrounding

communities; it is typically located on the outskirts of town

rather than in town.

5; "Gravitational pull" generally refers to a major department

store that will attract shoppers to itself and other businesses

in the shopping mall.

6. Conversation with C. Richard Foote, Rockville City Manager,

I96Us.

7. Conversation with ex-Mayor Alex Green.

b. A pedestrian plaza in an area which is closed to motor

vehicle teaffic.
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Because the members of the City Council were_highly knowledg=

able federal officials; Rockville was the_first_city to apply for_

a water/sewer treatment -grant when those fUnds first became available;

It was not until after that grant: was received that the granting_

agency established criteria:for the awarding of such_grants._ Rock-
ville also received a one million ddllar Concentrated Code Enforcement

Grant.

There were no State funds included in the Rockville budget.

This may have resulted from the non-existent relationship [9] between

the City of Rockville and the State of Maryland. One City Manager
exclaimed that "...the highest state person we ever saw was the head

of the highway department when we were trying to_get the Route 95

spur from_Baltimore to end in or near Rockville so we'd be tied in

to the Baltimore market" [10].

While the late 1950s was a period of excitement and organizational

reform, the 1960s was a period for implementing the reforms and for

dealing with some of the newly emerging social problems. Some of the

senior staff people had several years of experience in the Rockville

government and they began to seek other opportunities to expand their

horizons. It was natural that many of them gained employment with

Montgomery County government which at that time was just beginning to

to realize the need for an orderly growth process [11].

9. During thiS period, the highest elected__state officials were

Republicans from Baltimore and/or the Eastern Shore: Spiro Agnew,

a moderate Republican, bested Mahoney, the_Democratic candidate whose

slogan was "your home is your castle." This, coupled with Montgomery

County's propensity to vote Democratic, meant that neither the in-

formal nor the formal leaders had access to the State power structure.

10. Conversation with C. Richard Foote.

11. This left newly hired senior staff to cope-with such emerging

problems as the need to minimize the potential adverse effects of

METRO which was scheduled to have the_end-of-the-line station and

the inspection yard in central Rockville; the need to stabilize

land values; continuing requests for annexation; and the need to

preserve older neighborhoods.

39
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic 1960

Total Population 26,090

Square Miles 7

Persons per Square Mile 3,727

Non-White Population 1,578
(15.7% in 1950) (6.0%)

Median Age 21.6

Under 18 Years of Age 46.9%

65+ 744

(2.86)

Family Size 4.09

In Same House as 195U 41.7%

Median School Years Completed 12.4

Labor Force NA

Employed in White Collar 57.1

FamilieS 5,935

Families Below Poverty Level NA

Median Family Income $7,602

Income of $10,000+ 23.0%

Homes Were Owner Occupied 75.0%

Occupied Units 6,315

Median Value Housing NA

Est.

1969 1975

42,739 50,000

11 11

3,885 4,545

2,817
(6.6%) (E74

23.9 26.5

40.U% NA

1,832 2,432
(4.8%) (4.2%)

3.61 3.55

40.U% NA

13.1 NA

16,500 20,000

60.9 NA

19,834 NA

375 NA
(1.9%)

$14,2521 $21,U0U

80,9% NA

6,733 10,0E5

(57.8%) (70.0%)

12,129 NA

24,603 62,000

1. 33% of working population employed by federal government.

111-27
40



LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

CITY OF ROCKVILLE
\ 6;117 MARYLAND AT VINSON
`1. ? I ROCKVILLE; MARYLAND 20850

DAY AND DATE- Monday, August 9,

FOR RELEASE: Immediately

TITLE'

CONTACT
Sue Patterson

PHONE-
424-8000

-

Ext. 216
OR PHONE:

A_series of public meetings to:develop_plans_for improvements in the

Lincoln Park -Croydon Park neighborhoods win begin in September. Neighborhood

residents, with- the -aid of city staff, will prepare recommendations advising

the Mayor and City CouneiI on heti, they wish to spend the funds.:Thefunds
are divided equally between public and home:improvements. Public projects

that residents can recommend include storm drains, street repairs, athletic

fields and courts, and recreational projects. Residents also may sign up

for home improvements loani and grants.

Tio boundaries of_the Lincoln Park - Croydon Park target area are Athiey

Avenue on the North; the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tracks on the West,

Baltimore Road on the South, and Horner's Lane on the East;

Meeting! will be held Thursdays, at_7130_p.m., September 9, 16, and 23,

at the Lincoln Park Community center; 357 Frederick Avenue.

For further information, call Barry Schuttler, Project Manager,

Community DeVelopment Sleek Grant, at 424-8000, ext. 243.

tf

Ij
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Tr The'rigofRockville will
hold a public hearing on the
'proposed annexation of a
.96.214 _acre_ tract of land at
-8:30 p.m. on Monday. August
.9. in the Council Chambers at
City Hall.

The tract. known as the Law

B. Watkins Trust Property. is
ideated on the_ north side of
Montrose Road midway be.
tween 1-270 and Rollins Ave-
nue and adjoins existing cm%

poratc boundaries.
The land is presenT owned

by Mary-Bradley Wat Ins and
others. The stet is proposed
for single-Santily development
at a density of three dwellings
per acre. Churches and other
institutional uses are also

proposed for -this area



CITY OF ROCKVILLE ORGANIZATION CHART 1959
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CITY

CLERK

CITY OF ROCKVILLE ORGANIZATION CHART -- 1966
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rn
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Rockville General Revenues
Fiscal Years 1960-1969 (000)

Fiscal General Inter. Licenses Fines Use of

Year Property Gov. and and Money &

Ended Total Tax Revenue Permits Forfeits Property

1960 937.2 486.2E 134.6E 45.7 5.3 21.5

1961 1,236.6 603.2E 199.9E 75.3 4.9 49.9

1962 1,300.2 665.5 240.3 90.4 4.5 43.4

1963 1,465.8 746.7 281.8 114.5 7.7 72.8

1964 1,714.8 862.2 332.4 144.8 11.7 79.0

1965 1,692.6 951.0 401.6 83.2 18.5 97.9

1966 1,885.0 1,054.3 463.0 85.2 18.3 114.7

1967 2,106.4 1,188.1 527.0 84.9 16.4 120.4

1968 2,571.6 1,359.0 723.4 97.4 17.9 132.9

1969 2,827.0 1,464.4 861.5 111.2 13.9 110.9

Charges for
Services
(other

agencies)

Rockville Expenditures for Selected Functions
Fiscal Years 1960-1969 (000)

205.4
225.2
49.7
25.3
43.3
43.6
57.5
71.5

126.2
98.7

Fiscal
hear_ General Community Public Public
Ended Government Services Safety Works Recreation Total

1960 130.5 16.2 109.4 353.6 79.5 689.2
1961 153.9 18.8 10 .7 459.2 99.1 835.7

1962 186.3 22.4 106.5 500.5 139.9 955.6

1963 192.0 24.0 112.4 522.3 165.3 1,016.0

1964 221.4 39.0 127.0 635.0 184.3 1,206.7
1965 223.1 51.8 141.6 650.9 207.1 1,274.5
1966 250.1 52.4 163.3 735.7 241.1 1,442.7
1967 275.3 62.3 178.9 839.7 271.1 1,627.3
1968 285.0 114.6 194.4 870.8 307.0 1,771.8
1969 355.7 117.4 245.8 1,054.5 383.2 2,156.6

46

Charges for
Current
SerVitts

38.5
78.2

206.3
217.1
241.4
96.9
92.1
98.3

114.8
166.4



LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

Planned vs; Actual venues- --(-thOusands)

Increase
Fiscal Year

1967-68

Estimated
Revenue

Actual
Revenue

Actual
Over (Under)
Estimates

Property Taxes $1,456.6 $1,464.4 $ 7;9 $105.4
Licenses and Permits 106;0 111;2 5;2 13.8
Fines and Forfeitures 17;5 13;9 (3;6) (3.9)
Revenues from Use of
Money and Property 128;0 110;9 (17;1) (22.1)

Revenues from Other
Agencies 920.1 960;2 40;1 110;6

Charges for Current
ServiceS 144.5 166.4 21;9 51;6

Total* $2,772.6 $2,827.0 $54.4 $255.4

Planned vs. Actual Expenditures (thousands)

Expenditures
Appropri- (Adjusted for
ations
(After

Revisions)

Encumbrances)
Outstanding

7/1/69
of

TOtal

Linen-

cumbered
Balance

Increase
Over

1967-68

General Government $ 368:5 $ 358.0 12.44 $10.5 $ 74.6
Community- Service 124:1 116.4 4.05 7.7 .3
Public Safety 248;6 247.3 8.59 1.3 52.7
Public Works 1,084;0 1,058.8 36.8 25.2 188.2
Recreation 383;8 383.6 13.33 .2 79.5
Debt Service 582.3 582.3 20.24 .0 57.5
Non-Departmental 178;0 131.0 4.55 47.0 (17.8)

Total* $2,969.4 $2,877.4 100.00 $92.0 $435.0

*Due to rounding, columns may not sum to Total.

4
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

AGE OF HOUSING STOCK
ROCKVILLE, M.E.L., 1970

ERA NUMBER OF UNITS
1000 2000 4000 5000_ 6000

1900

1901-10

1911.20

1921.30

1931.40

1v41.50

1951.60

1961.70

NOTE: Includes All Housing Unit Types.

.500

4 000s000
ce o " 47 CPW cn IF. F.0 N w

Nie cn en

AGE CIIST LBUTION OF
SING -F ILV HOUSING -
BY NEIGHBORHOO S
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PROJECTED REAL PROPERTY ASSESSABLE BASE - 1980 (All in 1970 Dollars)

AVERAGE TOTAL MARKET

/ UNITS MARKET VALUE VALUE (000)

RESIDENTIAL

Single.Family Detached 11,497 . $42;200' $485,173

SingleFamily Attached 1,411 25,200' 35,708

Garden Apartments, 2,681 18,900' 50,671

Elevator Apartments !,013 24,900' -25 224

ASSESSED

VALUE AT 55%

$266;845

19,639

21;869

87a

$328,266TOTAL RESIDENTIAL 16,608 $596;776 $328;226

COMMERCIAL

Office:

Improvements 1,215,000 sq, ft $ 18,00 $ 21,870 $ 12,028

Land 56 acres 190000,00 10,640 5,852

Retail:

Improvements 1,761,0004 ft. $ 12,00 $ 21,132 $ 11,622

Land 152 acres 190 ;000.00 28,880 15;884

Services, Automotive, etc:

Improvements 1,230,000 so, ft, $ 15,00 $ 18;450 $ 10;147

Land 151 acres 170,000,00 -25-6670 14,119

$126,642 $ 69;652

Estimated Annual Increase in Real Value of 3.0%

TOTAL COMMERCIAL $ 94,030

INDUSTRIAL

General:

Improvements 2,308,000 eti, ft. $ 8.00 $ 18,464 $ 10;155

_ Land 406 acres 75,000,00 30,450 16,748

Restricted:

Improvements 4,000000 sq, ft, 17,00 $ 88,000 $ 37,400

Lind 400 acres 60,000,00 24;000 13 200

$140,914 $ 71,503

Estimated Annual Increase In Real Value of 10% x 1.35

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL $104,629

TOTAL REAL PROPERTY ASSESSED BASE S526,885

'Includes estimated annual increase in real value of 10%,

Oz
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z
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PARK and RECREATION FACILITIES

STRATEGIC PLANNING

LEGEND

0 MAJOR PLAYFIELD
NEIGHBORHOOD- LAY GROUND

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

tar SPECIAL USE AREA

te PRIVATE RECREATION
...... BIKEWAY - WALKWAY

STREAM VALLEY

.Th<
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

NUMBER OF OCCASIONS OF PARTICIPATION
IN OUTDOOR SUMMER RECREATION

1960 Compared with 1976 and 2000 (in millions)

0 500 1000 1500 2000

8;2
Driving for
Pleasure

Swimming

Walking for
Pleasure

Outdoor -Games
or Sports

Sightseeing

Picknicking

Fishing

Bicycling

Attending
Sports Events

Boating
or Sailing

Nature Walks

Hunting

Camping

Horseback
Riding

Water_
Skiing

Hiking

Attending
Concerts

1, &41

672

566

474

1,18

56
1,569

8 "5

28'
456

825
279

418

260
350
-521

228
29,__

452
172

252 _

16
-159

285
-_---- 557

-98_
153__

95_:
123

-174
60
113_

-== 235
55
82

39
84
-189
34_
63

-77!_125

.27
46
-92

111-1-36

_1,666

2,215

2,307

1960
1976
2000

All Activities

1960 4,377
1976 _6,926
2000 12,449



STRATEGIC PLANNING

Rockville obtains its water supply from the Potomac River.
The City's system includes a treatment plant near the_river, a seven-_
mile transmission line, five storage tanks:and some 109 miles of local
water lines to serve individual homes, business and industries.

The current capacities of the components in the system are:

Treatment Plant :8 Million Gallons Per Day
Transmission Line 10 Million Gallons Per Day
Storage Tanks 13,4 Million Gallons

In 1969:an average of 3.6 million gallons per day was consumed
from Rockville's_water system. About 86% of:Rockville'S _present popu-
lation and 88% of the projected population will be_served_by_the_City
water system. The remaining population is served by the Washington
Suburban Sanitary system.

FUTURE WATER NEEDS

The City must have enough water to serve the homes, businesses
and industries in its service area plus adequate flow from hydrants
for fire fighting.

If all of the land in the City is used as recommended in this
Plan, the average daily flow needed will be about 7.75 million gallons
a day. This is based on the consumption and land use factors described
earlier in this chapter.

The need for improving each part of the system to provide for the
anticipated growth under this Plan is demonstrated:

WATER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Present Future Additional
Capacity Requirement Capacity

Treatment Plant 8.0 MGD 11.63 MGD 3.63 MGD

Transmission Line 10.0 MGD 11.63 MGD 1.63 MGD

Storage 13.4 MG 22.1 MG 8.7 MG

CONCLUSIONS

The City will need to expand the capacity of the treatment plant
and storage facilities to meet the water consumption requirements of

future growth. Storage facilities should total 22.1 million gallons.
Treatment plant expansion may reach as much as 12 million gallons
total, depending on the resolution of transmission line capacity.
The present 10 million gallon per day capacity of the transmission
line will not meet future demands.

111-1-37
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC
Entering And Eiciting City, Existing And Projected
1980 Sa99t

1960 1970 -1-990
A 3,275 7,500 _6,600
B 20;575 27,400 26,300
C 24,875 37,100 32,900
@ 9,350 55,600 89,100
E 2,450 6;000 23,200
F = 20,700
G 3;125 9,500 17,700
H 9,400 40,000 101,300
I 8;650 16;900 31,600

Total Trips 81,700 200;000 349,400

Population 26,400 46,000 66,000

'This does not include projected volumes on the proposed outer
belt: 55,100 east of Route 355 and 21,300 west of Interstate
70-S.

54
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

Corporate
Limits
Developed

' Area
M.E.L.
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

.Rockville is part of, and influenced by, the surrounding
urban regions. On the large scale, it is on the Southwestern
edge of the rapidly urbanizing Eastern Megalopolis extending
from Portland; Maine to Richmond, Virginia:

More pertinent is its _position in the Washington Metropoli-
tan Region, in Montgomery County and in the Interstate
Highway 70-S Corridor.

ROCKVILLE AND THE WASHINGTON AREA

Rockville is tied to Washington; D. C. historically, geo-
graphically, economically and socially. Today the Washington
Metropolitan Region is one of the fastest growing major
metropolitan areas in the nation.

* Its population is well educated; and has one of the
highest per capita incomes of any metropolitan region:

* In new housing construction, the Washington Metropoli-
tan Area is second only to Los Angeles.

* There are rnbre than 1.27 million jobs in the metropoli-
tan area, 340,000 of them in the Federal government:

POPULATION
Growth Rate

1970 Estimates Since 1950

Metropolitan Region 3.02 million 107%

Montgomery County 506,000 209%

70-S Corridor 103,000 472%

Rockville 45,000 543%

EMPLOYMENT
Growth Rate

1970 Estimates Since 1960

Region 1.27 million 76%

County 176,000 102%

Corridor 32,000 116%

Rockville 17,000 158%

11 1=-1=40
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NODULE 2

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Objectives: The objectives of this module are
to: use predetermined goals to focus on problem
areas; demonstrate an ability to distinguish
problem causes from problem symptoms; demonstrate
an ability to apply an elementary rate of change
forecasting model.



SITUATION ANALYSIS

SITUATION ANALYST

_
SttUatien analysis is a veny, important_part of the strategic

planning - process because everything that_follows_is_based upon_

the conclusiOnS_draWn and the_ recommendations made_at the comple-

tion of:the analysis. Thus it is critical-to assess the situation,
define_the_prebleMS, and distinguish between symptoms and causes

With the highest possible level of precision

During this early phase of the_planning process, the manager

tries to answer the_question; "Where are we nowwith_respect to

where we want to go?" The key to this step is identifying the
gap between what is, what will be, and what Should be. In some

planning models this is known as the needs assessment phase.

We can break this phase of the process into the following

components:

(1) Problem identification

(2) Data needs considered

(3) Data collection

(4) Data analysis

(5) Drawing conclusions

Remember, these steps are an idealized version of a process

which will not (and cannot) always take place in perfect sequen-

tial order. Data analyzed for one problem may identify another

problem and start the whole process over.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Problems don't exist in isolation--they depend upon

context or situation. Something is, or is not, a problem

relative to a desired outcome or condition. In other words,

a problem is something that blocks or hinders reaching your

goals. For example, you will not be concerned with the

probability of typhoons in the Pacific during the Fall

season if you plan to vacation in the Carribean.

111=2=3 CO
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Therefore, when scanning the situation for problems, it
is a good idea to begin with the goals and subgoals that have
already been developed. This serves to narrow down the field
from all the possible areas of consideration you could start
with. Then, one asks; "Where do we stand now with respect to
this goal area? How do we get there?"

PROBLEM PERCEPTIONS

There are many places one might_begin the task of problem
identification. One of the most useful is to exam;ne the various
perceptions of the situation. At its most rigorous, this step
requires a formal survey (instrument design, sample selection,
analysis) of -a concerned or knowledgeable population--staff,
superiors, clients, outside experts. The underlying assumption
for this approach is that perceived problems are, in fact,
indicators of real problems and that the perceptions point to
areas which will require further analysis and specification.

The relevant facts, values and policies relating to an expressed
concern become the basis for validating the concern as a problem.

FORMAL SURVEY

If a formal survey is to be employed; the usual approach
is a form of scaling; A wide variety of potential concerns or
problem areas or issues should be brainstormed [1] and selected.

The most simple instrument uses a scale of 1 to 5 to rate_achieve-

ment from "good" to "poor." It is also possible to rate issues,
functions, goals or activities on more complex scales; i.e., 15

to 1 in five- categories ranging from "receiving too much emphasis"

to "receiving-not nearly enough - emphasis." The_same items can
then be ranked on a 1 to 15 scale to indicate the desired future
condition for each item. These categories range from "substan=
tially decrease emphasis" to_"substantially increase emphasis."

A similar scaling device could compare perceived importance with

perceived performance.

WORKSHOP

Meetings can also be utilized to identify perceptions.
The partcipants work in small groups, ana respond to the
question, "What are the things that are keeping us from doing

the job we should do for our clients?" Only problems--not
solutions--should be listed. After about thirty minutes,
groups exchange papers with each other for comments and
priority ratings of each response according to the following
5-point scale:

1; The unrestricted offering of ideas or suggestions by all

members of a conference to seek solutions to problems.

111=2=4 6.1



1 2

utm ost very

importance important

3

moderately
important

SITUATION ANALYSIS

4

little
importance unimportant

Then theY_reteiVe their original work backs revise it, and

write -each response on an index card with the priority ratings

of all the groups.

These prOble0= or_concern7perception techniques can
yield valUable information, but they should be used only as
guides to- gather facts and data Perceptions do not always

correspond to reality. For example, garuen apartments -may be
perceiVed as costly to a community -in terms of tax revenue when
compared with single family dwellings: The uata may indicate

that, in factj the apartments_ "subsidize" the school system where

costs are high due to anaverage,of 3:5 public school children per

single family unit as compared_to ;5 per apartment; There is

still a_problem here, but it is one of communications_or public

information, not tax equity. This would require a different

strategy.

ISSUES

Another type of problem is an issue. Ah issue is
something_about which:there are -two points of view. Issues are

value-oriented situations. Unlike other types Pf_problems which

can -be documented by specific data such as the number of children

in a classrooM or percent of wage_earners_out of work; issues

cannot be doCUMented with hard data However, the existence of

an issue may be diSCOVered_through workshops, information_discus-
sions or fOrMal surveys._ Issues result from the differing

perceptions of a particular situation. _Frequently each of the

persons inVOlVed may be impacted upon differently by the same

event or situation. An example of an issue:

o Children tell their parents or guardians that
lot's of children are getting Kit by cars down

by the school;

o The school principal is concerned that some
childmight_possibly_be struck by a speeding

car.

o Commuting motorists are irritated that they
have to slow -down in a school zone that is
1 mile long.

The regular school crossing guard has been on
extended sick leave.

111-2-5 6 2
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Clearly, there -is a problem; but not_the kind that can be
documented -or solved with the collection and analysis of hard
data -If the city council placates the principal by putting in a
traffic light; then the commuters will be upset at having to wait
for the light to turn green. They will be very upset at having
to wait if there are no children crossing the street.

Solving an issue first requires identifying the existence
of an issue. The next step involves identifying the nature of
the issuei_e.g., it should be_resolvable. It should be important
to the decision maker's constituency (e.g., community groups,
Board_of Tradei_ realtors. tow-truck operators). It should__
contain negotiable items._ _It should require your organization's
intervention for a favorable resolution.

The third step involves identifying the key actors, their
positions, what they are likely to gain or lose, their rela=
tionship to each other, and their willingness to negotiate;

The fourth step involves determining the level of involve-
ment (time, staff, commitment, public exposure) which is-appro-
priate for your organization. The level of involvement considered
appropriate is likely to vary from situation to situation.

The fifth step involves recommending a solution. .Before
recommending a solution it may be appropriate to identify all
possible solutions and to assess each possible SolutiOn against
predetermined criteria. .

PROBLEM INDICATORS

An indicator is a quantified measure of a given condition
at a_specific point in time. It should provide an indication
Of Where you are, at a given point in time.

Indicators are a tool which can assist in structuring
data needs, assessing_the situation and identifying problems.
Indicators may be applied appropriately during many points in the
planning process but are especially appropriate between goals and
forecasting.

__Although they are quantified; indicators are not necessarily
_exact nor are they necessarily direct--they often will not cor-
relate exactly with the goal area They will often be indirect,
but should have sufficient relationship to indicate to decision
makers what is going on in the problem, goal or issue area.

For example, indicators of a downward turn in -the local
economy are such things as_mortgage foreclosures, increases
in cases -of child_abuse and an increase_in the number of
applications for food stamps. Conversely, if new construction
permits are being issued in large numbert, if the local banks

111-2-6 63
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hold a larger than average number of construction notes, and if

large numbers of persons are seeking immediate housing4 then

several problems are possible Large numbers of unemployed
pettons_may trigger not only a- rise in the crime rate bUt a drain

on available community health- services: Large nUMbets of construc-

tion notes may affect a bank's interest policy_and personal loan

policy--especially if these notes are in default.

After you have developed your general goal and subgoal
statementsi it is a good idea to examine -each through brain!.

storming and- discuss a variety of potential ihdicators which_

might provide_information relating_tO What't_gbing on in that

area Consider each suggested AnditatOt with respect to:____
availability of data; estimated accuracy of data; relationship

to goal or problem area.

DATA NEEDS CONSIDERATION

Data are essential for situation analysis--for problem

analysis documentation, distinguishing between symptoms and

causes and for decision making.

One of the main problems facing managers is "How much aata

is enough?" You need sufficient data, precise enough to make

good decisions, but it must be available on time and in a form

that can be understood. Too much information can result in
overload,-the manager doesn't know which are the really important

facts (or can't dig them out in time) so none of it gets used.

Before actually gathering any dataj_it is essential to do

some preliminary planning. The data will be used to derive
decisions, therefore begin by considering the decisions to be

made. Consider the following points before investing time and

resources in data collection:

(1) What decisions will we have to -ake in this area?

Who will make them?
(2) What are the major factors infix:: )cirig the decisions?

(3) What criteria will be used to r.'e decision?

(4) How precise_must_the information t.) be Lsabl-e?

(5) How difficult will it be co gathe' the :16,Tion?
How costly?

(6) How soon must the data be availat:!C
(7) What form will the final product ta::.

In many cases,_urban mangers are dealing 4ith igrt deadlines

and don't have the luxury of being able to collect Ind consider

all the information they think is necessary to c,e;ine a

situation. It is often better, however; to be ar cximatLly on

time than precisely too late.

III-2-7
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DATA COLLECTION

Once the data needs have been identified the next step is
data collection; There are three primary sources. of information
written sources; human sources; and observation. The choice -of

source and the approaches to gathering data will vary according
to the information needed; the resources available and the con-_
straints to obtaining the information. The sources and approaches
described are not.all-inclusive but are intended to show the range
of options;

Written sources include the general subject literature, public
recorTliT5iThilic agency records, project/activity logs and your own
department/agency files. The most common approach to written
sources is by means of reviewing card catalogues/bibliographies
and visiting agencies.

An example of a data resource guide for Maryland (published
by their Department of State Planning) is excerpted on the
following two pages. Similar resource guides are available in
most states.

Human sources of information include people who are knowledge-
able:because of their education, experience and/or professional
involvement. Soliciting responses from several experts is some-
times- called the Delphi Method [2]. People who will be affected
as clients_and/or those who will influence the decision of poten-

tial clients are also sources of data; Approaches_to gathering
data from people include informal interviews; formal interviews;
questionnaire interviews; or,special approaches such as market
testing.

Observation is a basic method of gaining information. Any-

thing that happens_and_is observed, or anything that happened_and
left traces that can be observed can-be a_source. Such happenings
of- interest might include: minutes of_a_citizen advisory -group
meeting; the behavior of project participants; and telephone
queries. Even though these represent a_random,and haphazard
approach to data collection, it is precisely this approach that

2. The Delphi Method has its precedeA in the Oracle of Delphi
and refers to_the gathering of opinion._ of experts concerning
a particular logic ar,r- and !)iing the ,iecision on that informa-

tion.
"A procedure for .z.,emri;.i.-ally soliciting and collating

the opinions of experts ft-,:ure of a preselected st,i,:;ect

through individual inter:gatiors, usually by questionnai;,:s. An

attempt is made to achieve cons..ansu:; of convergency of opi'vion by

the feedback of results t the part'-ipants ,nd recycling The

process:" ComprehensivF Pi 7'1 Educati.3. Bureau of riginning,

Department of Education. T:%tor. aw Jersey, 1974.
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DATA RESOURCES: EXAMPLE

The foIlbWitig liSt indicates current data and related publica-
tions which may be of assistance in preparing the plan.

1. Department of State Planning. .Publications.

A. NarilancIP0-1930.-1970, August 1971.

B. Maryland-Population and Rousing Statistics: 1970
Census. August 1971.

C. MarYlatd_Family-Income Characteristics: 1970 Census.
April 1972.

D. Maryland Housing Element Volumes I through VII,
OCtOber 1972.

E. Selected_±PhIsicaaFinanciaI and Occupancy Charadteris-
tics of-Housingand-HousehoIds 1950 and 1970 (seven
volumes). October 1972.

F. PUblid SChOO1 Enrollaiint Pro - -ct-ions 1.72 -1984,
July 1975.

G. Mar_land 1970_Social Indicator Series,

Volume

Volume

Volume

Volume

Educational Characteristics, No.
November_1973.

- Age and Mobility CharacteriStics,
201, Dec. 1973

- Income Characteristics, Nc. 2:,
1974
Labor Force and Employment Character
tics,_No. 203, May 1974

H. Maryland- Projection Series } Population and amploymerit
1975-1990; NO; 240; May 1975.

I. Ma land -Automated-Geo ra
Publication No. 207. Baltimore. March 197 .isiaturals-cd. Publication No 199.
Baltimore; December 1973.

J. Com endium-of_NaturalLFeatures in Maryland. Pbblica-
tion No. 227. Baltimore.

Maryland Outdoor Recreation and-Open-Space Plan.
NoveMber 1972.

Multi-Service Center Study: assembled Data and Pro:-
gress reports. 1973-75.

SO-dial:Indicator Reprt: A Conceptual Approach.
April 1976, covers the areas of health, education,
public safety, houSing, economic well-being, and social
potential.

K.

L.

N.

I 1= =9
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Department of Human Resources:

1. Social Services Administration: Monthly Statisti-
cal Report.

2. Department of Human Resources Annual Report.

3. Monthly Work Force Estimates.

4. Maryland Manpower Trends (Monthly).

5. Labor Force, Employment, and Unemployment. (Annual)

6. Title XX Program Service Plan, Annual.

Department of Economic and Community Development

1. Community Economic Inventory Series (by County).

2. An Economic and Social Atlas of Maryland (contains
an excellent bibliography of sources). February
1974.

3. Maryland Economic Indicators (Monthly).

4. Statkatioal Abstract -of- Maryland (Biennial).

5. Directory of Science Resources -off' Maryland-1972-1973.

6. Mary --land State Programs for Local Government.
December 1974.

State Department of Education

1. Annual Report 6tatistical Reivew)

2. Facts About Maryland Public Education (Annual)

3. Education Systems Resources, prepared for the Mary-
land State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.
An-Assessment-of_VooatIonal Education Progress in
Maryland.

4. Division of VOtatiOnal=Tethnital Education, Manage
ment Information fot_the_Devalopment of
state Plan for Vocational - Technical EducatIon.

5. Maryland -State-Plan-for-the-Administration of_ the
oca ion -C nica tte n.

6. Division of Research; EvaIuation_and_InfOrMatiOn
Systems, The__Maryland High School Follo1,7=Up Study.

III=2=10 6"7
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decition makers continue to rely upon. It'is important_in this

case to- assess whether or not information is reliable; i.e.;_what

is a one=time occurrence and what is characteristic of a pattern.

Observations are more reliable if backed up with hard data such

as:

o the number of people using aJatility and using
specific features within a fatility (different
resources at a library);

observation_of a:group at work to assess
"atmosphere" might be noted;

eavesdropping can be a highly risky technique;
but_Often remarks made at a meeting or event
will _reveal reaction of the participants; pro-
vided_the eavesdropper is moving around and
"sampling" the group and takes the trouble to
compare_nOtet with other eavesdroppers directly

after the event. (Certainly the extremes of
ditsatisfaction or approval will be apparent.)

Unintentional observers can provide a good source of data on

events -or characteristics of,a_neighborhood. These people are

noted in advance as attending a meeting or residing in a neighbor=

hood_, and then interviewed for a specific response--What did they

think of the meeting? How ao they think such-and-such will affect

their block?

DATA ANALYSIS

There are a variety of mathematical and statistical techniques

for manipulating data including linear and multiple correlation,
regression analysis, chi-square, method of least squares, statisti-

cal decision theory, and tests of hypotheses.

There are, however, three techniques which haveproved
useable by the non-statistician for purposes of projection. One

is the index number. An index number [3] shows changes in a vari-

able with respect to time, geography or some other characteristic.

The cost of living, for example, is given as an index number.

Index numbers may be price relative; quantity or volume relative;

or a weighted average :f relatives, such as the Consumer Price Index.

3. "A statistical_ measure frequently employed . . to obtain

a quick overall picture of significant changes in such areas as

prices of raw materials, prices of manufactured products, physical

volume of production and wage rates." Neter and Wasserman,

Fundamental Statistics far Busiriess_and Economics, Allyn and Bacon,

Inc., Boston, 1962, p. 616.

mre-ll cs
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A_second_technique is known as analYsiS of time_series. A

time series is a set of obterVationt taken at specified times,
usually_at equal intervals. Charatterittics of time series may

be_classified as: long-terms; cycliOal; seasonal; and irregular;
The steps in doing a time series analysis are:

1. collect data (insure comparability)

2. graph the time,series_nOting the presence of
long-term trend, cyclical variation and
seasonal variation

3. construct the long=term trend line by using_
either the method of least squares, the free-
hand method, the method of moving averages or
the method of semi-averages

4. if seasonal variations are present, obtain a
seasonal index and aajust the data, e.g.,_a
moving average of 3, 5, or 7 months serves to
remove irregular variations and reveal the
cyclical variations

5. graph the cyclical variation

6. make a projection

The third technique is forecasting. It is aiprojective
technique which can be either qualitative or quantitative.
Qualitative forecasting- occurs whenever a fGrecatt is_made
without using specific data (numbers). Thit method Of fore-
casting may be employed_by an 'expert" basing her/his opinion

on the interplay uf a number of- variables., The importance of
forecasting in long-range planning cannot be over-emphasized____
because forecasting prOVidet_a way of knowing if something__ which

is not now a problem_it likely to be_a problem_teveralyears___
from now. _ForieXample, if the unemployment rate was -6%

willye6,-s ago and hat risen to a current level of_8%,what_w
iillthe_urploymentrate be 5 years from now? At what point will it be

a .:':iblem? What are the implications?

'quantitative forecasting ,..an be sophistjcatea enough to demand

co.v4ter application (mathematical moteling) or simple enough to be

v, by every urban manager. The followg malth ireening example
has been developed to demonstrate the steps in;'olved 4n one particu=

lar simple forecasting model [47.

4. Executive Pl.:1171E9 Process, State of Maryland, 1976.
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A local health department is responsible for conducting
health screenings as part of a disease-prevention pro-
gram. Each year tests have been_conducted to identify
new instances of tuberculosis. The following data has
been supplied by the secretary.

A B

Year No. of cases
per 1000
screenings

% of Increase
total since pre-

(1000) viousyear

1969 15 1.5%

Y1 1970 19 1.9% 4

Y2 1971 26 2.6% 7

Y3 1972 35 3.5% 9

Y4 1973 45 4.5% 10

Y5 1974 57 5.7 12

Annual
rate of
chan e

27%

37

35

29

21

Specifications:

1. Column A lists the number of years for which informa-
tion has been arranged (usually 3-5 years is aaequate
for short-range trend purposes).

2. Column B indicates the size of the condition for
the respective year (i.e., in 1972, 35 new cases of
tuberculosis were detected per 1000 screenings).

3. Column C provides the condition's percentage in-
crease or decrease based on the total number (tests
conducted).

4. Column D indicates the numerical increase or de-
crease in the condition from the previous year.

5. Column E presents the annyal_rate _of change of the
condition. It is determined by dividing the size
of the condition in Column B into the numerical
increase of the condition since the previous year in
Column D.

From this we know what has been happening. Clearly, the number
of cases has been increasing every year. From a planning perspec-
tive we need to know, given this trend, how many cases will be

111=2;43 0
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identified in the next several years. Such a projection can be

made by first determining the average annual rate of change and

then applying this rate to each cell in the matrix.

Determine the average annual rate of change as follows:

For five or less years of data, we can use a formula which

orders the information by adding weights to the most recent years

where:

RC = the average annual rate of change

N = the number of years for which information is

presented
Y1 = the most distant annual rate of change

Y5 = the most recent annual rate of change

C = the sum of the coefficients

Y1 + Y2 4 2tY34_+ 3Y4) + 4(Y5)
C

Next, substitute the. ii.ata in the matrix in the appJpriate

places in the formula:

(.271-+ (.37) + 2(.35) + 3(.29) + 41-27)_
RC 11

RC = 3.29/11

RC = 3C%

ThuS, the health department can expect the condition to con-

tinue to occur at a 3U% [5] rate each additional year This 3O

rate is equivalent to 74 instances in every 1000 cases for 1975.

Continuing this same application to subsequent years shows the

projections to be:

b. A 7% RC indicates that a condition will double in size

approximately every ten years; a 15% RC indicatet that a con-

dition will double in size approximately every five years; and

a 30% RC indicates that_a condition will double in size approxi-

mately every 2 1/2 years.



SITUATION ANALYSIS

A B C D E

Year No. of cases % of Increase Annual
per 1000 total since pre- rate of

screenings (1000) vious year change

1974 57 5.7% 12 27%

197 5 74 7.4% 17 30%

1976 96 9.4% 22 30%

1971 125 12.5% 29 30%

1978 163 16.3% 38 30%

1979 212 21.2% 49 30%

The projected increase in the actual number of instances
can be vividly shown by graphing the data.

28%

20%

12%

4%

rend Trend P ection

1970 72 74 76 78 80

Number of Cases of Tuberculosis
Detected per 1000 Screenings

Obviously; if this rate continues, the number of cases will
double every 2 1/2 years, reaching 212 instances by 1979.

Had there been -a year in which the data showed a decrease in-
stead of an increase, the same formula would still be used but the
decrease would be shown as a negative value instead of a positive
value.
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DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

The data developed by projective techniques remains -only data
until such time as the manager decides that a_problem exists now or
will exist -in the future; In order to know whether something will
be a problem it is necessary to define, in advance, the "bottom
line" of what is acceptable and what is a problem.

Just as data needs should be defined by the problem, so:should
the concLsions_be based on the proble0. If funding_were being
sought, what conclusions_WOUld prove the existence of the problem?__
The answer to this:questiOn_betoMet the parameter. This particular

approach demands that a detisien be -made to either_document the
existence/depth of the overall problem or the_ekistence/depth_of
a portion -of the total problem. At the same time theconclusions
drcvin define the prObleM statement. For_example,_a general problem
mfight be "the_high incidence of rape in the city;_" ,Data analysis

easily help- identify the problem as beingrape_in selected_
portions of_the city, against a specific subgroup (age, race, hair

etc.;, or -even at restricted times of the day; Thus the

problem statement Should reflect these restrictions:
strategics and' projects -would then be directed toward the more

clearly identified problem.

SYMPTOMS/CAUaS

The final ste,- is the delineation between the symptoms of the

problem and the causes of the problem; This critical step is all

too frequently skipped, to the detriment of the goals and objectives,

and the results are two-fold. First, there is the haphazard dis-
bursement of limited resources as management creates a plethora of

projects one or two for each and every symptom. Second, there is

a demand to continue funding the project as more and more people

realize hat even if the project/activity were discontinued, the

problem is not only still there but has not even been impacted upon.

Without a delineation between problem symptoms and problem
causes, the situation analysis is incomplete and ineffective. Identi-

fying problem causes is difficult because it can be somewhat -sub-

jective. For example, data may show that citizens in one section
actively participate in available community services and that citi-

zens in another section do not participate. Your objective is to
improve the participation ratio of the nonparticipating group. The

data probably will not show that those areas which participate do

so because they are bused into the community but the others live
in an -area with roads so narrow that buses cannot navigate them.

Therefore, the people along these roads do not participate.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

We know that symptoms are those things which let us know there
is a problem in much the same way that a fever is an indication of
a possible health problem. Additional symptoms and possible causes
include:

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE

High school drop-out
rate

o

o

o

o

Lack_o_f_nading skills
Availability of loW-
Skill jODS
Non-relevant curriculum
Negative attitude of
teachers

Congested streets o

o

o

o

o

Tods much_traffic
Inadequate off-street
parking
Double parking
Daytime delivery
schedules
Not enough streets

High rate of infectious
disease

o

o

o

Lack of knowledge of
sanitary practices
Abundance_of rats;
fleas;_etc;
Failure to secure
appropriate vaccina-
tions

Once the possible causes have been identified it is simple to
develop strategies and projects to impact on the problem.

No matter how well the data has been developed, it will be
worthless unless presented in a way which can be clearly under-
stood. Specifying the problem is a way of describing the problem
So that its parameters become known and some possible causes are
eliminated. One model for both specifying and presenting the
problem is known as the Kepner-Tregoe Model. The following ex=
example [4] demonstrates the use of the Kepner=Tregoe Model in a
typical local transportation situation. Rather than stating the
problem as one of "traffic congestion," it can be specified as
follows:

4. Adapted from Kepner, C.H., and Tregoe, B.B., The Rational
panager, McGra,-Hill Book Co., New York, 106b.

7.1
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IS IS NOT -WY?

WHAT: Automobile Truck

WHERE: Central business Residential
district area

WHEN: Rush hours Off hours

EXTENT: Bumper-to-bumper, Slow but

(how much, not moving moving

how many)

POSSIBLE o Untimed traffic
CAUSES: signals

o Lack of left-
turn lanes

o Inadequate off-
street parking

o Lack of by-pass
arteries

After gathering the data and being_as precise as possible concerning
the "Is" and "Is Not" (e.g., 4:05 P.M. to 5:17 P.M.; Vine St. and

Market to Vine and Broad), you are in a position to look at what

is happening. NPW questions arise such as, "What is different?"
and "What has tnanged?" Then you can explore the dynamics of the
situation and form hypotheses about the "Why?"

SitUatiOn analysis is the process of -comparing what IS happenin§

to what SHOULD BE happening. To do this it is necessary to determine
should -be happening. This statement of what SHOULD 6E becOniet

the bottom line. Formulating this bottom line is; perhaps, the most
difficult aspect of situation analysis._ By identifying the reasons

between the IS and IS NOT states; the manager is better able to
identify the possible causes of the deviation.

Before electing to focus attention on a particular deviation

(problem), the manager must first answer the following questions:

o How urgent is the problem (time)? __
o How serious is:the problem (impact)?
o What is the likelihood of the problem's magnitude

increasing?

111-2-18
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4110 SOLUTION

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Now that the many aspects of situation analytis have been
investigated, the urban manager is in a position to consider the
various solution activities available. Thete include:

Interim - buys time for completing additional analysis
Adaptive - allows for living with the tolerable effects

of a problem with a non-eradicable cause
Corrective - eliminates known causes
Preventive - reduces the probability of a problem

occurring
o Contingency - prcvides stand-by arrangements to offset

or minimize the effects of a serious or potentially
serious problem

The final selection of one or more solution activities
should be done ONLY after completing an assessment of the
organization responsible for the implementation of the solution

activity(ies). Such an assessment should include:

0

0
0

0
0

strengths/weaknesses
assets/liabilities
staff capability
structure
past, present;_future funding levels _

relationship to other local organiiationS
current activities
past performances

To insure that all significant factors h,ie been iaentified,

frank discussions should take place among key managers. Organiza-

tion analysis should not be ignored.

SUMMARY

Situation analysis which includes problem identification;
data_consideration, data collection, data analysis and drawing
conclusions, is perhaps the most important part of the strategic
planning process. Problem analysis allows for determining:

0

0
0

The most significant parts of the problem
The symptoms/causes
The resources necessary
Alternative solutions

7



SITUATION ANALYSIS
SUGGESTED READINGS

BOOKS

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Churchman, Charles W; and others; Introduction to Operations
Research, New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1957.

Kepner, Charles H., and Tregoe, Benjamin B. The Rational
Manager, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1965.

PERIODICALS

Atkin; Marvin C. _"Systems Analysis: Problem and Prospects,"
PlanningandHChanging, July 1970;

"Quantitative Techniques," Harvard Business
Review, May 1976.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

SITUATION ANALYSIS WORKSHOP I (30 Minutes)

INSTRUCTIONS

In order to complete this analysis it will be necessary to

complete three major activities: probkm identification; problem
documentation; and problem specification.

FIRST: After reading the case study and reviewing the
attachments; list those things which are stated
or perceived problems.

SECOND: As a group identify the symptoms and causes of
the problems. As a group, select a problem which,
if left untouched, _would_ prove detrimental to
the City of Rockville. Check yourself by asking

the question: If the causes were alleviated,
would the problem still exist?

EXERCISE

Problemt Symptoms Cause(s)

Selected most significan

1112-=.23
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SITUA1 ANALYSIS

SITUATION ANALYSIS WORKSHCP 'I (:(.2 minutes)

INSTRUCTIONS

For the problem selected, use the torecasti; mc-1-. to

determine the anticipated scope and magnitude of vi
Use the data presented in the case study and attachmk,......
Round to hundreds (or thousands) for ease in computation.

EXERCISE

Selected most significant problem

Step 1

YEARS NUMBER OF ABSOLUTE CHANGE ANNUAL_RATE

OCCURENCES_ _FROM PREVIOUS YEAR OF CHANGE

Y1 19

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

110

Step 2

Average annual rate of change

Yl + Y2 + 2(Y3) + 3 (Y4) + 441'5)
C

N = number of years for which data is presented
Y1 = the most distant annual rate of change
Y5 = the most recent annual rate of change
RC = average annual rate of change
C = sum of the coefficients

RC -
Yl + Y2 4= 2(Y3) 3(Y4) + 4 my

C

RC

.1- 2( __) = 3( ) + 4(

11.

II I -2.1-e5 7
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

11

Step_ 3

Projected Number of Occurrences

YEAR OCCURRENCES

Y5

Y6

Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10

_

SO

111-2-27

(actual)

Y5 + (Y5 X RC)

Y6 + (Y6 X RC)

Y7 + (Y7 X RC)

Y8 + (Y8 X RC)

Y9 + (Y9 X RC)



SITUATION ANALYSIS

SITUATION ANALYSIS WORKSHOP III (30 minutes)

a

INSTRUCTIONS

For the problem selected, use the Kepner-Tregoe model to

specify the problem (what or who is affected, when does the

problem occur, where does it occur, what is the extent of the

problem). Remember that this model requires you to identify what

the problem IS aS well as what the problem IS NOT. WHY is 0
explanation for the difference between the IS and IS NOT The

response to WHY guides the development of alternatives. If

needed, check the Situation Analysis reading.

EXERCISE:

EXTENT:

POSSIBLE
CAUSES:

III -2r29



MODULE 3

SETTING OBJECTIVES

Objectives: The objectives_of this module are

to: appreciate the rationale for formulating
objectives; demonstrate an ability to write
objectives meeting stated criteria.

S 9



SETTING OBJECTIVES

SETTING OBJECTIVES

The goals and subgoals have beeniarticulated. The problem
has been analyzed and specified._ It is now appropriate to- narrow
the focus and to state clearly Whatis to be accomplished in the
immediate- future. ThiS_Statement_of anticipated accomplishment
it_the_objective. Unlike either the goal or the subgoal (with
Whith it is consistent)_, the objective is quantified. There=
fore, it is something for which the organization can be held
accountable.

LEVELS

ORGANIZATIONWIDE

Objectives can and frequently do appear on several different
levels within the total organization. They may appear on an
organizationwide level. Organizationwide objectives evolve from
and are consistent with the goals and subgoals. It is not unusual
for several different objectives to evolve from a single subgoal.

DEPARTMENT

The next appropriate level for the formulation of objectives
is the department level. If organizationwide objectives have
been articulated, the departmental objectives should be consistent
with then. However, if none have been articulated for the entire
organization, then some must be assumed before departmental
objectives--which must be consistent with the assumed organiza-
tion_objectives==can be formulated. Departmental objectives are
usually based on a 3-year projection of what the department hopes
to accomplish.

PROGRAM

Several related projects may be developed in order to achieve
department level goals. These related projects are frequently
referred to as a JEIrjltia, e.g., a housing program, a manpower
program, etc. Each program will have an objective_which is a
quantified statement of expected accomplishment. The inclusion

of a program level of operation most frequently occurs in multi=
directional organizations, e.g., Model Cities Agencies, Departments

111=3=3
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

of Human ReseiArcet. Single purpose organizations may have

no need for program level activities or objectives.

PROJECT

The lowest level for the fonnulat.on of objectives is the
project; The project objective states in quantified terms what
the project expects to accomplish. It must evolve from and be

consistent with the program level objectives. In the absence

of program level objectives,_ the project objectives must be con-
sistent with the departmental objectives.

Regardless_of the level at which they occur, objectives are
based on an analysis of the data, the issues, and organizational
capabilities. This is especially true in the development of

new objectives El]. The difference among objectives occurring
at different leVelsiit the scope/magnitude of accomplishm-nt.
Each lower level objective evolves from ana is consistent with

the higher leVel objectives. This may occur in two different

ways. First; the lower level objective may merely have a lower

level of expected result than the higher level of objective.
Second, the lower level objective may'relate to the assumption

of the higher el objective. In -the following example, the
department objective is based on an assumption that one way of

insuring access to economic mobility is through education,
specifically reading skills;

LEVEL __OBJECTIVE

Citywide

Department

Program

Project

To insure that all citizens
have equal access to economic
mobil ity

To raise to national norms the
reading level of all students
in_ the public schools (pre=
college) by 1984

To raise to national norms the
reading level of all pre-
school through 6th grade
students by 1979

To raise the reading-readiness
level to 1.0 of all children
in the XYZ Head Start Project
by September, 1979

1. When deciding- on the usability of old objectives, careful

consideration should be given to any changes which may have

occurred since the old objective was first formulated.
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SETTING OBJECTIVES

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: COMPARISON

Confusion often arises concerning the difference between
goals and objectives. In conversation, many people use the two
terms interchangealy. This can create special problems if a
planning model which uses both goals and objectives is being
used. In brief, remember that goals are general; objectives
specific; goals are long range w- no time specified, objectives
are time-bound; goals can be idea; ,tic, objectives should be
achievable.

The following chart should clarify some of the essential
differences:

GOAL OBJECTIVE

Long range (10-15 years or
more), time not exact

States general outcome
desired condition, not
measured directly

Short range ( -5 years), time
specific

or States specific outcome, can
be measured directly

Not appropriate for
managerial accountability

May be i listic, a
direct' strive toward

May include multiple outcomes

May use "soft" or "weak"
verbs (increase, administer,
facilitate; communicate,
understand)

Achievement is an end in
itself

Appropriate for managerial
accountability

Should be realistic (reason-
able probability of success)

Specified single outcome or
result

Uses "strong" or "action"
verbs (increase 11, complete,
demonstrate by, publish,
process)

Achievement advances system
towards goal, is consistent
with goals
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SPECIFICITY

Regardless of the level of occur objectives should

specify:

what is to be accomplished
o how much is to be accomplished
o within what time frame
o who/what is the target

An objective should be a specific statement of what is to be
accomplished. An objective should not specify how something is

to happen. As the following example shows, the formulation of
an objective goes through several steps of refinement.

OBJECTIVE EVALUATION- QUESTION

WRONG: Train 100 students To do what?

RIGHT: Increase the employ- Why increase their
ability of 100 persons employability? From

ages 18=25 by 1977 what to what?

BETTER: Raise to apprentice
1, vel the employ-
ability skills of
100 persons ages 18-
25 by 1977

BETTER: Place into at least
apprentice level jobs,
100 persons ages 18-
25 by 1977

Why increase their
employability
skills?

Will the problem be_
relieved if successful?
(Statementanswers
other questions.)

This_COntept is very important because if the objective
states only the activity, it then becomes,possible to achieve

the objective WithOUt having any_imppct_on the problem. Also,

theibbjettiVe_ teeves an important management function by forcing

deCiSiont_ to be made which direct the organization toward attain-

ing the objective.

However, to formulate viable objectives; information on

Community conditions and client value systems must--be known. An

objective==to place 100 unemployed males ages 18 -15 into upwardly

mobile clerical positions paying at least $4.25/hr.-may not be_

mot_simply because being in a clerical position violatet the value

system of the potential target group. 86
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Objectives may meet the specificity requirements and still not

be uAble. Usabi, is defined as being a clear statement describing
what the manager is accoun'tle for A usable objective allows the
manager as well as the evaluation team to determine accomplishment.

OBJECTIVE

"To establish 3 new
supplementary education
courses for older persons
and to contract for trans-
portation to the classes
for 100 persons per week
by the end of the fiscal
year."

"To increase utilization
of available services by
providing reasonably con-
venient supporting ser=
vices."

"By June 30, 19, to in-
crease utilizafilin of
available..;(identify
type of services)...,
services by 25%."

WHAT -IS -WRONG

This objective contains two
aims: 1) to establish the
3 courses; and 2) to contract
for_transportation to the
course sites. Each objective
calls for a different course
of action and _a different
assessment._ If one aim has
been accomplished and not the
other, it is unclear to what
extent the objectives have
been achieved or is the
objective ena-product
oriented.

Although the primary_aim is
"to increase utilization of
available services,"the___
Statement includes the pur-
pose of intent to provide
"reasonably convenient
supporting services" and a
strategy of "by providing
reasonably convenient
supporting services:," The
purpose of providing_
supporting services is -to
increase utilization of
available services.

Now it is clear thatithe
intent of the_objective_is
to increase the utilization
of exii.ting available ser=
vices. Any supportive
services which may be re-
quired to accomplish this
Objective could then be
specified by the action
steps_ developed for this
objective; By rewriting
the phrase to clarify_a_
a single aim, the intent
of the objective has been
clearly communicated.

C '1
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"To insure that 12,000 in-
expensive, nutritional
meals are provided fot
older persons in X county,
and to institute nutrition
education classes for 400
older persons by the end
of the fiscal year."

"To develop leadership by
older persons and foster
advocacy on behalf of older
persons in the county."

"TO write 100 letters_to
Area Agencies by April,
19 ."

Specifies two end products.
The end products are:
1) 12,000 inexpensive meals;
and, 2) the contract for
nutrition education classes.
This objective should be broken
up into two objectives. "In-

expensive" should be defined as
should "nutritional" and "older."

"Leadership" and "advocacy" are
terms which require interpreta-
tion. What an outside observer
defines as leadership may -not be
what you had:in mind at all.
Since what will be_observed or
measured to test "leadership"
or_"advocacy" is not Clear, the
objective hat no end product or
result.

Has a clear_eno product (100
letters). But is "writing
letters" really ''slat_ you want
other people to think_you_are
doing? "To write letters" is,
in `act, a single purpose, and
technically meets the criteria
as stated. But, is it really
what you want to communicate
as the cmrpose? Or is there
a ba.il'w ',son behind writing
the

Frequently -an organization has a statet objective that states
only -what is supposed to happen rather than the result of the_
happening.__Objectives stating what is to happen are frequentlY re=_
ferred_to as _quality objectives, e.g., "To improve the quality_of the
organizational environment." However. objectives state what_the
manager is accountable for, and so -the nonquantitative objectives
should be converted into a measurable--quantitative--form. For
example:

QUALITY QUANTITY

Conduct monthly management
sessions for superintendents
in techniques of standard
cost programs.

111-3-8

Have 50 percent of superinten=
dents using standard cost pro-
gramming techniques on at least
two projects by end of July.
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Prepare a program for
protection.

Prepare and distribute
an internal public re-
lations manual.

Improve statistical
reports to reduce time
lag between production
and publication dates.

SETTING OBJECTIVES

patent Have no patent loopholes in our
'patents discovered by our own
staff, independent agents, or
competitors during 1972.

Prepare quality control
manual for supervisors.

Improve appearance,
packaging and design
of products.

Undertake to ally re-
search efforts more
closely with production
rer,

Obtain an average of -7b percent
unaidedrecall:by all non-
managerial employees Of SO pee=
tent of the key- corporate activ=
ities or accomplishment of the
prior month fOr each month
dUring 1973.

Without decreasing usable con-
tent reducc by an average of
four days the time to distribute
the following reports by end of
September 1972.

Eighty=five percent of first-
line supervisors able to identi-
fy eight of the ten key points
in the company quality control
practice by end of December
1972.

For each item in product_line,
design a package which Will re-
ceive more consumer jury votes
than any competing_pro&lct by
end of November 1972.

Have at least 80 percent of
proposals to production manager
accepted during 1972.

CONSIDERATION FOR SELECTION

There are two ways of approaching the setting of objectives.
The most common way is for the manager to write an objective for

every single activity the organization is doing. This approach

may create a situation wherein each objective, although specific,

bears little or no relationship to another.

The other approach, more difficult and less frequently used,
involves setting objectives which evolve from_andare consistent
with organizational goals and subgoals. The organization would

then iterminate those projects which are not n keeping with the ob-

jectives. This second approach is more time-consuming because it
requires assessing all possible objectives against predetermined
criteria. For example:
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Is this objective consistent with organizational
goals and subgoals?

IS this objective realistic?

Is this objective appropriate to the need?

o Will meeting this objective have a positive or negative
impact on other objectives?

Is there a probability of success?

o Is it worth the effort to accomplish this objective?

SUMMARY

It is also important that objectives present a challenge. An

_objective should reflect the greatest possible change or impact_
which can be created within the limits of existing resources. If

an objective can be reached in a short period of time or with little
effort, consider making it part of a larger objective.

As the plan is developed it may become necessary to revise
the objectives. Objectives also may be revised after the plan is
operative; On an organizational level objectives define not only
that -for which the organization is willing to be held accountable,
but they also provide a framework for subsequent strategies and
projects. The setting of objectives ShoUld not be taken lightly.

III=3;10
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SETTING OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE SETTING WORKSHOP (60 Minutes)

INSIRUCTIONS:

FIRST: Working_ as a group; identify -four broad objectives_
(5 year) for -the City Of R6tkVille, The objectives
should come from--and be consistent with--the goal
and subgoals.

SECOND: Working as a_geboi decide which Rockville department
yourgrOdp will be. (See organization chart attached
to the case study.)

THIRD: As a group, identify -3 objectives (3 year) derived
from the broad objectives for your department to
impact on the problem which was documented in the
Problem_ Analysis Uorkshop. These objectives demon-
strate how well the department is "buying into" the
broad objectives;

FOURTH: (In group discussion):Are:the objectives consistent
with the goals and objectives?

Are they realistic?

Are they appropriate to the identified need(s)?

How will they impact on other objectives?

Will it be worth the effort to accomplish the
objective?

D( each :Jojective statement specify:
Time?
Outcome (measurable achievement)?
Single result?

111-3-13
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EXERCISE:

Broad Objectives
(5 years)

Department

1.

2.

3.

SETTING OBJECTIVES

Oepartmerl cu.) yes
(3 year:.

3._
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MODULE 4

STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

Objective -s: The objectives of this module are
distinguish means from -ends; recognize

various types and_applirations of strategy;
demonstrate the ability to use .a force field
analysis to develop strategy; recognize various
decision-making techniques; demonstrate an _

ability to use a matrix technique for decision
making.



STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

STRATEGY/DECISION-MAKING

STRATEGY

ROLE OF STRATEGY

EVery Organization needs guidance and direction:in order to

accomplish its objectives; This statement of direction is the

strategy.- It will provide framework for including some projects

While excluding others. The strategy statement is an action State.;

molt describing how something will be accomplished, not What will

be accOMplished. The strategy statement provides a:linkage:between
the presumed cause of the_problem_and the project; in_that it helps

preclude the development of_projects dealing:with each symptom of

a_problem; Strategies are the means which will achieve the desired
ends (goals, objectives) specifid in the_plan. They are also
referred to as alternative course's of action or alternatives.

The behavioral science app, Jach focuses on the complexity of

the problem, and therefore, the ,:auses of the problem. Since the

strategy is based on the caus4, if the problem, it may be appropri-

ate to institute a multi-level strategy. A primary strategy is a

broad, encompassing means statement describing the overall

approach to the broad problem: secondary strategies describe the

component means for carrying out the primary strategy:

PROOLEM: Certaiei_groups of people lack sufficient
income [1]

PRIMARY 1.0 increasing income
STRATEGIES: 2.0 economic development

3.0 service deliqery

SECONDARY 1.1 generating additional income

STRATEGIES: 1.2 providing supporting income
1.3 substituting income
2.1 attracting new business
2.2 expanding existing business
3.1 increasing established services
3.2 providing alternative services

1 Assumptions about the cause of the insufficient income lead

to the primary strategy. Secondary strategies are developed
based on information about the best way to either generate real

income or income substitutes.
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_ Cities also often have one or more strategies to achieve their
goals. In this case the goal_is usually a statement which describes
the absence_of a current problem. For example, New York City has
a goal of adequate revenue to insure appropriate service_delivery
to all neighborhoods. To achieve this goal the city could:

S., 1: Secure additional external funding

STRATEGY 2: Decrease level of services provided

STRATEGY 3: Close down decaying neighborhoods
with their high per capita cost

STRATEGY-DEVELOPMENT

The strategy development phase of the planning model is an
important process step. Too often, planners and managers tend to
underrate the importance of formal strategy development=-you
simply decide what you ar: qQ.,0 to do, then plan to do it. By
doing so, it's easy to miss a ietter way of achieving your
objectives. It i essa[y t_o develop and consider alternative
means, or courses :tion, tu reach the stated objectives. The
development and consi deration of alternatives is common to
virtually all planning models. By formulati4g and testing
alternative approaches during planning, you increase the proba-
bility of implementing a better strategy and therefore of reaching
your objective in a more efficient manner. You don't guarantez, a
better result in each case, but you do improve your overall
decision-making quality.

FORMULATING STRATEGIES

No pnase in the strategic planning process ,c.kes place in
a vacuum. In formulating strategies, begin with the work that
has already been done. The situation has already been defined- -
you already know what is to be achieved by the objective' ::!- -the
question is "how should we do it?" During this phase we uncen=
trate on developing several alternative means which might be
selected to reach the objective and resolve the problem that has
been identified.

For example, if the objective is: "Reduce the personal
crime rate in the CBD by 25% over 3 years," we have a structure
to begin working with. We can re-examine the work done in the
analysis phase, consider our assumptions about problem causes and
symptoms, and develop possible strater: '-ntial strategies
might include:

o increase police concentratior.

improve lighting
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STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

o improve drug enforcement and treatment programs
(if a cause is Arug addiction)

o decrease use of CBD

A variety of approaches may be used in developing alternative
strategies for consideration. The main thing, of course, is that
several different approaches be considered. The final decision
may be to continue with the strategy already in effect, but you
can't assume that what you are doing now (even if it works) is
what you should be doing in the future. The general steps which
should be followed during this phat,-e of planning include:

1. Re-examine situation analysis and objectives

2. Consider/diagnose the problem situation (to
reach objective)

3. Develop alternative strategies

One of the major pitfalls in the process of strategy
development is the tendency to jump into a solution too rapidly.
The more you know_about the problem situation, the more likely
you are to identify a "good," creative solution. Once again, the
techniques we discussed under situation analysis, such as the
Kepner-Tragoe diagnostic approach, may be applied. Force field
analysis is another method of analyzing the problem to stimulate
strategy development.

Force field analysis, developed by Kurt Lewin, graphically
demonstrates the forces operating against, and for, the desired
end state. Lewin shows this current state as the "line of
equilibrium." The length of the arrow identifies the amount of
strength (impact) emanating from that force. The hypothesis is
that by influencing the forces, the line of equilibrium can be
moved.

For example; if_the objective is "To limit the rate_of
property tax increase to no more than 3% periyear_over_the next
five years;" we would first establish the point of equilibrium
(the status quo); The task is to move the line of equilibrium in
the desired direction; First identify the forces that seem to be
operating for -and against the desired:end_state. Then_indicate
the strength of that force. An example of a_force field analysis
on forces impacting on the potential for achieving this objective

follows.

111-4-5
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5% per year

10% per year

Taxpayer resistance

Increasing revenues per
unit as values increase

Democratic Congress=
Federal aid

5% per year

Public employee
union demands

Increased enegry
costs

t--
PubliC demand for
More services

Line of
equilibrium

After identifying_ the major forces which seem to be operating

- -in some cases this can be done in a "brainstorMing" session,
in others it could require months of research (surveys,
literature/research)-consider the implications_of the situation

Whith forces are the most important? That is, if We could change

itilhow much impact would it have in:MdVing_the_line in the

desired direction? How easy or diffitUlt will it be_tO alter the

fOrCe? Often, the high impact forces are the most difficult to

influence.

Remember, the force field approach is a tool which can

suggest strategies, and guide decision making-=it does not insure

that the best approach will be developed. It should lay out the

situation in a new way,, so that new insights are gained and

creative solutions become obvious. Any strategy which is selected

would require increasing positive forces, decreasing negative

forces or changing the vector of either. The "best" strategy may

well be a combination of all three.

Next, having diagnosed the situation and given ample time

for consideration, some potentially workable approaches must be

formulated. This is perhaps the most creative part of the

planning process and it requires thought and imagination.

Hopefully, much of the necessary discipline has gone into the

earlier steps. The main criterion to consider is effectiveness.. -

will it work? Can it be made to work? At first, anythirii-iiieS.

Some of the best alternatives may appear impractical at first,

but there will be time enough later to throw out strategies that

don't seem to fit.
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The simplest, and not always the easiest, approach to
strategy development is beainstorming.__This_can be done by an
Individual_manager, or by a_group (staff,_ clients or experts).
Here you simply compile a list of_strategies_which someone thinks
dight_work, nO_Matter hoW Wild. At its simplest;_this can be
done -in one session, with no research or preparation, just
consider the problem, and brainstorm solutions. More often,
brainstorming is the end of a process, or an ongoing one that
Must be Fed by research of one type or another.

ReSearCh includes: talking with experts, examining the_
literature for theoretical solutions to the problem, andreviewing
What others have done in similar situations (other cities, other
departments in your city, etc.) The result_ineither case,
should_be a general statement of approach, which:can be fleshed
Out_later in_project development and implementation planning (if
it is selected). You need enough to proceed to the next phase of
the model -- decision making;

EXAMPLES

There is an implicit assumption that if the strategy is_effec-
tive, then-the problem will -be alleviated; or at least modified,_
The key question to be asked about a potential strategy is: Will

this have any impact on the problem? It is important to remember
that occasionally the problem will be solved by directing the ___

strategy toward someone/something other than the person/thing with
the problem.

For example, not -too long ago the Office of- Social Security
was deluged with complaints about stolen_Social Security checks:
Administrators decided on the f011owing two strategies which did
not work:

STRATEGY RESULT

Strategy 1: Request landlords to Landlords ignored
install stronger, more request
secure mailboxes

Strategy : Direct recipients Recipients were
to pick up checks assaulted and
at Social Security checks were
offices stolen on the

street

The final; and workable, strategy was to mail the checks
directly to the bank designated by the recipient for direct
deposit into their personal checking account.

111=4=7
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Several problems may have an identical cause and so may
be solved by using the same strategies. For example:

PROBLEM STRATEGIES

people living in sub- o construction of new

standard dwelling units dwelling units

sub-standard dwelling
units reduce tax base

o rehabilitation of
existing dwelling
units

o demolition of sub-
standard dwelling
units

sub = standard dwelling
units force flight to o changing the defi-

suburbs nition of code
standard

SUMMARY

The process of formulating and testing strategies in

the public sector must be done with the same care and concern

that occurs in the private sector. To do this the following

questions must be raised and answered:

What is the current strategy? What problems -are

associated with it? Is it internally consistent?
Are there new concerns to be considered?

o Where does the organization want to be? What

kind of organization does it want to be?

What alternatives exist? What are the _resources

ne2ded for each one? What alternatives are the

preference of top management?

After the problem causes have been identified and alter-

native strategies developed decisions mast be made based on

organizational resources. These decisions include the
priority and timing of the application of the strategies.
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4110
TESTING AND DECISION MAKING

There are many opinions concerning the best method for making
a decision when selecting one alternative from among many. Many

managers make "gut" decisions -based either: on prior similar_

experiences or on fantasy; Some managers believe that the beSt
decision is no decision and that, with no effort on theit._patti the
"right" thing will just happen. There are also a select feW WhO
Understand that all decision making involves a certain degree of

risk; And that the intent is to minimize the risk by,tontidering
all possible variables; These are the managers who attempt to
utilize an organized method for decision making.

LEVELS__OLDECISIONS

don't make any decisions" is a frequently heard comment_
from government employees.: Howeveri it is_not true. Job - related

decisions are made at all levels and by all employees._ What differs

is the level or kind of decision._ Before examining the_kinds_of
decisions made during the strategic planning process, it is important

to identify the various levels of decision making.

0

0

0

City Council
Mayor
Chief Administrative Officer
Departments
Bureau/Office
Program
Project

These levels are shown in descending order, that is, in levels

away from the top.

KINDS OF DECISIONS

Within each stage of the strategic planning process there are

three basic kinds of decisions: policy decisions, planning decisions;

and management decisions.

Policy decisions occur when the manager is faced with such

issues as what the organization's objectives should be; whether

or not to become involved in a particular issue; whether or not to

take part in a citywide task force; or how to deal with newspaper

attacks.

Planning decisions occur when ways of implementing objectives

have to be developed, or when deciding on program or project mix.

Management decisions occur when an organization begins opera-
ting and sets out to achieve its objectives. Decisions have to be

made every day about scheduling, staffing and organizational inter-

relationships.
111-4-9
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Polley, planning and management decisions occur at every level
of government. For example:

LEVEL POLICY

Citywide
Mayor/
Council)

Contribution
of general
funds

PLAN

Composition of Evaluating depart-
citizen advisors ments

Department Selecting the Allocating re- Staffing patterns
strategy sources and

project mix
and making assign-
ments

Project To use eval- Adjustments to Determining levels
uation meet objective of output

Decision making occurs during virtually all phases of the
strategic planning process. The techniques covered in this
module might well be applied to °tiler parts of the process where
a choice must be made among alternatives. Because alternative
strategies should always be developed and considered, rational
decision techniques are in order.

The objective has been_set, the situation analyzed, and
alternative strategies developed. The next step is to -choose a

strategy to be developed for implementation. Any ratioiliriiiodel

for choosing requires the following general approach:

(I) Develop criteria for making the decision

(2) Gather information to test or compare
alternatives according to the criteria

(3) Compare, test alternatives

(4) Select the best choice (may be _a combination
based on the assessed information)

There are a variety of decision-making models which can be
used at every level to help provide additional information which
the manager can use to improve the aught/ of his/her decision

making. Some of these include the use of criteria. Decision

models are either qunatitative or qualitative.

100
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STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

Before -you begin playing a game or enter a contest; it is
a good idea to learn the rules and standards for judging the
outcome.- It.would be frustrating to enter the Boston Marathon;
finish in the fastest time and then discover that the winner was
the person-with the most remaining shoe leather. And yet; work
is often done; information prepared, or studies conducted; only
to find that the decision maker was_operating on different_assump-
tions.i_ManyHproblems can be avoided if appropriate criteria are
developed and agreed upon from the outset. If you_are the
decision maker; determine in advance what you consider_to be the
most important factors in making the decision in question. The

factors will vary from decision to decision.

Most_criteria for making decisions fall into three broad
categories: effectiveness; feasibility and acceptability._ In
fact, it is possible to make some general decisions using just
these three criteria. Each can, of course; be expanded.

Effectiveness criteria address the issue of impact. If we

implement the alternative4 will the objective be met? With what
probability? _What will the risk (cost) be if it fails? How well

did it work elsewhere?

Feasibility criteria are concerned_with practicality;
How much will it cost? Can we afford it? Do we have the staff
Skills to carry it out? How long will it take?

Acceptability criteria deal with reaction to the decision.
So-called "rational" decision models are often rejected by public
managers who claim, "It's all political anyway." If political

factors enter into a decision, then political criteria should be
included. Criteria in this category include: interest group
reaction; public reaction; staff acceptance; and potential
consequences;

By specifying criteria in advance; one limits_the kinds of
data that should be developed. This is more efficient than
collecting every possible bit of information, only to find that
most of it_will not apply to the decision itself. For each
criterion selected, determine what kind, and how much, information
will be required to compare and test the alternatives 'alder
consideration.

In some cases the information-gathering phase will be
relatively simple_and unsophisticated; in others it will be

highly complex. For example, if cost is a major factor, it may
be easy_to estimate the program costs either through past history,

especially if the alternative is already in effect, or a phone
call to an "expert" or contractor. Or, it may be necessary to
construct a complex model with tasks, activities, manpower
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estimates, capital estimates and risks taken into considetatioh.
In some cases, it will be easy to judge an interest group s_
reaction ("the union won't like it"), in others, a survey may i be
required.

TECHNIQUES

There are a large number of specific techniques which-may be
employed during this phase of decision making; We will-sim
survey a few of the many options available, without going intia
great detail for any one technique. Any model for decision
making should include criteria for effectiveness, and there --are a
variety_of_techniques_available to assist us in ranking effective-
ness. What we are asking is, "If we do it, how well would it
work ?" Some of the techniques which may appf;7"- re are: review

of literature and evaluation materials, probabiy analysisilia4
decision=tree analysis.

Reviewing literature and evaluations is not a techni
an activity.- However. it is an activity which is one of _th- st

obvious and useful, but frequently overlooked, sources of- data.-
One way-of- predicting how well an alternative would,wosk
mented is to determine how_ well it has worked_before,;PTo g
information,- examine such as Public Administration Review
and_PTacticing-Planneri obtain reports, talk with counterparts in
other localities-, and attend conferences. This approach still
requires that you use your -own judgment to determineif_the
reported situation is similar enough in the essential elements to
compare it to your own.

PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

The application of probability analysis is appropriate',when-
ever the value of one or more variables in the model- cannot be

specified but the likelihood of occurrence at various levels is

known. For example, the public works manager may know that in.
the impending snowstorm there is a .97 probability of receiving
at least 1/2" of snow, a .75 probability of 1", a .50 probability
of 2", but only a .10 probability of receiving more than 4".
Given this, the manager is likely to put sufficient crews and
equipment on duty to handle a 1" fall; sufficient crews and equip-
ment on standby to handle a 2" fall, and take- the risk that the

storm won't bring more than 4" of snow. In this case, the manager
is minimizing the overall risks associated with the decision.

It is also possible to use this technique to estimate and

compare the potential impact of program alternatives based upon

evaluations of past performance. For example, if the objective
is a 25% reduction in the crime rate, a specific street lighting

strategy may have resultea in decreases of 5%, 10%, 20%, 30% and

33% in five different communities. A manager could assume the

111-4-12
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probability is very high that the reduction in the crime rate
would be at least 5% and that the probability is low that the
crime rate would decrease by as much as 30%.

DECISION=TREE ANALYSIS

Decision-tree analysis is_especially usetul in sequential
decision-making, i.e.; when the need to make a second decision is
based on the outcome of. the_first decision; It is a variation of
the simpler probability analysis, but also deals with probability
and risk. The decision tree portrays all decision points and
their results in a sequential order of occurrence. The value of
a decision -tree analysis is that it permits the decision maker to
look ahead to the implications of the initial decision; The
following'is an example of a decision tree for the sequential
decision problem of whether or not to produce a vaccine:

0 Decision points

0 Chance events

o0

A 1-V-`S
0 CO'

_ tP

001 1(14' derr7an, Economic
consequence_

$100.000

Jcr,nomic
cons.quence

' $57in nao

5t0°C'cf5i.rde Economic
0.40 consequerice._

(r - I.5r1 cloo

tf";

44, (7p6, Terminate project;
3677! Economic consequence 060

1 Economic
consequence

- - $200:000 - $50.000

Economic
consequence
- s0

It is important to note that the decision-tree analysis does not
assure the correctness of each decision but is oriented toward
optimizing the average economic result over a period of time.

CRITERIA MATRIX

When the information necessary to compare alternatives_ has
been- gathered and organized, the next step iS_to:tett_the_altern=
atives against each other and the criteria. Most rational
approaches to:the actual choice invOlVe some variation of the
criteria matrix approach:;_= This_technique can be extremely_
simple, or it can be highly sophisticated._ A more intricate
variation for detailed decision making is the paired=comparison
matrix method for comparing alternatives. Finally, once you

have made a basic detitiOniconcerning the alternatives, there
may be a need to apply additional operational decision techniques
to deterMine an optimum mix among selected strategies, or the

111-4-13
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most efficient scheduling approach. Linear programming and
queing theory are examples of these operational-type decision
models.

The criteria matrix approach involves identifying the
alternative courses of action and listing them on one axis
while listing the criteria for selection on the other axis.
The critical element in using the criteria matrix is in the
selection of criteria. The most common criteria are: cost;
time for implementation; and probability of success. Some
additional considerations might include:

o feasibility in terms of available
resources

fitness in terms of related activities
or of other parts of the organization

effectiveness in meeting a significant
portion of identified need

appropriateness to historical and legal
functioning of the organization mandate

There are several variations of the criteria matrix
approach:

Qualitative

The alternatives are compared with each criterion; The
matrix shows a + each time a particular course of action fulfills
a criterion for selection and a - each time it does not meet the
criterion. Another variation -uses a 3-point scale: +; 0 (doesn't
meet the criterion) -, and - (may have negative impact;_costly
consequences); The action with the most +'s would most likely be
selected; The advantage of this approach is that it makes it
easier to avoid the potential trap of taking the numbers too _

literally if a numerical system is used. This systemis obviously
a Au-de to inform the decision, not a precise scientific model.

Numerical Scaling

The same basic_approach as the qualitative criteria_matrix0
but_numbers are used instead of symbols._ Different models use
different ranges of numbers for rating the courses of action.
The most_common_are_0-3i 1-5, 1-10, with the higher numbers
representing a "bettee_performance with regard to the criterion;
You can also use a negative range of scaled numbers such as =3 to
+3 to_incorporate potential risk or ill effects, such as impact
on other objectives, financial risk, damaging public relations.
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Meighti_ng

Obviously; some criteria are_more_important than others.in
most situations. This_can_be.taken into account by weighting the
matrix..so that the most important criteria count.for more than
the secondary ones. Weight the importance of.each_criterion by
using a consistent scale (1-3; 1-5; or 1-10) .or a constant sum
(40:pointsi_100 points -- all points must be used; .but: can be
divided up among_criteria in any mannerlas long .asithe total is
the selected_suM). The performance rating for each alternative
is -then Multiplied by the weighting .factor in the appropriate
Criterion arm the reSUltS are summed for each alternative.

(1)

(2)

ALTERNATIVES

QUALITATIVE CRITERIA TOTAL

W X Y Z

A + 0

+ .;

ALTERNATIVES

NUMERICAL SCALING CRITERIA* TOTAL

w x L Y Z

A 3 0 0 0 3

B 1

i 0 0 1

Impact on Criteria

high = 3
med. = 2
low = 1
none = 0
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(3)

ALTERNATIVES

CRITER1A_WEIGUTING TOTAL

W
1

1

Z

Weights 1 2 1

9A 3 x 3

t

!Oxl
g. 0

0x2
0

0 x 1
0

B 1 3 2 x 1
3 2

3 x 2
6

Oxl
0

C lx 3 uxl
3

1

Ox 2 lx 1
1

4

Paired-Comparison Matrix

The_paired=COmparison matrix is simply a technique for

systematically_ comparing every item to determine their relatiVe

ranking._ In_effect, it employs exactly the same approaCh_at a

round-_rObin tennis or basketball tournament. _Each_entry is

tested against every other entry and an- overall "winnee_can be

determined. In all comparison models, use a matrix which lists

each_alternative on both_verticle and - horizontal axes._ EaCh pair

should be compared only once; The "winner" of each match is

recorded in the matrix in the appropriate space and the "score"

Of the number of wins is totaled and the candidates ranked

accordingly.

Notice that this basic application assumes (or requires)

that the alternatives have already been assessed and evaluated

according to specific criteria and that an overall judgment is

available; It can also be used to set priorities_or formalize

subjective value judgments (value issues, perceptions; political

situations). It is Al'to_pOttible to use the paired-comparison

method to compare each_alternative with_the other(s) with respect

to every individual criteria that-is- applied. The criteria_can,

of coursei_be weighted as discussed earlier: When this method_it

applied, the scbeing_should be normalized between 0-1 by diViding

each item total by the maximum total.

_In some cases, there will be some criteria which are

absolutely essential, while others merely desirable. Some

systems call these "musts" or "critical" compared to "wants."

To be eligible for further consideration, or ranking according

to the secondary criteria, an alternative must first meet all

the essential criteria; For example, a "must" factor in evalu-

ating alternative summer job program proposals would be_starting

and completion dates for the programs. The best program in the

world would not be acceptable if it could not be mounted until

mid=August.

111-4-16
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1

2

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

VERTICAL (spaces)

HORIZONTAL (X's)

TOTAL

RANK ORDER

1. List each proje
corresponding -v

2. Evaluate 1 agail
important-, leav
Continue to nex

3; Total X's acros
enter in vertic

4; Add the two numl
Order; smallest



DECISION MATRIX

Strategy/Decision Making

VERTICAL (spaces)

HORIZONTAL (X's)

TOTAL

RANK ORDER

1. List each project twice--once on horizontal line and Onte On

correspondingivertical line
2. Evaluate -1 against 2. If more important put "X" in bOX_; if less

important:, leave blank. Repeat with each remaining number.
Continue to next line; repeat.

3. Total X's across; enter in horizontal box. Total spaces down;

enter in vertical box.
4; Add the two numbers from_step 3. Largest number will be in Rank

Order; smallest will be 12.
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The criteria matrix can be a valuable_tool to guide and
inform the final decision, but it is only as good as the data
which have been gathered, and the criteria which have been
selected and weighted. Keep in mind that it is a scaling tech-
nique and, as such, is never completely precise even if it does
use numbers. Is an alternative with a score of 23 significantly
better than one with 22? Probably not. Look at both carefully;
don't neglect critical thought and judgment.

In many cases; the final selection may be a combination of
alternatives, as the matrix suggests a new combination which
combines strengths and minimizes weaknesses of the alternatives
taken individually. It is also possible to coistruct a new matrix
which rates combination strategies as independent alternatives.

OPERATIONS DECISIONS

At a somewhat "lower level"_in the hierarchy of:planning
decisions are the techniques called_operations:decisions. Two

such techniques are linear programming and queing theory. For

example; after a matrix analysis had been applied and a decision
made to use a strategy combining new hOusing and rehabilitation
of existing units -to upgrade housing stock, an operations decision
to obtain the maximum mix Of the two should still be made;

Linear Programming 410

Linear programming allows the manager to determine Methe es

mix ftOM several alternatives which are subject to specific con-
straints.- To solve the linear program the manager-writes each_
constraint and the desired alternative (most profit/least cost)
in the form of algebraic equations; -The equations are then solved
simultaneously to provide the end result. A typical example_woUld
be to determine the best mix of new dwelling units and rehabilitated
dwelling units given various constraints:
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X3 Maximize: 60XA + 80X3

Subject to the constraints:

1,000
(1) 1.8XA + 2y1,800

(2) 3XA + 27-`1,800

(3) 1.5XA + 4X35.1,800

(4) XA2'.0

800 (5) XBZO

0

=
1,1600

0

400

200

200 400 800 1;000 1,200
X

NUmber of New Units

The graphic solution of a linear programming problem.
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(cueing Theory

Queing theory is another tool which is most alWicable when
the more batic strategic_ decisions have already been made, or to

assist in making judgments about options with reference to

Specific criteria (such as in estimated cost/benefits of_specific

approaches where time and waiting situations may be CoWy.
Queuing theory is applicable to waiting-line situations, such as
when several departments use a centrally located compUter. When

departments or items must wait for service; the delay represents

a cost to the organization. Thus, there is a need to balance the
costs of bottlenecks against the cost of equipment. Another

example of the applicability of queuing theory is the determina-

tion of how many check-out stations are needed by a supermarket

for busy periods without having out-of-work checkers Ourin9 the

slack periods.

SUMMARY-

The- urban manager at all leVelt_Will be making a.varietylof
decisions--management decisionS, policy decisions and- planking
decisions--as he/she progresses through the four stages of the

strategic planning process.

At each level, and fOr each problem, there are qualitatiVe

and quantitative teChniques_to aid the urban manager_inmaking

more effettiVe deCitiont. These techniques must becombined
with substantive knowledge about the particular problem area-
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Techni ue

Probability

Analysis

PLANNING TECHNIQUE SUMMARY CHART

DeciSionEiree

Analysis

Criteria Matrix

Paired-

Comparison

Appropriate

Situations

Discreet events; Contingency

Planning

Sequential events; decisions

where one decision constrained

by outcome of predecessor

Comparison of 2 or more

alternatives by common

criteria

Comparison of 3 or more

alternatives against each

other

Strenchs

Quantitative identifi-

cation of likelihood of

occurrance; identifies

confidence levels

(accuracy) for decision

making

Allows for interaction;

combination of possible

outcomes; identifies

likelihood of occurrance,

consequences (risks)

Simplicity; considera-

tion of multiple alter-

natives; advance identi-

fication and discussion

of decision criteria;

flexibility adaptable to

wide range or require-

ments; incorporates

subjective factors

(judgements)

Simplicity, comprehensive

comparison of all alter-

natives

limitations

Depend.; tin avallatilizy

and :curaLy_of past per-

forunLa data and_identi-

fication of discreet events

Depends on quality of

probability estimates;

identification of major

decisions and events,

accurate analysis of

consequences; optimizes

averages

rc;

Rankings and weights:often

subjective; each cell limited

by accuracy of=data evaluated,

quality and:relevance of

criteria selected

Quality, accuracy of evaluation

data used for each comparison;

Le, opinion, past results,

probability estimates, etc.

Quality of criteria
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Techni ue

linear

Programming

Queing Theory

Force Field

Analysis

Gantt Chart

(see Module 6)

Level of Effort

Charts

(See Module 6)

115

PLANNING TECHNIQUE SUMMARY CHART

Appropriate

Situations

Maximize/minimize appropriate

mix of quantitative choices;

quantified alternatives,

quantified constraints.

Implement broader "policy"

or strategic decisions

Compare alternatives if

time; waiting-line situ-

ations involved; scheduling,

situations; problems

Assessing. situations with

multiple °forces" in.

operation; developing new

strategies

Scheduling program or

project activities and

time span; management control

manpower loading situations

Display activity with res-

pect to staff time; staff

consultants with respect

to activity time

Stren ths

Optimizes output, mini-

mizes waste (efficiency)

deals with multiple

constraints; defines

"best" solution if

parameters correctly

identified

Most efficient use of

shared facilitiesiservice

smoother work flow; pro-

cessing; eliminate

bottlenecks

Rational approach to

subjective situations;

generation of new

strategies; assessing

potential of alterna-

tives; determining

research needs or gaps

Simplicity, efficient vis-

ual display, task break-

down for_ span of project;

more efficient use of

staff; summarize data

from level of effort

charts

Simplicity; efficient use

of staff; visual display;

identification of devia-

tions from planned esti-

mates

LiMitations

Needs accurate quantified

data (especially or_

duction units); not appropriate

to value judgements

Applies only to lower leyel

operations decisions; schedul=

ing, trouble-shooting. Requires

accurate flow chart or task

breakdown

"Pseudo-scientific"-tool, must

be kept in perspective; uses

subjective judgements

Doesn't indicate constraints,

complex interactions of

activities

Doesn't indicate_complex

interactions of time/activitie

i.e., conflicts for given hour

days, weeks or monthly chart

1
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PLANNING TECHNIQUE SUMMARY CHART

Appropriate

_ Techni ue Situations Strengths Limitations

Network Planning

(See Module 6)

Discreet projects with iden-

tifiable start and finish;

complex interactions

among activities, events

Shows constraints, depend-

ent relationships; indi-

cates critical path for

management control; more

accurate estimates of

potential timing

problems

Requires accurate activity

event breakdown; time

estimates often subjective;

sequence analysis can be

faulty; complex networks

can be visually confusing;

no visual portrayal of

elapsed time
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STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING
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aFrameworkfor Policy Analysis, Washington, DC, The Urban
Institute, 1976.
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Ives, B.D. "Decision Theory and the Practicing Manager,"
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Kabus, I. "You Can Bank on Uncertainty," Harvard Business
Review, March 1976.

Tabaczuk, E. "CPM Called Most Misunderstood, Misapplied
of Management Tools," Air Condition, Heat and Refrigeration,
June 1973.

Tersine, R.J., and Riggs, W.E. "The Delphi Technique: A
Long-Range Planning Tool," Business-Horizons, April 1976.
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STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING WORKSHOP 0 minutes)

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST: Select one of the department objectives and use the
force field model to analyze those forces which are
likely to help and to hinder the accomplishment of
the department objective.

SECOND: From the information obtained from the force field
analysis, as a group, develop 3 strategies to reach
the department objective by the end of the third
year

THIRD: Working as a group; identify no less than -4 criteria
to be used in identifying the best possible strategy
to reach the department objective.

FOURTH: Working as a group, use a criteria matrix to rank
the strategies and to select a priority strategy.

EXERCISE

(1) Objective:

FORCES FOR FORCES_AGADIS T_

120
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(2) Strategies: 1.

STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

2.

3.

(3) Criteria to be used in selecting the strategy:

1.

L.

3.

4.

(4) Criteria Matrix

STRATEGIES

CRITERIA
1 2 3

3 = HIGH impact on criteria
2 = MEDIUM impact on criteria
1 = LOW impact on criteria
0 = NO impact on criteria
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MODULE 5

PROJECT DESIGN

Objectives: The objectives of this module are
to:_ demonstrate the ability to develop a project
evolving from the strategic planning process;
appreciate the rationale for having a project
design.

1 9 9tiI
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PROJECT DESIGN

PROJECT DESIGN

Previous lectures have described the beginning stages of the
strategic planning process. This lecture continues the process by
describing the transition from the planning approach to the develop-
ment of an implementing project. Following this will be a unit on
adapting the plan for allocating resources. This unit on project

design will cover:

o developing the paper plan
o the budget
o quantifying objectives

DEVELOPING THE PAPER PLAN

The specification of the plan is a crucial step in the planning

process. For it is the project which is the mechanism for achieving

broad objectives and implementing strategies. The elements of the

plan developed for the project must demonstrate the same logical rela-

tionship to each other as the project does to the overall planning

process. Maintenance of planning logic means that the project inputs,

outputs, and objectives will be linked by the project strategy.

RevieWing the chain of planning logic, we note that it consists

of broad objectives, project objectives, outputs and inputs which

are linked by a series of action statements. These action statements
are the department strategy, the project strategy, and the project

activities.

PLANNING CHAIN OF LOGIC

All these elements must be linked together in a logical chain.

The logical progression from supplying inputs to achieving the goal

can be characterized as a series of "IF" statements. For example:

IF these inputs are provided, then the activities may occur.

IF these activities occur, then the outputs may result.

IF these outputs result, then the project strategy may be

achieWd.

IF the strategy is achieved, then the project objective may

be achieved.

III=5=3
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

IF the project objective is achieved, then the department

objective may be achieved.

IF the department obj-ective is achieved, then the subgoal5

may be achieved.

IF the subgoals are achieved, then the goal may be achieved.

PLANNING_Ciikl t71--Or LOG IC

Broad Objective

Goals

_

SubgbalS

Project Objective

Project Outputs

----Department Strategy

Project Inputs--

Project Strategy

Project Activity

USING THE PLAN

When a formal plan is being developed for submission to the chief

executive officer, or to request federal funds, following this planning

process is a must. Whenever a project is being_developed which does

not require submission, following the steps of this planning process

reduces the chance of project failure, thus reducing your organization's

risk of failure in meeting your objectives.

In addition, using planning logic to develop the specifications

of the plan will insure that everyone--from the head of the organiza-

tion to the lowest ranking member of the projectwill have a clear

-1-9/
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PROJECT DESIGN

understanding of what the project is supposed to do and how it will

happen.

In order for a project to be selected to carry out a strategy,

there is an assumption that the project would do something--e.g.,

place people in jobs, reduce high school dropout rates, lower the

crime rate, etc. The specification of the plan identifies exactly

what has to happen in order to place people in jobs, reduce the

crime rate, etc.

COMPONENTS OF THE PAPER PLAN

PRELIMINARY PROJECT OBJECTIVE

The preliminary project objective_sets the framework for the

rest of the project design phase. Objectives at this level should

be formulated by means of the same criteria used in the formulation

of department objectives.

An objective should:

specify the target group
specify the content and degree of what is supposed

to happen
specify the time frame

Whereas the departmental objective might have identified school

children as the target group, the initial project objectives might

be directed toward 6th grade pupils. The initial objective should

identify the number of potential persons either as an actual number

or as a percent of the total target group. For example:

By June 30, 1977,_raise by 24 months the reading skill

level of 75% of all 6th grade students in Our City, USA

WHAT: raise the reading skill level

HOW MUCH: by 24 months

WHO: 6th grade students

HOW MANY: 75%

This objective fulfills all the requirements of a good objec-

tive. However, it is considered a preliminary objective until it

can be determined that the project can realistically accomplish

this objective.

11I-5=51 9 5
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PROJECT- STRATEGY

Once the intent of the project has been identified, the next
step is to determine how the intent will be met. The previous
objective could be implemented in a nuMber of ways:

changing method cf instruction
upgrading the remedial reading skills of all
teachers
hiring additional remedial reading teachers
increasing the number of hours of reading
instruction

The project Strategy, like the higher level strategy; is an
attion_StateMent. The strategy, however does not_define the Shay

something is to be done. Changing_the_method of instruction
might result use of programmed learning text or rote drills
practiced albUd by the entire class.

PROJECT OUTPUTS

Project outputs should be thought of as those results which
need to happen in order for the project objective to be met. Some

examples of project outputs are:

o number of prenatal examinations
o number of persons completing training
o number of dwelling units inhabited by persons

previously living in dwellings which failed to
meet code standard.

The number of persons served would not be a project output unless

they received or did something which led toward the attainment of

the project objective.

During the planning stage it is important to establish the
logical relationship_between project outpUtS and Project objec

tives. The number of youths placed into permanent jobs is not a
desired end product for a project having an objective of reducing

the number of high school dropouts.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

In order to get the number and kind of outputs desired,

certain activities must occur. In a project where completion
of training is a desired output (result), then possible activi-

ties would include: recruiting; testing; selecting; teaching;

and counseling.

111-5-6 1
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PROJECT DESIGN

PROJECT-INPUTS4RESGURCE REQUIREMENTS1

In order to have these activities the project would need
to have resources (input): someone to do the recruiting, the
testing, the selecting, the teaching, and the counseling. The
project would need a certain kind of physical space and equipment.
The project would probably need certain kinds of administrative
support. Without these inputs, it is unlikely that the necessary
activities will take place. Inputs are not money--they are what
money will buy.

THE BUDGET

The project design, as specified, is likely to be unrealistic
because no consideration has yet been given to the estimated cost.
The first step is to determine approximate fixed costs. Such items
as rent-, utilities and staff (if already employed) are considered
fixed since that cost exists regardless of the number of clients
served. The second step is to identify the variable costs. Variable
costs are those which vary directly with the number of clients. Meals
served, dressing gowns, and books are examples of variable costs.

Once a preliminary budget has been developed, the manager may
find that the budget necessary to maintain that level of activity
is unreasonable. The next step would be to adjust the project de-
sign and_the budget until they complement each other. It is
frequently necessary to revise the budget and the project design
several times before the two are complementary.

PROJECT _OBJECTIVE - -REVISED)

The last step in the specification of the plan is revising
the project objective in conformance with the project design.
The project objective must be specific in defining:

o what is to happen
o by how, much
o to whom

in what period of time

SUMMARY

The attention which is paid to the project design stage will
be reflected in the operational part of the planning process.
Frequently difficulties experienced in the operations stage are
a direct result of poor planning during the project design stage.
The project design communicates to all concerned what is supposed
to happen. It allows others to understand how and why it will
actually work. Therefore, this information should be used when-
ever funds for the project are being requested. Sloppy project
design will result in endless crisis, and time spent dealing with
crisis is time not available for management or planning.
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INSTRUCTLOUS

FIRST:

SECOND:

THIRD:

PROJECT DESIGN WORKSHOP (90 Minutes)

Working as a group, develop a 1-3 year project to
implement the priority strategy.

Working as a group, identify: tentative project
objectives; project strategy; project outputs;
project activities; project_ inputs; and a revised
objective for the department project. Finally,
identify several criteria for success.

Check yourself by asking the question: If the

project works, will the problem be eliminated?
Or not changed at all?

EXERCISE

Project (1-3 years)

Tentative project
objective

Project strategy
(how)

Project outputs

Project activities

Project inputs
(resource re-
quirements)

Revised objective

Success criteria
(how will you
know the project
worked?)



MODULE 6

ALLOCATIONG RESOURCES

ObjectANvs: The objectives of this module are
to: demonstrate an ability to use budget and
network techniques to allocate resources;
identify advantages and disadvantages of major
budgeting approaches.

1 9a



ALLOCATING RESOURCES

ALLOCATING_RESOURCES

Now that the project design has been formulated, detailed plans
must be made for managing the daily operations of the project. At _

this stage in the_strategic planning process the manager is concerned
with developing mechanisms for allocating and managing both tiMe/
people resources and fiscal resources. This module_discusses the
detailed workiprogram,_the GANTT chart, level of effort charts, and
network planning for allocating and_managing=time/people resources.
Techniques for allocating and managing fiscal resources will inclUde
the line item budget, the program budget, the cOmbinatiOn budget,
and zero base budgeting.

These tools_ and techniques_tor allocating and managing resources
are useful at all organizational levels:

o citywide
o department
o subunit
o program
o project

The process of managing already allocated resources with these
tools_and techniques allows the manager to determine the implications
of changing priorities and /or rescheduling activities or assignments;
For example: What are the implications for the Manpower Program if
the manager reassigns two curriculum specialists to help with recruit-
ing before the training curriculums are completed?

TIME RESOURCES

DETALLED WORK_PROGRAM

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

The first step in time management is to identify the activities
which should be completed by the project. Once the activities for the
project have been identified, preparation of the activity analysis
will follow naturally.

An activity analysis is simply a list of all the activities that
the project staff must perform during a given period of time. It can
be very lengthy if every activity is detailed, or it can be quite
short if only major activities for a long period of time are included.

111-6-3
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For example, an overall activity analysis for a daycare center

might look like this:

1. Start -tip Activities-

2; Registration of:Children
3; Educational:Activitiet
4; Recreational ActiVitiet
5; Nutritional -and Health Activities
6; Administration

An activity_analysis is as detailed as needed. There are no

hard and fast rules about detail==whatever the manager finds useful

should be included. All the project activities should be listed on

a very broad level and assigned by subactivities to individual staff

members. For example, a broad level activity analysis for all activi-

ties of the daycare center would look like the one detailed above.
This is a sketchy outline of the major activities. The manager might

also subdivide each major activity. Major activity "1" as above,

might look like this when subdivided into subactivities:

1. Start-Up Activities

1.1 Hire staff
1.2 Obtain space and supplies
1.3 Train staff
1.4 Outreach for children

The usefulness of the activity analysit is directly related:to

its accuracy. As situations change;_ as emergencies arise,-and as

more information is obtained about the nature of the activity, the

analysis will change. Subactivitiet may change quite often,_but_
the basic activities remain intact unlett altered by the decision

makers.

THE WORK PROGRAM

The activity analysit forms the basis of the work program--

one of the simplest techniques that can be used to adapt the paper

plan for management purposes. A work program is simply a graphic

representation of project inputs, outputs, and activities according

to time and staff, thus organizing the project both for the year

and on -a week-to=week basis; A work program is set up differently

for different purposes and is usually changed as new information

becomes available. It is also a tool for evaluating the progress of

the staff, and for making decisions to allocate staff and resources

to the particular activities.

For -a project within the urban management context, a work pro-

gram might be set up with such categories as:

o activity/subactivity
o duration of activity
o beginning date

111=6=4



ALLOCATING RESOURCES

end date
staff assignment
person days
output (product)

and shown graphically as follows:

ACTIVITY DURATION
BEGIN.
DATE

END
DATE STAFF

PERSnN
DAYS OUTPUT

Activity 1.0
1.1

1.2

Activity 2.0

Activity 3.0

The deadline for the output or the end of the activity should be
estimated -by the planner -and the project director. From this end date,
the planner counts backwards to estimate the amount of time_ needed for
each subactivity until the date has been reached on which the activity
must begin; For administrative and managerial activities, the entire
project staff is the best source for deciding beginning and end dates.
The estimated duration of each subactivity and activity, along with the
beginning and end dates, should be entered in the work program chart.

With the_activities and time limits listed_on the work program,
theproject director_and the planner can begin to assign work to
individual staff members. It is necessary to enter all assignments-=
even those which are contracted out-7on_the work program. If the
project director does not have enough staff to complete all the tasks
in the time period neceStarYiwhich Should not be the case if the
paper_plan hat been adequately prepared) the dates must either be re-
shuffled or_the output lowered. In actuality, the process of assign-
ing_particular dates to each subactivity helps balance staff resources
with time and money.

THE-GATT CHART

A Gantt chart, or time line, is another technique that can be
used in conjunction with the work program to obtain an overview of
the project activities for a given time period. The time line can

also show simple relationships among activities. It is a graphic
representation of activities against the time in which they will be
performed.

To prepare a time line, place the activity analysis next to a
chart depicting the months (or weeks or days) allotted to the activi-
ties. (When a project is beginning its yearly funding phase, the
time line will most likely be for the year.) Mark the end date and

111=6=5
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the beginning date of each activity and draw a line between the two

to indicate duration of that activity. A completed time line for

recreational activities for a daycare center might look like this:

ACTIVITY Jars Feb Mar Apr Nay Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1.0 Recreational
Activities

1.1 Planning

1.2 Obtain supplies

1.3 Conduct rec.
Activities

The manager can then determine at a glance when particular

activities should begin and end. The time line can also alert the
project staff to peak work periods, and can facilitate the reshuffling

of staff assignments if the activity is too unevenly spaced. The com-

pleted time line should include all activities to be performed during

the year

LEVEL-OF EFFORT--CHARTS

A slightly more sophisticated technique in the work program is

the level of effort chart. There are actually three types of level

of effort charts. Each gives a different type of control and forms

an integral relationship with the work program and the Gantt chart.

ACTIVITY/TIME CHART

The first type is the activity/time chart which estimates the

amount of time each activity will take in person-days or person=

months, over a given period of time.

Activity

TOTAL

M I A IM J
1J

A 1 S OT N D j Total

-
rqytimbrith
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There are five steps to preparing this chart:

ALLOCATING RESOURCES

1 . List the major activity in the activity analysis.
2. Compute the total amount of person-time available

from the staff.
3. Apportion the person-time per month.
4. Allocate the person-time among activities for the

total year.
5. Total the person-time for each activity over twelve

months.

STAFF/ACTIVITY CHARTS

The second_typeis the staff/activity chart which_divides
among staff members the person-time required to do each task.
This chart follows the activity/time chart, because it is based
on the person-time that has been allocated to each activity; The
staff/activity chart involves assigning staff members and time to
activities.

ACTIVITY STAFF 1 STAFF -2-1 STAF3
r--

1.0

2.0

3.0

TOTAL PERSON-TIME
STAff 4_ -PER ACTINITY

There are four steps to preparing this chart:

1. List the major activity in the activity analysis.
2. List the staff members and their total person=time.
3. Compute the total time requirea for each activity.
4. Divide the person=time for each activity among the staff.

CONSULTANTS/STAFF/TIME CHARTS

The third type is the staff/time chart which shows the time
expected to be put in by staff and consultants (or other temporary
persons).

111-6-7
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STAFF/CONSULTANT ! J F _A _M_ J

I
-TOTAL L.

S 0 TN DJ

The steps to preparing this chart are:

1. List the total person=time to be expenaea each month.

2. List the staff (and consultant) and their total person-

time.
3. Divide the person-time per month per person.

NETWORK PLANNING

Another teChhique for managingtime is through the use -of PERT_

(Planning Evaluation Review Technique); By utilizing a PERT Network,

a Manager can visually identify not only simUltaneous activities,

but also those activities which are dependent upon completion of a

prior activity; The ability to graphically portray a dependent re=
lationship is lacking in the work program previously described.

A simplified PERT Network is shown below.

Plani__aed _ _
@petit fealties.

couplet .d

tastes parts
Your-

_mins
red chassis

Ported to
wassoety

valet

Chassis

c4oPeadeta
fabricated

4
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ALLOCATING RESOURCES

Each circle represents an action step in the flow process.
Between the steps is an indication of the least, average, most
time that it will take to get from one step to another. If the

most possible time were taken, the completed chasis will be ready
to be transported in 30 days; however, the best possible time
will be 35 days for ffiT engine parts to be ready for transport.

FISCAL RESOURCES

LINE ITEM BUDGET

The -line item budget is the traditional method of allocating
financial resources and the one most frequently used by local_
government._ The line item budget displays costs by categories,
e.g.talatiesi_fringe benefitsi postage, printing,_andfurniture
And fixtures. This type of budget identiies,thecategories_of
inputs but does not provide other kinds of financialinformation
necessary to the planning process, such as the cost of specific
portions of a program or project, and what the money is buying.

PROGRAM-BUDGET

The program budget is- another- method of allocating financial
resources._ The program_budget displays costs by prograM. in the
program budget; each budget item includes all costs related to that
progam item regardless of which department or agency is conducting

the work. On a city or county level the program budget might in=
clude such -items as Person Safety; Intellectual /Personal Enrich=
ment; and Economic Satisfaction. On -an agency or_department level
a program budget might include such- items as: OUtreach and Recruit=

ment; Selection/Testing; and Counseling.

The program budget is unsatisfactory for the same reason as
the lineilteM bUdget in that it provides only a partial picture.
A traditional program budget_ may cover only a one year_block of
time or several years. _Further, the program budget, however
useful td the manager, is not -at all useful to the budget office
which eXpettt a bUdget to follow a line item format.

COMBINATION BUDGET

Yet another approach is to combine the line item with the
program budget. The combined approach provides more information
to bOth the manager and the_budgetoffice than either one by
itself. Using a training_program example; a combined budget would
list the activities on one axis and the line items across the
other axis;

111-6-9
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Line Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

>1
WCD S.- 01

C ICI C (.01 >0 r- 0CW
in

IV S.-
CZ 0- I

Outreach/recruitment P1

Testing/selection P2

Counseling P3

Classroom P4

Work experience P5

Job placement P6

Administration P7

The combination budget; with minor modification, can also be used
to monitor planned vs. actual expenditures on a monthly, quarterly or

annual basis.

Reporting Period_______________

PROGRAM

LINE 1 LINE 2 LINE 3 LINE 4

P A P A P
i

A P A

P1

P2

P3

P4

TOTAL

---TOTAL

P! A

This format enables the manager to project the cost for a parti=

cular cell (the point at which the two axes intersect) and to compare

the actual with the projected cost. Thus, if there is overspending or
underspending, the manager will know at a glance where the irregularity

is.

111-6-10
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When using the combination budget the manager_first fills
in all the known cells (for projected expenses). The missing
cells can then be filled in by weighting the p-ograms and apply-
ing those weights to the total for each particular line item.

Outreach/recruitment 2%
Testing/selection 3%
Counseling 10%
Work experience 30 %.

Classroom 20%
Job placement 20%
Administration 5%

Total 100%

Each value is then multiplied against each line item amount
to determine the projected dollar cost for each activity.

PROGRAM WEIGHT SALARY RENT TELEP4OVE CONSULTANT TOTAL

Outreach (.02) .02a .02b .02c .02d .02e

Testing (.03) .03a

Counsel (.10) .10a

Work (.30) .30a

Class (.30) .30a

Jobs (.20) .20a

Admin. (.05) .05a

TOTAL a (a+b+c+d)

To allocate limited resources, a budget procedure must answer these
questions:

o Where and how can we most effectively spend our money?
o How much money should we spend?

In answering these two questions most organizations tend to use the
current income and expense levels as an established base. They then
merely review changes (increases or decreases) desired in the current
operating budget. Thus the manager fails to assess the efficiency
and effectiveness of the current operation. In addition, the manager
fails to consider the possibility of reducing current operations in
favor of changed priorities.

III=6=11
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ZERO_ BASE BUDGETING

Zero base budgeting responds to this need by requiring justifica-

tion of every dollar of the organization's projected expenditures. It

puts previously_authorized expenditures on an equal footing with re-

quests for new funds in terms of the scrutiny received. At the heart

of ZBB is the decision package which requires managers at all levels

in the organization to rank the activities of their department in order

of importance. It also requires managers to generate alternatives to

their current mix of resources and outputs as well as identifying the

consequences of each alternative.

SUMMARY

Using these various tools and techniques will enhance the urban

manager's ability to improve his/her management process._ This means

using these tools every day. This means assigning someone the

responsibility for continually updating and revising timelines, net-

works, level of effort charts, and budgets. Just as the strategic

planning process is not static, neither is the process for managing

(short/constrained) resources.
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ALLOCATING RESOURCES

ALLOCATING RESOURCES WORKSHOP
PART I - TIME MANAGEMENT (60 MINUTES)

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST: Working as a group, develop a work program for your
department's project (Project Design Workshop).

SECOND: Working_as a group, list the activities, their dura-
tion, the beginning and end dates, identify staff
to be responsible for the activity, the anticipated
person-weeks and the anticipated output for the
task.

THIRD: Working as a group, develop a simplified PERT Network.
Use the tasks identified in the SECOND instruction.
If needed, refer to the Network Planning reading.

EXERCISE

(1)

Project

ACTIVITY
BEG.
DATE

END
DATE DURATION

STAFF
ASSIGNED

f PERSON
WEEKS OUTPUT

(2) PERT Network

111;615
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ALLOCATING RESOURCES WORKSHOP
PART II - FISCAL MANAGFNENT (60 minutes)

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST: Working as a group, prepare an estimated combination
budget for your department's project (from Project
Design Workshop).

SECOND: Working as a group, list the project activities (from
Project Design Workshop) and then identify line items
appropriate for that project.

THIRD: Working as a group, project total expenditures for
the period covered and distribute across the cells.

EXERCISE

Project Period Covered

ACTIVITY TOTAL_

III = 6= 149



MODULE 7

PLANNING FOR EVALUATION

Objectives: The objectives of this module are
to become aware of the ongoing use of evaluation
information; appreciate the role of evaluation
in the strategic planning process; demonstrate
the ability to identify indicators of project/
program success; demonstrate the ability to develop

an evaluation framework.
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RLANNING_FOR_EVALUATION

FUNCTIONS OF EVALUATION

A,PLANNING_TOOL

Planning is more than having organization and analysis informa=
tion. Planning is a risk-taking, decision-making process. Planning

decisions are risk decisions because present resources are committed
to an uncertain future. Because of the complexities of human activity,
it is not possible to know all possible effects of a decision.

There will never be a perfect decision==only alternative decisions.
There are never wrong deciSions==only better decisions. It is futile

to try to eliminate all risks,_ but with evaluation information the

urban manager has an opportunity to reduce the risk associated with

management decision making.

Through evaluation the manager has an instrument for creating

change. Information derived through evaluation may lead to changes

in the mix of projects; -the process of decision making; the systems
developed; and the emphasis placed on various activities.

Information derived from evaluation efforts allows replanning
to take place. Replanning takes place on an ongoing basis and allows
for a_re-examination of the initial planning effort. During replanning,

objectives are examined in light of additional information. Perhaps
objectives will merely be modified (scope), or perhaps current objec=

tives will be replaced by new objectives, formulated to respond to

changing conditions. Current strategy is also assessed to determine
its applicability in a changing environment. During replanning, _

evaluation information provides the manager with a basis for changing

priorities related to the project design and/or the project mix.

A MANAGEMENT TOOL

Evaluation is an organized way of providing information for local

decision making. There are many management decisions to be made
throughout the strategic planning process. For example, information
is needed to improve the allocation of resources or determine staff

training needs. Further, by providing feedback, evaluation provides
away for project staff to be accountable to the community, the con=

tract and the urban manager.
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The quality of decisions depends on the manager's ability to

identify alternatives and to make sound judgments about the validity

of those alternatives. Making sound judgments requires having a

systematic way of defining data needs; collecting data, analyzing

data and making informed judgments based on that data.

Evaluation performs the same function for management that audit

and control do for budgeting, and compliance checks do for administra-

tion. Evaluation is a step toward developing a_process for reaching

those decisions which will increase public confidence in local govern-

ment. And, in so doing, evaluation will help secure support and

funding for well-developed programs.

EVALUATION DECISION POINTS

Insuring that the organization is heading in=the_desired direction

can be one of the most important functions of evaluation. At the

organization -goes through the various stages of the strategic planning

process, evaluation questions provide a guide for insuring the

right direction and internal consistency.

After problem analysis has been completed, questions such as:

o Have we identified the problems we should deal with?

o Have we distinguished between symptoms and causes?

should receive YES answers before proceeding to the formulation of

goals and objectives. Once goals and objectives have been formulatea,

questions such as:

o Does the objective have a measurable end product?

o Is the identified target group the same one that hat

the problem?

Do the objectives relate to the problem?

should be answered YES before identifying a strategy. A YES answer

to the question:

o Does the strategy impact on the cause or the symptom?

is requiredprior to an identifitation of projects to implement

the strategy;

Once projects haVe been identified andplans drdwn up for imple-

mentation; a YES answer should be the response to such questions as:

o Is there internal consistency with the goals and objectives?

o Does the cletign carry out the strategy?
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o Have data needs been identified?

Does each project have measurable objectives
and defined outputs?

If NO is the answer, then the entire process should be re-thought
before going on to implementation. Following implementation, evalua-
tion questions such as:

o Are all events and activities occuring as scheduled?

o Are all outputs and milestones going as scheduled?

What has changed in the problem situation?

Did your efforts make any difference or have an impact
on the goals? objectives? problem?

should receive a definitive YES.

The sequence of the evaluation decision points in the strategic
planning process and the interative nature of the sequence can be
seen in the diagram on the following page.

In addition to being an iterative process, the evaluation
decision points flow process should also be viewed as a "go/no-go"
process. Whenever an evaluation question receives either a negative
response or a response indicating that there is no answer, the urban
manager should not go to the next step in the process. Should the
urban manager choose to go ahead in spite of the lack of a proper
response, then the manager is building failure into the strategic
planning process.

WHEN NOT TO EVALUATE

As noted, evaluation can fulfill a variety of functions for
the urban manager. But evaluation for local management decision
making should NOT be performed in some instances.

There should be NO evaluation where there is lack of definition
in terms of the problem being addressed, the type of intervention,
the outcome of the intervention or the expected impact.

There should be NO evaluation in the absence of clear logic in
the sense of the assumptions linking expenditure of resources to the
outcome expected from the intervention, or when the anticipated out-
come is not specified or understood clearly enough to be tested.

There should be NO- evaluation when there is lack of manage=
ment; he., when those in charge lack the motivation, understanding;
ability or authority to act on evaluation results; The urban
manager should understand that, because scarce resources must be

allocated in order to perform evaluation, these resources can
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GUIDE QUESTIONS DURING THE PLANNING PROCESS

*Have we identified the problems

we should deal with?

*Have we distinguished between
symptoms and causes?

*Dots the objective have a
measurable end product?

*Is the identified target group_
the same one that has the problem?

f10

I

YES

PROBLEM]
ANALYSIS

NO OBJECTIVES

*Do the objectives relate to the Jproblem? YES

*Does the strategy impact on the j INO

cause or the symptom?

*Is there internal consistency with I

the goals and objectives?

*Does the design carry out the J

t

NO

strategy?

STRATEGIES

*Have data needs been identified? i
YES

*Does the project have a measurable -1

NO

output?

*Are all events and activities
occurring as Scheduled?

*Are all outputs and milestones

going as scheduled?

*What has changed in the problem

situation?

*Did your efforts make any
difference or have an impact on
the goals? objectives? problem?
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be put to better use than in the situations identified. It may,_
however, be necessary even in these instances to perform evaluation
to fulfill requirements imposed by the granting agency.

TARGETS FOR EVALUATION

Evaluation can also provide an orderly process for assessing
various processes and systems within the organization. Some possible
targets for evaluation efforts include:

o Process(es)-

The process has to do with the way in which things
happen. A variety of processes exist within each
organization. These include: the planning process;
the decision-making process; the evalution process;
and the communication process.

Systems.

The systems are established to enhance the capability
of the organization. These include: the information
system, the management system; the procurement system;
the personnel system; and the transportation system.

o Operations

Operations are the activities the organization performs
and the projects it undertakes to accomplish its goals
and objectives. An evaluation of the operations aspect
'might include: accomplishment of objectives; efficiency
and effectiveness.

KINDS OF EVALUATION

There are many kinds of evaluation. Market research, cost/
benefit analysis, experimental design, and operations research are
all forms of evaluation in that they are ways of gathering informa-
tion for decision purposes. However, they are differentiated by
the decision situation they serve, the settings in which the
decisions are -made, and the level of precision needed. Each
method of evaluation was developed for a specific context. For
example, systems analysis was developed for the military, and
experimental design was developed to make decisions about the
relative merits of agricultural products.

The urban manager must be aware of the different types of evalua-
tion and the different uses made of evaluation in order to select the
most appropriate form to meet local needs. Despite functional
differences, almost all departments and agencies must answer three
questions concerning the programs they evaluate:

111-7-7
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Is the program effective?

Would another program or modification of an
existing one be more effective?

o Which delivery mechanism is most efficient?

The most widely used types of evaluations are those which help to

answer these questions.

PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

Performance evaluation is concerned with how well projects/

activities areprogressing in their work programs. It is concerned

with the nature of the activities rather than their usefulness or

appropriateness. Performance evaluation is concerned with the input

and output level:, as opposed to the project objective and poses

several questions:

o Are the outputs as planned and on schedule?

o Are the intended participants/beneficiaries
being served?

Are expenditures as planned?

Data to answer these questions is collected by monitoring. "MonitoN

ing" is a process of gathering routine information on a regular basis.

In contrast to monitoring, evaluation is a much broader concept which

involves not only monitoring, but also the collection of information

on a special-purpose basis.

Under the umbrella of performance evaluation, one can also

pose questions regarding program efficiency.

o What is the average cost per person served?

o How do administrative costs compare with the

costs of service delivery activities?

It is also possible to study quality if the standards of

quality can be determined in advance. It should be noted that

performance evaluation always includes animplicit "Why?" If

a project is behind schedule, the decision maker_needs to know

why. rf a subunit is being operated inefficiently, the urban

manager needs to knoW why.

Becaute resources are limited, the urban manager wants to

know about the effectiveness of each dollar spent. Useful cost

analysis is dependent on a financial information system which

identifies costs of providing various types of services and serving

various target groups. Cost-effectiveness analysis can be computed
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in terms of cost comparisons which combine cost=effectiveness
measures with cost information based on unit costs for various
activities.

Costs can be examined and analyzed in many different degrees
of detail, depending on the availability of data and_the_uses to
be made of the analysis; Information on costs by activity is useful
for operating purposes_because it indicates in_general terms -the
distribution of resources in relation to objectives; to plans; and
the total number of persons served. Examples of basic cost com-
parisons include:

o cost ratios; e.g.; administrative costs : total cost

o average/unit cost relationships

o average cost comparisons; e.g.; cost
effectiveness of various strategies

These comparisons attempt to_estimate_the relationship be-
tween outcomes and the cost of achieving_those outcomes. Cost
measures can be expressed as a_ratio or index_or in terms of the
dollars- invested per individual served or incidence of service
.provided. Cost-effectiveness measures will aid in making deci-
sions to achieve the optimum allocation of available resources.

IMPACT EVALUATION

Impact evaluation attempts to measure the extent of net
change-(institutional/community/individual) brought about by the
program. This implies a relative measure where changes and
achievement are measured in relation to the achievements and
changes which might have occurred without the program.

Impact evaluation focuses on answering the question; What
difference did it make?" and attempts to assess not only the in-
tended consequences (objectives)_butialso the unintended conse-
quences. To say that impact evaluation focuses on tFk extent to
which_the project activity objective is realized is an -over-
simplification; because there is also_an implicit commitment to
examineithe_adequacy with_which an objective has been formu-
lated. Sometimes a_project/activity objective is inappropriate
as_stateck-either in relation to the nature of the project or in
relation to the overall objectives. Sometimes the objective does
not reflect the real purpose (as in the case of projects which
exist for purely political reasons.)

PLANNING-SURRORT

Planning support evaluation is concerned with providing the
data to support planning efforts. It most often includes collecting
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and analyzing such -data demographic; labor market; population

trends; and marketing trends; A health planner might need popula=

tion trends, mortality and morbidity tables, and communicable disease

data:as:well as data_on current facilities and usage. Whereas, a

physical planner might need population trendsi land use data,, con=

tour maps to identify slope of elevation (it haS been found that the

steeper the slope:the slower the_rate of increase in_ population_) [1]

and special market studies. Or planning support evaluation might

include an assessment of planning and reSultt in similar localities.

PROCESS

Process evaluation is concerned With_the way things happen and

why, This includes an analysis of key actors, key events, key prob-

leMs and their solutions. [2]

PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS

POLITICAL

Political considerations include not only partisan politics_ in

the form of locali state_and federal elected officials_but_alta the

local,ambiance. Such things as inter-/intra7organizational "turf"

prerogatives are part of the political picture. Additional political

considerations involVe legiSlated mandates either in terms of

applicable regulatiOns concerning the use of fUnds or in terms

of the intended direction of the organiiation.

TIME FRAMES

:TiMei_Or the lack of it, is a constant ana critical con-

straint, This is especially true when an in-depth analysis is

deemed desirable. Evaluation studieS must be coordinated with

the citywide budget process, election time frames, and proposal

development;

LIMITED RESOURCES

In addition to being cognizant of built-in time frames, the

manager must recognize the existence of scarce resources. The

I,
BaserariWallihed research done by Marge McCann, Department

of Planning, City -of Philadelphia.

2. An example of process_ evaluation is A TALE OF THREE CITIES, a

study of three model cities programs which had been undertaken by

Marshall Kaplan Gans and Kahn at the behest of the U.S. Department

of Housing and Urban Development.
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frequency, scope and content of the evaluation process will be

highly dependent on available money, available staff, and avail=

able time (work mix). This is true whether the evaluation staff

is full-time or part-time.

CONFLICT IN DESIRED SCOPE/PRECISION

There_must be a compromise between management -needs and staff_

detires. All too frequentlythemanager_requests information which

Can_be_gained through a "quick- and-dirty study. The staff person

feels that_a_quick---and-dirty is not only inappropriate_bUt that an

in -depth study would yield information_MOre_useful_to the manager.
Frequently, the staff person is scientifically inclined and would

hope that all management decisions wait until scientific_ studies

(e.g;, random samples, matched pairs, panels) are completed.

STATE OF THE ART IN METHODOLOGY

Studies of social programs lack scientific preciseness because

social variablet cannot be controlled the same way as physical :

scientists control- abbratory experiments. The major constraint is

that the effects of social programs are influenced -by the environ-

ment as a whole, Additionally, because the data is imperfect the
tests -and techniques which might otherwise be employed are not

readily usable.

PREPARING FOR EVALUATION

The evaluation process can take several forms. On the one hand,

there may be a sole person who develops objectives, lists criteria,

and develops survey instruments without any input from the outside

world. This person then announces, after a thoughtful investigation,

that everything is wrong and must be discarded. An alternative to

this is the Evaluation Meeting (or series of meetings). _The evalua-

tion meeting allows an opportunity for those parties having a vested

interest in the outcome to agree in advance as to what should be

evaluated, in what depth, and with what criteria.

Participantt to an evaluation meeting should include: the

person who deVelOped the prolect; the personwho_will be managing

the project; a representative from the citizen group (or a repre-

sentative frOm each of several citizen groups); and, if appropriate,

a representative from the client group.

These individuals have the responsibility for first develop-

ing criteria for the selection of targets for evaluation. After

the criteria has been developed, potential targets are identified

and matched against the criteria. Once the specific targets have

been identified, the participants then reach a decision as to which

target should be evaluated in depth and which could receive a
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superficial evaluation; This decision might be based on the same

criteria (for selecting targts) or it might be appropriate to

develop new criteria.

The participants to an:evaluatiOn meeting would then have the

responsibility for identifying the criteria for success, especially

for those projects to be evaluated in depth;

It is unlikely that the evaluation meeting will be a single -

meeting: It -is more likely to be several meetings over a period of

time with each- representative seeking approval and concurrence -from

their constituents; The_ manager may find -it impossible for all the

key actors to meet together. In this case, the manager needt to_

meet separately with_all_the keyactors at the completion of_eath

step; The manager then insures_that the results of each meeting

are made available to all the key actors;

Having individual meetings does lengthen planning for the

evaluation process. However, it_insures that the key_actert have

"bought into" the program andjiave,a_vested interest in its success.

It also insures that all,the participants to the prOCett will be

looking for the same indicators for success.- In_addition, the
partitipantt Will provide a. base of support for the manager.

ESTABLISH PROCEDURE

Setting priorities is a process of telecting what to evaluate.

However, this does not necessarily mean excluding any projects,

programs or decisions from the evaluation process. Rather it

implies that some decisions will be given early attention or that

evaluation of some projects will be more rigorous than of others.

Setting priorities requires a procedure in which the whole

range of decision situations is narrowed down to a reasonable

number to be evaluated. There are many procedures for setting

priorities.. The exact process used is less important than insuring

that there is a process for determining evaluation priorities.

No manager should expect staff to perform an in=depth evalua-

tion either of each activity or at each level of organizational

functioning. Some activities should receive a comprehensive

evaluation, other_ need receive only a quick=and-dirty evaluation,

and some need not receive any evaluation at all.

Evaluation decisions which will impact on the entire organiza-

tion might be made based on the following criteria:

o how will this decision affect the overall goal?

is the decision likely to be influenced by

evaluation input?
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is this a decision which will influence future
or recurring decisions?

does hard data exist to help make this decision- -

if not, is it available within a reasonable cost
and time frame?

Evaluation decisions concerning whether or not to evaluate

a project/activity might well be based on these criteria:

o is this project going to be faced with important
decisions in this fiscal period?

o are any changes likely to be made in the project

as a result of evaluation information?

o how does the expected impact of this project
compare with other projects relative to cost,
people served, and potential for institutional
change?

o how does this project compare in terms of
visibility?

The following is an example of using criteria to set

priorities:

The_XYZ_Manpower Agency_is currently- assessing its
evaluation efforts for the coming fiscal year The

XYZ Agency has several components and each component

has at least one project; The key actors are in-

terested in havinga substantial evaluation effort.

However, the lack of adequate funds imposes a severe

constraint. At a meeting, the following matrix was
developed;

PROJECTS Cl C2 C3 C4 CS-

Urban League

A Woman's Opportunity

Vocational School Board

Joint ,bor Council

Prison
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Note that all_ projects are listed and compared against the

predetermined criteria. The use of predetermined criteria is a

very effective technique for avoiding "favorite" fights.

IDENTIFT_USERS

Evaluations should be designed to be responsive to the needs

of the decision makers. There is no way to insure responsiveness

unless this rule is followed:

Always involve in the decision of what to evaluate those

decision makers who will be using the evaluation.

Who are the decision makers? Although_this varies from locality

to- locality, there are two kinds of_ people who should be- involved.

The first type are those who will actually make the decisions- -

administrators, project managers, _city_officials.: The second group

includes:thete who do not make decisions but who influence them==

staff, citizen groups.

At the same_time the decision situation is being identified, it

is necestary_to_identify the user of the information. The user should

be able to identify, in advance of the time of the decision:

the frequency of the need

the format the information should be in

o the scope/depth of the information

IDENTIFI-DECISIOV_SITUATION

(1) Agencywide decisions

(a) Program areas

(a) Priority program

(b) Priority decisions within the program

(3) Priority projects within each program

(a) Priority project

(b) Priority decisions within each selected project
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LEVEL _SAMPLE-DECISION_ EVALUATION INPUT

Agency Planning process Evaluation of process__

Overall strategy Prioritiet for Evaluation

Component Reprogramming Alternative use of funds
Strategy-program objectives
Evaluation of previous plans

for competence and internal
consistency

Strategies for selection of
dprojects--

P rOj ec t Contract negotiations

Project operations

Defining objectives, report-
ing requirements, evalua-
tion design

Monitoring performance against
planned outputs

Client impact
Refunding

When identifying decision situations include only thoSe
on which evaluation results are likely to have an influence.
Include policy decisions; planning decisions and management
decisions (module 3; Strategy/Decision Making). It is not
appropriate or necessary to include every conceivable decision
not is it necessary or appropriate to include those decisions

which have, in a sense, already been made.

IDENTIFY INFORMATION NEED

After the decision situation has been identified, the
next step is to identify the specific kinds of information
necessary for that particular decision situation. It would

not be unusuA for the same information needs to apply to
Several decision situations at the same or various levels
within the organization.

IDENTIFY EVALUATION-PROCESS

Once these priority targets for evaluation efforts have

been identified, a process must be developed to ao the evalua-

tion. The process can be defined by means of a sophisticated
PERT chart or a simple flow diagram. For example:
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[ DEFINE STUDY OUTPUTS

bf SPECIFY IMPACT INDICATORS 1, ASSESS CONSTRAINTS ON DATA
COLLECTION

Have
indicators been identi-
fied for each intended

output?

Can _

data collectiOn be imple-
Anented within constraint

context?

Are
- indicators satisfactorily

valid and reliable

IDENTIFY DATA PROCESSING/
ANALYSIS METHODS 3 CONSTRAINTS

SPECIFY MEASUREMENT METHODS
Can _ L_i

data processing and analy-
sis be carried out Within
--constraint context

Have
measurement methods_ been

developed for_each
indicator?

SPECIFY SOURCES OF DATA

_Is 1:--

data Which can feasibly
be_acquired identified
for each indicator

SPECIFY DATA_ COLLECTION
METHODS

Have
appropriate_acquisition
MethOdt been specified:
for each source of data?-
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INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

When deter;mining whether or not objectives have been met or
whether a process has been successfully implemented, it is absolutely
necessary to have determined in advance the indicators of success.
Unless indicators are identified in advance, the evaluator seeks in-
formation about some indicators while the manager seeks information
about different indicators. Occasionally the manager, the planner
and the funding agency will identify different indicators of success.

IDENTIFY MEASUREMENT METHOD

The measurements are those specific pieces of information which
are needed to determine whether or not the indicator was met; Part of
the evaluation plan involves identifying the quality and quantity of
information needed and the way that information will be secured. The
measurement method must be defined in order to insure that the data
is gathered in a way which will be useful and it must be gathered
within the identified time constraints imposed by the decision maker(s).

IDENTIFY CONSTRAINTS

In order to insure a degree of success, the constraints to gather-
ing the data must be assessed. A decision must then be made as to
whether or not a constraint is insurmountable and therefore another
bit of information should be sought as a replacement; whether or not
the constraint is workable if specific steps are taken; or whether
or not the constraint is easily dealt with.

EVALUATION WORK PROGRAM

The manager must insure that an evaluation work program is
developed. This, like the detailed work program (Module 6, Allocat-
ing Resources) will insure that all the necessary activities are
identified, staff assigned to complete the activities, finances
allocated, and time constraints met.

EVALUATION RESULTS MUST BE

All previous efforts will have been in vain if evaluation results
are not used in the decisioh-MaKing process. To help insure that the
results of prior efforts are used, the information presented to the
Urban manager must meet certain criteria:

the results must be what the manager needs (appropriate)

o the results must be reliable

o the results must be available when needed (timely)
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o the results must reach all who need it

o the results must be trusted by the manager (credible)

o the results must be in a usable form

SUMMARY

Evaluation is an integral part of the strategic planning process.

It can provide various kinds of information to support local decision

making. But in order for evaluation to be available when and where

needed, a process must be_set up in advance. It is during the planning

phases that an identification should be made of the decisions to be

made, the information necessary to make those decisions, and how to

insure that the information will be available.

It is the responsibility of the urban manager to insure that

this information will be available by allocating the necessary time,

staff and financial resources. Unless evaluation activities are in-

cluded on the organization work program, the chances are excellent

that they will not happen.
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PLANNING FOR EVALUATION

PLANNING FOR EVALUATION WORKSHOP (90 Minutes)

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST: For the project your department has developed, identify
the significant- decisions which would likely be in=
fluenced by evaluation. Which of these change=oriented
decisions would be made before, during, and after the
completion of the project?

SECOND: Working as a group determine what kind of information
Will be needed to make those decisions and identify who
(what level) will make those decisions.

THIRD: Working as a group determine what information will be
needed on a routine basis to monitor the performance
of the project.

FOURTH: Working as a group determine what information will be
needed to determine the impact of the project.

EXERCISE

(1) (2)

Significant Management Evaluation Who will make

Decisions Needed P Oon Decision
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(3)
Monitoring Information

deeded By Whom

PLANNING FOR EVALUATION

How Often- How Collected

(4)
How will you know if the project made any difference?

Indicators Information Needed

111=7=23
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NOTES ON QUANTITATIVE APPLICATIONS

The following notes were written by Jim DeCarlo,
Director of the Center for Management Development at

Frostburg State College (Maryland) to provide an overview

of several of the more commonly applied quantitative

techniques. No attempt has been made to describe the
underlying theory or to show why these techniques work.

Many simplifying assumptions are implicit in these notes

and relatively simple examples have been chosen to
illustrate the applications. For a more thorough coverage

of these and other quantitative techniques, the reader

is referred to any of the standard texts on operations

research, management science, or quantitative methods.
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Decision Trees

Recision theory is a systematic and quantitative_ approach to the_study

of decision making, It seals methods for selecting the beat course of

action from a set of possible alternatives. The decision tree it one Of

the tools that has been developed from the application of decision theory.

Decision trees provide a graphical_presentation of sequential decision
processes. _They_show at a glance when_decistona are expected to be made;

what the Possible consequences are and what_the resultant payoffs will -be.

tieing the decision tree, management can examine the impact of a series of

decisions (multi-period) on the objectives of the organization._ The

graphical presentation helps in understanding the interactions among alter-

native courses of action, uncertain events, and future consequences; Another

advantage is that the resu.14:8 of the computations are depicted directly on

the tree, thereby simplifying the analysis.

In order to_apply the decision tree technique, the decision maker must

deceriiiine four pieces of information:

1. The alternative courses of action.
2. The states of nature.
3. The probabilities of the states of nature.
4. The payoffs.

_Decision making bydefinition involves two or more_ options (strategies)

tir_alterhativecourses of action; The decision maker_ will_Wanttb identify

all feasible options so that a complete analysis may be Undertaken.

For each option- identified there will_be some number of outcomes -pos-

sible: (The number of outcomes can range from a single possibility to an

unlimited numtwr of possibilities.) These outcomes,or consequences; are

sometimes referred to as a state of nature. A state of nature can be a

state of the economyi a_weather condition, a political dcalopment, or other

situation in which_the decision Maker has little_or_no control. The states

of nature are usually not determined by the action of a single individual or

an organization. They are basically the result of an "act of God," or the

result of many forces pushing in various directions.

The decision maker needs to ask: "What is the likelihood of thege

states of nature occurring?" it is generally necessary to answer this

question in terms of explicit chances or probabilities.

The payo2f orthe consequence associated with a certain alternative

and a specific state of nature is generally expressed in moueLary terms.

payoffs can be thought as conditional since a specific payoff results

from A s3tte o; f)ature occurring after a certain alternative course

o; 4ct.Lon has been t4ken. _An important point to remember is that the payoff

is ,T:asured within'J :specified period (e.g., after one This period

s sometimes rt.:fer-ed to as the decision horizon.

The process of applying the decision tree technique involves three

major 5:;e17:n

1. Developing tee framework of the decision tree.

2, Elnering the probabilities and financial data.
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Determining the optimumal course Of action.

A simple example will be sued to illustrate the application of this

technique. The County Director of Tourism is trying to develop an appro-

priate strategy to attract additional conventions to the county during the

coming year.

-One option was to attend the annual- meeting of Executive Directors of

National Trade and_ Professional ASSOCiatitina. These were the people who

recommended conventions sites to their tetberS; The Director of Tourism

estimated that attendance at such_d Meeting could resultin_a sixty percent

chance of_attracting twelve AdditiOnal conventions to-the county during

the coming year The DirectOr further estimated a_thirty percent chance of

attracting six additional conventions and only a ten percent chance of at-

tracting no additionalconventiOnS_aS a result of this effort The costs

associated with attending the meeting, including travel; lodging, entertain-

ment, booth construction, and booth materials; were estimated at $11,000.

Another alternative was to develop and print a new brochure highlighting

the more attractive features of the county. It was estimated that $5,000

would be required to prepare sufficient quantities of such a brochure. The

Director felt that the brochure would result in a seventy percent chance of

attracting eight additional conventions and a twenty percent chance that no

additional conventions would be attracted. Because of the increased activity

of other convention sites,there was also a ten percent chance that two con-

ventions might go elsewhere next year.

A third option was to do nothing. The Director estimated that there was

only a twenty-five percent chance of attracting four additional conventions

without any special promotional effort. There was also a fifty percent

chance of no additional conventions and a twenty-five percent chance that

three conventions ordinarily held in the county would go elsewhere.

The Tourism Office estimated that each conventions held in the county

resulted in a net economic benefit of approximately $2,000. The Director of

Tourism wondered which strategy would provide optimumal results.

in terms of the four elements mentioned earlier the follc,7ing infor=

mation is available:

1. Alternatives: attend meeting, print brochure, do nothing.

2. The states of nature: attract new conventions, attract no new con-

ventions, lose conventions.
3. The probabilities: these have been assessed for each of the states

of nature.
4. The payoffs: costs associated with attending the meeting and printing

the brochure have been estimated. The net economic benefit to the

county has also been estimated at $2,000 per convention.

A simple decision tree can be constructed which incorporates all of the

above information; Conditional payoffS,in the form of net cash flow, have

been calculated and are also shoWrn On the decision tree.

_-The next step is to calculate a monetary value for each strategy -so that

a comparison can be made._ The strategy selected will be the one resulting

in the largest net economic benefit to the county; An expected value for each

III=N=4
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Strategy

Attend Meeting

-11,000

Print Brochure

-5,000

Do Nothing

State of nature Conditional payoff

Attract 12 (.60)

+24,000

Attract 6 (.30)

+12,000

AttractA =10)

Attract 8_(.70)
+16,000

Attract (.20)

Lose 2 (.10)

=4,000

Attract 4 (.25)

+C000

=- Attract 0 (:50)

_Lose 3 (.25)

111 -N -S

Cr

-6,000

4-13,000

+1,000

000

+11,000

-5,000

-9,000

+8,000

+0

<-6,000



strategy can be determined._ This expected value is nothing more than a

weighted average of the possible outcomes using the probabilites as weighting

factorS. The expected value for any alternative is calculated by adding the

product of the probability of occurrence for each state of nature and the

conditional payoff for that state.

This is done for the "attend Meeting" strategy as follows:

EV (Meeting) + .6;($13,000) + .3 ($1,000) + .1 (-$11,000) = $7,000

The expected values for the "print brochure" and "do nothing" strategida are

calculated in a similar manner:

EV (BroChure) = .7 ($11,000) + .2 (-$5,000) + .1 (-$9,000) =. $5,800

EV (Nothing) .25 ($8,000) + .5 (0) + .25 (-$6,000) $500

From_this information, the Director of Tourism can see that the optimumal

strategy is to attend the meeting. It should be pointed out that $7,000 is

the expected or average payoff. If theDirector decides to attend the meeting,

the actual benefit to the county will be some amount other than $7,000. How-

ever, the $7,000 represents the average benefit the county can expect if it

faces similar dec ons over a period of time and makes those decisions in

a consistent manner.

The_moSt difficult aspect of applying this technique to practical situ-

ations_lieS in determining the appropriate probabilities. It -is sometimes

possible_to_rely on historical data. Often, however, an educated guess as

to the likelihood of accurrence of any state of nature -must be made. Obvi-

ously the results will be no more accurate than areitheprobabilities.

Another difficulty sometimes arises in- assessingtheifinancial consequences

of a particular state of nature. Sometimes there are no direct financial

consequences. In such a case -an- estimate of indirect financial impact must

be made to allow comparison of the alternatives;

The unique feature of decision, trees is -that they_allOw management to

combine a clear graphical presentation of the impact of various alternative

courses of action with_the atalytical_technqiues_of expected value. The

computations required in decision trees can usually be done manually. A

computer is required only when extremely large and complicated trees are

analyzed.



LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Linear PrograMMing is one of the best developed_and most widely applied
disciplines of Operations Research. It is but one of the techniques that fit
into the general class known as Mathematical Programming. Linear Programming
concerns itself with the optimum allocation of limited resources among com-
peting_ activities under the constraints imposed by the situation being analyzed.
Thus, Linear Programming_is applicable when limited resources must be shared
among a number of competing demands and all decisions are interlocking because
they have to bemadesubjecttoa common set of constraints; These constraints
could be of a financial, technological, marketing; organizational, or any
other nature. In broad terms, Linear Programming can be defined as -a mathe-
matical representation aimed at programming (or planning) the best possible
allocation of scarce resources with a mathematical model used in that repre-
sentation characterized by exclusively linear functions;

Generally speaking; there are two conditions that must be satisfied if
Linear Programming is to be applied:

1. There must exist an objective such as revenue, profit, cost, quantity,
which is to be optimized and which can be expressed as or represented
by a linear function.

2. There must be restrictions on the amount or extent Jf attainment of
the objective and these restructions must be expressable as,or repre-
sentable by,a system of linear equalities or inequalities.

Before considering the techniques fcr solving Linear Programming problems,
iL is important to understand what is meant by linear functions and equalities
and inequalities. A linear function is one where the value of one variable
is linearly (or directly) proportional to the value of the other. A linear
function is represented geometrically by a straight line. An inequality can
be one of four types:

1. Less than

2. Greater than

3. Less than or equal to

4. Greater than or equal to.

Solution Stages

Although -the- practical applications of Linear Programming -cover an_
increasingly broad range of problems, it is possible to distinguish five
general stages that the Solution of any Linear Programming problem should
folloW:

1. Formulating the model. V!
2. Gathering the data;

3. Obtaining the optimum solution.

III=N=7
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4; Applying sensitivity analysis.

5. Testing and implementing the solution.

The stages are not clearly defined, contain common overlaps, and strongly

interact with each other. A discussion of the main characteriatics of each

stage follows.

The application of Linear Programming is_a practical situation begins

with the development of the Linear Programming model. The fitst step in

model formulation is defining_ the decision_variable. This necessitates

identification of those_ variables which are most adequate to describe the

situation being examined. Selection of the objective function is the second

aspect of model formulation. Once the decision variables are established;

it_is_possible to deterMine the objective to_be minimized_Ot taXitized;_

provided a measure of performance (or effectiveness) hag been_ established

and can be associated with the values_that the decision variable can assume.

This_measure of petfOrtance is necessary if we_are_to be able to evaluate

various courses of action: The most common index in practical applications

is dollar value. This defines the_objectivefunctiOn as minimization of

cost or maximization of profit._ However, other objectives are_possible.

In fact, the definition of acceptable objective function can constitute a

serious problem in some- situations. This is especially true when social

or pOlitical considerations are involved. In addition; there can be con-

flicting Objectives; each important in_its_own right; In these situations,

it is usually helpful to define multiple objective functions and to solve

the problem with respect to each one, separately observing the Values_that

all the objective functions assume in each solution; if no one solution

eanaatisfyithe_multiple objectives, at leastthe_manager:can_Make

decision knowing what the consequences for the various objectives will be

The final aspect of model _formulation is describing the constraints: This

requires identifying all of the constraints that charactetitethe problem

and describing them in terms of linear equations or ineqOalitieg There

will be one equation or inequality for each constraint that is identified.

Having developed the model, the second step is to select the data for

its solution. This usually represents one of the most time consuming and

costly efforts required by the Linear Programming approach.

Several techniques are available for solving Linear Programming

problems. A diacussion of the techniques applicable to problems involving

only two variables is presented later in this paper. Most practical

problems are best solved using the computer.

One of the most useful characteristics of linear programming la Lhe

ability to perform sensitivity analysis on the optimum solutions. These

poat;optimum analyses are important for several reasons:

1. Data uncertainty: It_iaoften significant to determine how sen-

sitive the optimum solution is to changes in the decision variables.

2. Dynamic considerations: How should recommended courses of action

be modified over time when ctInges most probably will take place in

the original specifications?

3. Input error-! What is the effect on the optimum solution of errors

11I-N-8
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in the original formulation of the problem?

Before implementing the solution, steps must be taken to confirm that
the model which has been developed is a reasonable representation of the
actual situation. Only then car plans be made for implementation.

A simple example follows which illustrates the application of this
technique tc,a practical problem. Although this example contains only two
varlet:1.es and can be solved using a graphical approach, the process of
formulating the model is the same as for problems with any number of var-
iables.

The Director of the Department of_Public Works has decided to explore
the possibility of manufacturing the concrete required by the DPW; At a
meeting with the city engineer, the Director learns that each unit of
concrete requires at- least: 12 -units of fine sand; 12 units of coarse sand,
and 10 units of_graveI;.__ The owner_of a local quarry has indicated that the
two required ingredients are_avaiIabie in sufficient quantities to enable
the city to meet its projected needs. Ingredient A will cost $.06 per pound
and contains 4 units of fine sand, 3 units of coarse sand, and 5 units of
gravel. Ingredient B costs $.10 per pound and contains 3 units of fine sand,
6_units of coarse sand, and 2 units of gravel. The Director wants_to
determine the least cost mixture so that a comparison with commercial prices
can be made.

This is a problem in product mix or blending, and the decision
variables are the amounts of_ingredients_ A and B to be combined to form one
unit_of finished prOduct. The Director_has identified the objective as one
of minimizing_cost. The constraints arise from the requirements that there
be a specified number of units_Of three substances. Therefore; three
inequalities will be required in the mathematical model. The inequalities
necessary to describe this problem are:

Fine sand: 4A + 3B C112

Coarse sand: 3A + 6B >112

Gravel: 5A + 2B 10

The first_ inequality says that the number of pounds of ingredient_ A times_4
units_of_fine sand per pound plus the number of pounds ingredient B times
3 units of fine sand per pound must be greater than or equal to 12 units.
The other two inequalities are interpreted in a similar tanner.

The Director's objective to minimize coat can be expressed as follows:

Minimize: .06A + .10B

This can be read as saying that we want to minimize the total cost of the mix
which is $.06 per pound times the number of pounds of ingredient A plus $.10
per pound times the number of pounds of ingredient B.

These three inequalities aIong_with the minimization statement represent
the mathematical model for this problem; (ftshould be understoodthat non-
negative answers are required; therefore, implicit in the model are the re-
quirements that both Ailig B be greater than or equal to 0.)
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Because only_twO Variables are involved, a graphical_techniqUe may be

applied to solve for the_ appropriate values of A and B. The first step in

applying this technique is to graph the inequalities.

-4q
\

0
3.0--
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° 2 4 --
a,

2.0

Coarse Sand

--Coat $.30

Pine Sand

. I et I 4

0.8 2.0 3.0
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4.0

/

5.0

Gravel

Any combination of ingredients A and 8 represented by a point lying above

all three constraint lines will simultaneously satisfy all three requirements

and,therefore, is a candidate for the final mixture. However, we are trying

to determine that mixture which will result in the lowest cost. To determine

the lowest cost mixture, we must first represent our objective on the graph.

We do this by arbitrarily selectiug a value for cost. Any other figure

selected to represent cost will result in a line parallel to the one shown.

If there is a unique solution to this problem (i.e., onlione point will

simultaneously satisfy the constraints and achieve our objective), then that

solution will lie an isocost line at the intersection of two constraints

that is closest to the origin. By drawing isocost lines through each inter-

section and parallel to our original objective line, we can determine which

intersection lies closest to the oripn. Par this problem, we can seethat

the optimum mix lies at the intersection of the fine sand and coarse_sand

constraint lines. If the graph has been drawn accurately enough we can read

the appropriate mixture directly.(If this is not possible algebraic techniques

may be applied to determine the-point of common intersection for two lines.)

From the graph we see that 2.4 pounds of ingredient A and 0.8 pounds of

ingredient B are necessary. The- total cost of such a mixture will be $.224.

Since the Director ordinarilq purchases concrete in 50 pound bags, this

solution must be extended to enable a comparison to be made. Our recommendei



S

mixture requires that for each pound of ingredient B there be 3 pounds of
ingredient A. Therefore, in a 50 pound bag of concrete we would use 371/2
pounds of ingredient A and 121/2 pounds of ingredient B. Thus, the cost to
manufacture a 50 pound bag of the concrete will be $3.50. (Of course, we have
not taken into account the cost of labor or equipment necessary for the
manufacturing process. The Director will have to factor these considerations
into his final decision.)

It is worth emphasizing that the process of applying Linear Programming
techniques is the same no matter how many variables are involved up to the
application of a solution technique. For problems involving more than two
variables,other than a graphical approach must be used.

III=N=1
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PERT/CPM

Network Planning referS to a set of graphical techniques used in plan-

ning, scheduling, and controlling projects. They come packaged under a

confusion of acronyms. The -two original and best known techniques are Pro-

' gram Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM).

PERT and CPM were developed
independently and at about the same time

in the late 1950's. CPM was developed by Remington Rand for the Dupont

Company in 1957. Originally developed as a management aide in scheduling

maintenance shUt downS of chemical processing plantS, CPM came to be used

in a wide variety of engineering activities. PERT was developed by the U.S.

Navy Special Projects Office in 1958 for scheduling and controlling the

Polaris Missile Project.

Both are baSed on essentially the same concepts although there are some

differences in details. The most significant difference is that PERT allows

for probabilistic time estimates. There are also slight differences in

terminology_ and in diagraming specifics. Both attempt to display a project

in graphical form and to relate its component tasks in such a way as to

focus attention on those which are crucial to the project's completion.

For these techniques to be most applicable; a project must have the

following characteristics:

1. It must have well-defined tasks whose completion marks the end of

the project.

2. The tasks are independent; they may be started, stopped, and con-

ducted separeately within a given sequence.

The tasks are ordered; they must folloW each other in a given

sequence.

4. A task once started must continue without interruption until

completion.

The Network Plan summarizes a great deal of important information:

1. Activities reauired

2. Their precedence relationships

3. Slack ti in the schedule

FrOM the basic Network Plan we_daneasilycaIculate
the_darliest and latest

start times as well as the:earliest and latest finish times, the available

Slack time and the critical path through the project.

The application of Networking Techniques consists of three basic steps:

1. Planning

2. Networking

3. Controlling

III-N=12
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GOde
A
B
C
D

The .stages are re: clearly 1...edicontain common overlapsiand strongly
interact trio: ?, tath P .-:.lcussion of the main characteristics of each
stage follows

During the planning a complet:. and thorough job of project analysis
must be performed. Ths. A.c?!15, results la some_of the greatest benefits of
Networking apnlicatinn. ::%e planning is thorough; the result is early
knowledge of the pzojLeL flsight into detailt and anticipated problem
areas that cannot be obtai,..t.,, In_any_other fashion. This phase requires the
identification of_all of the activities required to complete the_project as
well as the precedence relatio!ship that exists among these activities.

During the Networking Phase an arrow diagram is constructed which
graphically represents the sequence and_interdependency_of the activities_
identified during the panning stage. At a result of this_phase, the project
manager_willhave_a complete schedule and will be able to identify those
activities which lie on the critical path.

During the Control Phase the project manager can compare actual usage
of time and resources against the original estimates. This makes it possible
to prepare status reports with revised schedules reflecting actual project
conditions. These status reports may require reassignment of resources so
that the project is completed in a timely manner.

A simple example follows which illustrates the application of Networking
Techniques to a practical problem.

A small manufacturing firm has agreed to locate in a new industrial park
if the local development company can have a shell building constructed and
ready for occupancy within sixty days. The engineering staff of the develop-
ment company has prepared a list of those activities which are required to
construct the shell building. The precedence relationship of all of the
activities has been identified along with estimates of the time required to
complete each activity.

-ENGINEERS' ESTIMATES-

Task Predecessor
_Time Estimates

Optimistic Most Likely Pessimistl
Start 0 0 0

Purchase poles; trusses; OH doors A 10 10 25

Purchase roof, walls A 3 3 3

Purchase electric lights A 1 1 1

Remove debris now_on site A 1 2 3

Fill/grade to level surface 5 7 9

Excavate:pour pole footings 2 3 4

Set wooden poles G,B 4 5 15

Set wooden trusses 3 8

Install roof_ C;I 2 6

Install walls Cil 2 4

Install OH doors JO( 6 11

Pour concrete floors 3 3

Install electric_lights D,J 4 6

Finish grade /landscape L,M 7 9

Finish NO 0
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In the table, the predecessor activities are those activities which

must be completed before the succeeding activity can begin. _The_optimistic

time estimate is the shortest po3sible time for completion of the activity

if all goes well (there is one in one=hundred chance of less time being

required). The pessimistic time represents the longest time required for

completion of the activity under adverse conditions but barring acts of

nature (there is one in one-hundIed chance of more time being required).

These three time estimates are used in calculating the expected titip ,--ording

to the following formula:

Expected Time =
Optimistic_+ 4_ (Most Lik + Pessim4

6

As originally developed, PERT require these three time estimates although

it is becoming more and more common to use a single estimate of time. CPM

requires only an estimate of the expected time;

The engineers used the above formula to calculate the following expected

times:

EXPECTED TIMES

A:0 1:4.5

8:12.5 J:4

C:3 K:3

D:I L:6.5

E:2 M:3

F:7 N:4

0:3 0:7

H:6.5 P:0

TheSe are the times that will be used to determine the project schedule.

The next step is to develop the atrotz diagram; This diagram will_ graphically

present the szquence of activities as well as the interrelationships which

exist. In drawing the diagram ah arrow is used-to represent each task or

ativity which has been identified. There -is no significance attached to the

length of the arrow. Circles are used to identify the starting and_ending

point-of -an activity. _These circles a:7e referred to as events and do not

consume any time. ActiVities represented_by arrows_leaving a given circle

cannot begin until all of the activities represented by arrows entering a

circle have,been cOMpleted; It is conventional to identify the events using

numbers such that the tail of a given arrow always has a lower number than

the head of that arrow.

It was necessary for this project to insert two dummy activities. With-

out these dummy activities the diagram at that point would have looked as

follows:

D
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The dummy activity from event 7 to event 8 is necessary becauseactivityiN

depends on activity D__httnot on activity J or K. Dummy activities require

0 perfOrMande time. The dummy activity from event 7_toevent9 is necessary

so that activities I and K_each have a unique numeric identifier. By

inserting the dummy activity;- activity J is identified by events 6 and 7

while activity K is identified by events 6 and 9.

The next step -is -to calculate the-early start and early finish times.

Early_Start time -is defined as the earliest possible time for_starting an

activity assUming_that,all predecessors alge_start at their_early start times.

In calculating these times it is conventional to work from_project start to

project finish letting the start time eqUal_0. The early_finish time of any

activity is equal to its early start time plus the time required for that

activity.

It is -also possible to calculate late start and late finish times -for

each activity. In calculating these times it is- conventional to work frOm

project- finish to project start. Late start time_is defined as the latest

possible time for starting -an activity if the target completion date is to

be met; Late finish time for any activity is equal to late start plus the

time required to complete that activity;

The engineers follow this procedure to arrive at the following table:

Code

Early
Start Finish Start Finish

B 12.5 19 31.5

C 0 3 39.5 42.5

D 1 55 56

0 2 19.5 21.5

F 2 9 21.5 28.5

G 9 12 28.5 31.5

H 12.5 19 31.5 38

I 19 23.5 38 42.5

J 23.5 27.5 42.5 46.5

K 23.5 26.5 43.5 46.5

L 27.5 34 46.5 53

M 19 22 50 53

N 27.5 31.5 56 60

6 34. 41 53 60

From the table one cansee_that the project can be completed in 41

days. This is well within the sixty day time table established by the

agreement._ Cenversely;_in_order to be completed no later than sixty_idays-
frOM now the project must get started on -the 19th. day. Thus; it would -seem

that -if all goes well we can tolerate a delay of 19 days; This-leads -us to

a calculation of the final two parameters available from a_network_diagram.

These are the slack time and the critical path Slack_time_is_defined as the

maximum amount -of delay allowable beyond the early -start time without delaying

the project completion date. Slack time for any activity is the difference

between_ its_ late start andlits early start:times; The critical path is that

path through the project with the least amount of slack time._ The engineers

have also calcul.ited the Slack time and this is shown in the f011oWing table.

Activities marked with an,asterisk are those which lie on the critical path.

III=N-
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Slack Times

B: 0* I: 0*
C: 20.5 J: 0*
D: 36 K: 1

E: .5 L: 0*
F: .5 M: 12
G: .5 N: 9.5
H: 0* 0: 0*

Thus, the critical path for this project is the one which includes _

activities B, H, I, J, L, and 0; During the control phase, these are the
activities that the project manager will want to monitor most carefully to
ensure that the target completion date is met.

As one might expect; there are potential shortcomings and problem
areas in the application of -these techniquesi. Some_contractors have been
able to use- this technique -to- their advantage; Knowing that contractors
on the critical path have greater leveragei some have been able to manipulate
the_management_team to their advantage; On the other hand, some contractors
manipulate to get off the critical path and thereby be less visible members
of the contract team.

_ One needs to recognize that complex projects can undergo many changes
over time and that much updating_of the network may be required. In some
instances it is not always possible to specify the sequential relationships
in advance. Another problem arises when the project manager focuses so much
attention on the critical path that some other task delays the project._ It
is sometimes difficult to estimate accurately the optimistic -and- the pessi-
mistic times required to complete an activity. The project manager also needs
to recognize that there are likely to be time lags in reporting the status of

given activities and therefore delays in updating the schedule. Fi any,
some projects may be simply too large and too complex to allow the application

of these techniques.
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Queuing Theory

Queue is another name for a waiting line and a queuing system is simply

a system that involves a waiting Queuing theory is a branth of manage

ment science that enables the analyst to de.',cribe the behavior of queuing

systems.

OccasidhS for applying queuing theory are numerous and vatied; When

people_who deSignsystems_that_tontain queues use queuing theory;or simulation,

to esti--te expected waiting-times, queue lengthS, and so on, members of the

queue i leSs time waiting in line.

Several factors contribute to the need_for this analytical-tool; -On -the

one hand, the demand -for services is unstable. There are foreseeable_fiuct-

uations during certain time periods. In addition, there are unforeseeable

changes in the pattern of demand. On the -other hand, the length -of the service

may vary due to- particular requirements_ of those requesting the service. The

result is difficulty in meeting jemand immediately upon request especially

during rush hours.

The management of SetVite.J is indeed complicated; While management_

would like to satisfy the service requestor; it is very expensive, sometimes

even impossible, to satisfy everyone immediateIy,:aII the time When queuing

theory is applied, management's objective_is_usuany to minimize two kindS of

costs: those associted 74th providing service and those associated with

waiting time After quei-tg theory has generated its statistical interpretation

of the queuing system, the analyst assesses the various costs of providing

service versus the costs of waiting;in order to design the system that best

meets the objectives of the organization. This can be helpful ih_etabling

management to determine the approprinte level of services Lo provide;

A queuing system is cimposed of the following parts:

1. The customers and their source.(CustomerS are defined as those red -

ing service and are generated from a pOpulal- on or a source.)

The arrival process. ((This is the manner in which customers show

up at thz; service fatility.)

3. Tne service facilitY and the service process. (The serVice_iS

provided by a service facility and the manner in which service is

provided is refetred to as the service process.)

4. The queue. (Whever an arriving customer finds That the service

facility is buty, a qvaue,or waiting linc,is formed.

Queuing methodology is a descriptive tool of andlySiS. This means that

the major objective of waiting line theory is prediction of the behavor of

a system as reflected in itE operating characteA.sticS or measures of perform-

ance.

The managerial application of waiting_theoryinvolves the use of computed

measures of performance for selecting an alternative solution to a queuing

problem, usually among small numbers of Alternatives. The entire process

involves three steps:
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1. Establish the measures of performance (or the operating character-
istics) of the queuing system.

-ompute the measures of performance.

3. Conduct a comparative analysis.

In the first step a model of the problem is formulated and the measures
of performance are decided upon. Examples of such measures are:

1. The average waiting Lime per customer.

2. The average number of customers in the waiting line.

The utilization (busy period) of the service facility or else its
idle time.

4. The service level (the percent of customers that will have to wait
more than a fixed amount of time);

Once the problem has_been_formulated; one of two solution methods is.
employed to find the measures of performance. In the analytic approach the
measures of performance are determined_through the use of formulas. Unfor-
tunateIyimany queuing situations are so complex that the analytic approach
is- completely impractical or even impossible. For those situations in which
the analytic approach is unsuitable, the procedure of simulation can be used.
The measures of performance must be computed fel: Fury cour.,e of action under
consideration.

These measures of performance must be_avalYable so :.-at a_comparative
analysis can be conducted._ In queuing analysis there_are usually_only
number of alternatives to be evaluated. The number of feasible alternatives
in a service system is usually small because of human, technical, financial,
and legal cons4raints. Alternatives may differ 1:1 the size of the facility,
the number of the 'peed of service, the priorities given to custom-
ers, or in the operating proceuures.

After the measure of effectiveness has been computed for =ach_alternative,
the alternatives can be compared on the -basis of_their overall effectiveness;
A queuing system sometimes involves several measures of performance and it may
be necessary to establish a common one to_ quantitatively compare the alternatives.
In some cases, a qualitative comparison of the multiple measures of effectiveness
is performed and no attempt is made to consolidate the multiple measures.

We can think of a queuing model composed of three components:

1. The arrival process.

2. The service facility.

3. The waiting line.

Several factors are_used to describe the arrival process. We need to
recognize if the source (population) is basically infinite (or unlimited) or
finite. Unless otherwise specified, queuing theory assumes an infinite
population. We also need to distinguish whether customers arrive in batches
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or indiVidUally,_iCustomers can alSti arrive either_on a scheduled_baSiS_Ot

WithOUt prior notification. If they come without prior notificatiOn; their

arrival time -is -not exactly knoWn_bUt historical data enables_us to describe

arrivals by some_frequency diSttibUtion. With either expected or unexpected

at-;vials; the_arrival process can be described -by either the arrival rate

or by the interarrival times. The difference is that in scheduled arrivals,

the arrival rates and the interarrival times are constant while in unscheduled

arrivals we talk about averages and frequency distributions.

There_are several factetS to consider_in describing the service process.

The first -is the basic arrangement of service facilities., There may be a

single facility or multiple identical facilities, or multiple but not identical

facilities; or serially arranged facilities. Service time,Which is another

factor; may be constant or it may fluctuate. Knowing the service time we can

also identify the service rate.

The_waiting line ikdeScribed_by rules and regula:i-r- that_ are termed

the queue discipline. The cileue_discipline_describes icythat_determines

the_manner in which custom, are selected fcit service: liay_have a prioriiiy

system where selected tOstoTi_irs are dealt with_upon arri..al:_ We may be dealing

with a preemptive priorit system in which an important customer not only has

priority in entrance, but can even interrupt a less important customer in the

middle of service. Two other options are: laSt-in, first-!-lerved, and first=in

first-served.

A simple example will be used to illustrate the application of queuing

theory,

The city's Manager of AdminiSttAtive Services is considering leasing one

of two possible duplicating mathines. Model one is capable of duplicating,_

twenty jobs each hour at a cost $50 per:day., Alternatively model two_can

duplicate twenty-four jobs_Oet hour at a:cost of $80 per day. The duplicating

center is open ten hours a day with an ;cerage arrival of eighteen jobs per

hOur. The duplication is performed by employees randomly arriving from

various aepartments whose average hourly wage it, $5.

T- assess the alternatives it_is necessary to compute and compare the

same p-asures of performance for both models. The manager has determined that

the r:evant measures of performance for this situation are:

1. The average waiting time; W (the average time a customer spends

waiting for she service and being served).

2. The average number of customers in the systi C (the average number

of customers in the queue and being served) :

3. The probability of an idle facility; P (id

there are no customers in the system).

Probability that

F,JriUlaS are_available fot calculating_ these measures. Note that_in the

fatihulAS the average arrival rate is designated by A and the average service

rate is designated by S (the average service time is then 1/S. The formulas

Are:
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1

W

A

- A

P (idle) = 1 -

The ratio_A/S is referred to as the utilization factor; IT;_ This ratio_is_the

measure of the_percentage of time that the system is utilized; If U is_equai

to or larger than 1, the waiting line will increase without bound, a situation

which is unacceptable to management.

The measures of performance for each model are summarized in the follow-

ing table.

A (given)

S (given)

li

C

15 (idle)

_Model 1 Model 2

18 18

20 24

4 -La .75
20

1 - .17
20=18 .5 24-18

18
= 9

18

20-18 24-18

;9 = .1 1 - ;75 = .25

The can now analyze this data-to make a decis-Jn. With model one

each erlip: .11 spend .5 hour in the eupiic:ting center and since 180

persons arviva at the center each day f18 per hour times 10 hours), there
a_totai waiting time of ;5 (18d)- equal.; 90 employee hours each day.

At $5 an hour this waiting time will cost the company 5 (90) equals $450 a

day. The total cost, $450 pills $50 daily machine co.-% equaa $500 Per day.

With model 2, each employee spends .17 hours in -the duplicating center:

Thug there will be a-total wait of .17 (180) equals -31 employee hours each

day. The cost now is only 5 (31) equals $155. Add to this tne80cost of
renting model 2 for a total cost of $235 or $265 per day lower than the model

1. Note that even though model 2 is only utiliZed 75% of the time, it is still

the better machine to lease.

In comparing model 1 and model 2; notice that although model 2 is -only

20% faster._(ie, its service capacity is 1.2 times that of model 2), the

waiting time was cut down by_almost_67% (from .5 hour_to 17 hour); In

addition; the number of people at the duplicating center was reduced from

nine -down to three. This is an indication that a common sense approach (such

as double the service rate and the waiting time will be cut in half) is

incorrect in queuing situations.

enableThe computation of the operating characteris46 41of a system



management to make such decisions as: the type or size of the service

facility, the service rate, the number of service units, and the operating

hours.

Managerial decisions of this type are_made both in the design_stage

Of_het4 systems and in_the_operation stage (improvements or modifications) in

existing systems; ,The decision process itself, which is based on_the

descriptive informacion_found in the operating characteristics; does not

necessarily yield an optimumal solution. Rather it is a comparative analysis

which attempts to select the best of all alternatives checked.
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INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Long Rar n,1 Strategic Planrin for Urban Mana ers de-

signed to enhall.Pt6e managementpanningsi so urbanir.fyers
by providing r ,r,e,'ials to support in-service training. Mc

was designee ciound the following concepts:

o the model presented be one for thinking not merely
a model for planning - designed by and for practi-
tioners rather than utilizing an academic approach

o the material can be integrated into a lecture format,
such as a classroom, but it is designed for a small
group learning experience, providing an opportunity
to internalize the concepts learned through the
lectures, workshops, exercises, and critiquing dis-
cussions

o the material can be used as a reference manual once
the participant returns to the work environment

o participants learn by doing and from each other

To insure that Lon Ran e and Strate is Plannin for Urban
Managers met the requirements of practica ity for ln-servl,:e
and pre-service training; adequacy of content, and replic lity

both an Advisory Council and an Assessment TeAr, viere develL ,ed.

The:Advisory Committee consisting_of three. administra-
tors (a city manager, the executive assistant 1.0 a county manager,
the_president of a_state chapter of the American Society for Public
AdMinittratiOn) and an academician; responsible for providing
input concerning the practicality of the curriculum.
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In addition, an Assessment Team comprised of an urban

,Itioner and a specialiA in adult education was responsible

wt the design, development and implementation of an evaluation

design to assess how well the requirements were met.

Information and feedback from participants taking part in

the testing of Modules 1-7 resulted in the development of a

follow-up technical module adlich would provide in-depth coverage

to material covered brizfl!.. in modules 1-7.

OBJECTIVES

Participants will demonstrate their ability to: identify

evalu4tion related decisions within the context of the_strategic

planning process; identify the information needed to make the

most effective decisions; and identify indicators of success for

the decision product; the elements of an evaluation design.



USING EVALUATION

DEVELOPMENT

Many participants who took part in the testing of Long Rang?
and Strate ic-Plannin forJUrban Mata ers (modules 1-7) mentioned
t eir need or a manager s eva uation course. This need corre-
sponded to a need we have seen for some time. For many years a
review of the literature and of training programs has shown the
emphasis to be on:

o an evaluation of a single entity (A process evalua-
tion of a health service delivery system)

an evaluation of a Federal program (A process evalua-
tion of the model cities program)

o the research aspects of evaluation

the conceptual and theoretical basis for evaluation

o developing the evaluation design

However, there was little information or training availble that
:ombined the theory w;th the practical.

"Using Evaluation; A Management Perspective" is an attempt,
in a training setting,to_provide urban managers with not only an
understanding of how evaluation is part of the strategic planning
process but also the skills necessary for integrating evaluation
information into the decision making process.

Just as the first 7 modules were developed to appeal to a wide
audience so has "Using Evaluation: A Management Perspective" been
developed to appeal to a wide variety of practioners fro' many
different areas of functional specialization, e.g. housing, education,
transportation, and community development. It functions for parti-
cipants of various educational levels, ranging from doctorates to
bachelor degrees; and at various levels in the organizational
hierarchy, from high level administrators to junior staff members
and field managers.

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER

The Management Development Center of Maryland is a training
organization offering assistance to public agencies in developing
effective management. The Center seeks to augment, not to supplant,
agency efforts in managerial staff development in providing a full
range of management training and consulting services including
assessing organizational training needs and tailoring courses for
in=house use.
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The Center is a unit of the Maivland Department of Personnel.
It is supported.in part by a grant from the U.S. Civil Service
Commission under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970. Its

goals are to:

o improve the management skills of public employees

o enhance an organization's in-house training and
development competence

o link educational resources wish public service
training needs

o enhance an organization's ability to is cify and

solve problems

o advocate excellence in public service management
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USING EVALUATION

PREFACE

In order for evaluation results to be most useful to the
public sector manager it must provide useful information. Useful,
in the sense of being relative to the management planning decisions
to be made. In order that the evaluation results fill this need,
the manager has the responsibility of identifying, in advance, those
decisions which will be aided by evaluation results, the specific
information needed; the criteria by which the implemented decision
(action/product/results) can be measured; and how to assess the
impact of the action/product/result against the overall plan for
the organization. A graphic portrayal is:

Identify
_ __÷ Decision

Situation

Assess
Impact

Identify

Identify
Information

The material which follows will describe the process by which
all of this occurs.

III-8-v
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Module 8

Using Evaluation: A Management Perspect:ve

Objectives: The objectives of this module are to
enable participants to: identify evaluation related
decisions within the context of the strategic planning
process; identify evaluation information needed to
make effective decisions; identify indicators of success
for the decision product; and to identify indicators
of project/program success.
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USING EVALUATIONA_MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

USERS OF EVALUATION

Frequently, local governments are the receptents of fader,'

funds. The U.S. Department of Labor provides funds for manpower
training programs and the salaries of additional temporary public

sector employees. The U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare provides funding for curriculum development and_subsidized

lunches in the public schools. The U.S. Department of Transporta=
tion has provided funds for parks and recreation as well as for

roads. And the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

has funded community self-help organizations and low-cost housing

for the elderly.

As mioht be expected, the federal government wants to now

what is happening with its money your taxes and mine)._ Because

of this need to know, the federal government, through its depart-

ments and agencies, requires recepients of federal funds to submit

periodic reports. These may be monthly, quarterly, annually or

some combination. Each department or agency tends to have its

own evaluation requirements. The diversity of federal funds

coming into some localities has made evaluation a nightmare.

To compound the nightmare, local policy makers will want

evaluation results to determine if the program should be continued

or dropped. Should more money be diverted to this program? What

is the overall effectiveness? The project or program manager will

want evaluation results to determine which strategy is amst economic,

which parts of the program are most essential, and to determine what

is really happening. The sometimes mandated citizen council will

want evaluation results to determine if they are being by-passed in

the decision making process, their expertise is used in planning

and implementation, and occasionally, the beneficiaries of a pro-

gram will want evaluation results to determine the service values

of the program and to determine if program and projective objectives

reflect their own needs.

Within this diversified framework the evaluator must remain

cognizant of the multiplicity of concerns, even though it will be

impossible to address all the issues and all the demands. Ultimately,

resolution will depend on the kinds of decisions to be made and
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perhaps even on who will be doing the evaluation. Evaluation is

rarely called upon to respond to "go/no-go" questions, primarily

because thett are few and far between, Rather, most evaluation

efforts are directed toward -a search for new strategies and techniques.

These strategies and techniques evolve from and are consistent with

goals and objectives. To better understand this evolution, let us

look at the strategic planning process.

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
(IN BRIEF)

The focus of strategic planning is that an interrelationship

exists among the various components of the planning process. These

components come together in a way which allows_planned change- -

program and organization--to take place. Strategic planning is

unique in that each decision is linked to the results of prior

decisions. This linkage means that a decision not to decide will

also have impact on future decisions. The strategic planning

process utilizes the budget process as a vehicle for reaching

long-range goals.

By_emphasizing_the logical relationship among the various

components of the_planning process,_the strategic planning process

demonstrates the linkage of the various decisions made while moving

from GOAL SETTING_through PROBLEM ANALYSIS to SETTING OBJECTIVES and

formulating STRATEGY on to selecting the appropriate project mix,

and finally, to EVALUATION. This movement takes_place in four_

activity phases: 1) specification of the plan; 2) adapting the plan

for management purposes; 3) preparing for implementation; and 4)

operation of the plan.

SPECIFICATION of the plan, phase one, involves six basic steps:

1. Statement of broad_direction and general intent.

Formulation of goals - subgoals objectives which

provide a framework for the direction of the or-

ganization.

2; Situation analysis (assessment) which includes the

identifitation of thenature and extent of the_pro7

blem. lt_also includes assessing the potential for

solving the problem.

Note; Phases one and two are to a large degree

overlapping and interrelated.: In practice they

may occur simultaneously,:or in_reverse order

depending upon the situation and personal preference.
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3. Formulation of organizational objectives.

4. Identification of Strategies

5. Identification of Alternative Projects,

6. Preparation of the plan.

ADAPTING the plan for management purposes:

1. Preparation of the work program.

2. Preparation of the budget.

3. Planning for Evaluation.

4. Lobbying and getting support.

5. Submission

PREPARING FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Phase three, preparing for implementation of the plan, begins

when funding has been approved. At this time, staff is selected
and/or assigned, contracts are negotiated, and support relationships

established formally with outside departments and organizations.

OPERATION

Phase four is the actual operation of the plan. For the

urban manager it includes: reviewing the management structure; pro-

viding technical assistance as needed; monitoring ongoing projects;

and engaging in replanning. Replanning is the continuing process
of modifying systems/activities based on evaluation information.

SUMMARY

These four phasesspecification, adapting for management
pUrposes, implementation, and operation --provide the urban tanacler

with a process which can be utilized to cope with changing condi-

tions and changing technology;

This approach has been given many names--strategic_ planning,

long=range planning, executive planning, comprehensive planning,

and occasionally policy planning-- but, whatever the label, the

process demonstrates an orderly progression moving:from the pro=

blem to a solution.
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Today, more than ever, the burden of accountability is on

local decision makers. The effective use of urban management

toolS, such as the strategic planning process, contributes

substantially to the quality of decision. The effectiveness of

local governments, like the effectiveness of the private sector

hinges on the quality of decision making.

To make these decisions, the urban manager needs as much

informatioh as possible. Evaluation provides a way for insuring

the availability of information. 1

LEVELS OF DECISIONS

"I don't make any decisions" is frequently heard from_govern-

ment employees. However, it is -not true. Job-related decisions

are made at all levels and by all employees. What differs is

the level or kind of decision. Before examining the kinds of

decisions made during the strategic planning_ process, it is

important to identify the various levels of decision making.

City Council

Mayor

Chief Administrative-Officer

o Departments

o Bureau/Office

o Program

o Project

These levels are shown in descending order, that is, in levels

away from the top.

4/ Eva- Freund "Strategic Planning", Lang_Rangeand Strategic Planning

for_Urban Managers" Washington, DC, National Training and Development

Service, 1977.
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KINDS OF DECISIONS

USING EVALUATION

Within each stage of the strategic planning process there are
three basic kinds of decisions: policy decisions, planning
decisions, and management decisions. 1/

Policy decisions occur when the manager is faced with such
issues as: what the organization's objectives should be; whether
or not to become involved in a particular issue; whether or not to
take part in a citywide task force; or how to deal with newspaper
attacks.

Planning decisions occur when ways of implementing objectives
have to be developed, or when deciding on program or project mix.

Management decisions occur when an organization begins operating
and sets out to achieve its objectives. Decisions have to be made
every day about scheduling, staffing and organizational inter-
relationships.

Policy, planning and management decisions occur at every level
of government. For example:

LEVEL

Citywide
(Mayor/
Council)

POLICY

Contribution
of general
funds

Department Selecting the
strategy

PLANNING MANAGEMENT

Composition of Evaluating
citizen advisors departments

Allocating re-
sources and
project mix

Project To use eval- Adjustments to
uation meet objectives

Staffing
patterns and
making assign -
meets

Determining
levels of
output

1/ Eva Freund, "Strategy/Decision Making" Long Range and Strategic
Planning for Urban Managers, Washington; DC-, National Training and
Development Service, 1977.
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KINDS OF EVALUATION

There are many kinds of evaluation. Market research, cost/

benefit analysis, experimental design, and operations research_are

all forms of evaluation in that there are ways of gathering infor-

mation for decision purposes. However, they are differentiated by

the decision situation they serve, the settings in which the de-

cisions are made, and the level of precision needed. Each method

of evaluation was developed fora specific context. Within the public

management context may come performance, impact, planning support,

and process evaluation.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

PetfotMatite evaluatitn_is concerned with how well.projects/

activities are progressing in their work programs. It is_con-

cerned_ with the nature of the activities rather than their use-

fulness or appropriateness. Performance evaluation is concerned

with -the input and output levels as opposed to the project ob-

jectivet and poses several questions:

o Are the outputs as planned and on schedule?

o Are the intended partitipants/beneficiaries being

served?

o Are expenditures as planned?

Data to answer these questions is_ collected-

"Monitoring" is a process for gathering_routine information on

a regular basis; In contrast, evaluatioiiii-rinuchibroadet con-

cept which involves not only monitoring; but also the collection

of information on a special-purpose basis.

Under the umbrella of performance evaluation, one can also

pose questions regarding program efficiency.

o What is the average cost per person served?

o How do administrative cost compare with the cost

of service delivery activities?

It is also possible to study quality if the standard of quality

can be determined in advance. It should be noted that performance

evaluation always includes an implicit "Why?" If a project is

behind schedule, the decision maker needs to know why. If a sub-

unit is being operated inefficiently, the urban manager needs to know

why.
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USING.EVALUATION

Because resources are limited, he_urban manager wants to

know about the effectiveness of each dollar spent. Useful cost

analysis is dependent on a financial information system which iden-

tifies the cost of providing various types of services and serving

various target groups. Cost-effectivenesS analysis can becomputed

in terms of cost comparisons which combine costeffectiveness

measures with cost information based on unit costs for various

activities.

Cost can be examined and analyzed in many different degrees

of detail, depending on the availability of data and the uses to be

made of the analysis. Information on costs by activity is useful

for management purposes because it indicates, in general terms;

the distribution of resources in relation to objectives, to plans,

and the total number of persons served. Examples of basic cost

comparisons include:

o Cost ratios, e.g., administrative costs: total

0

cost

Average/unit cost relationships

Average cost comparisons, e.g., cost effectiveness

of various strategies

These comparisons attempt to estimate the relationship between

outcomes and the cost of achieving those outcomes. Cost measures

can be expressed as a ratio or index in terms -of the dollars

invested per individual served or incidence of service provided.

Cost=effectiveness measures will aid in making decisions to achieve

the optimum allocation of available resources.

IMPACT EVALUATION_

Impact evaluation attempts tO_MeaSUre_the extent of net change

tiOStitutional/community/indiVidUal) brought about by the program.

This implies_a relative measure_Where changes and achievements -are

measured in relation to_the achievements and changes which might

have occurred without the program.

Impact:evaluation focuses on answering the OUestion,_"What

difference did it make?" and attempts to assess not only the intended

consequences (objectives) but also the unintended:consequences. Saying

that impact evaluation focuses on the extent to whith the project_

objective is realized is_an over-simplifidatiOn, because there is

also an implicit commitment -to examine the adequacy with
which:an

objective:has been formulated. Sometimes a project objective is

inappropriate as stated--either in relation to the nature of the
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project or in relation to the overall objectives. Sometimes the

objective does not reflect the real purposes, as in the case of

projects which exist for purely political purposes.

PLANNING SUPPORT

Planning support evaluation is concerned with providing the

data to support planning efforts. It most often includes

collecting and analyzing such data as demographic; labor market;

population trends; and marketing trends. A health planner might

need population trends, mortality and morbidity figures, and

communicable disease data as well as data on current facilities

and useage. Whereas, a physical planner might need population

trends, land data use, contour maps to identify slope of evaluation

and special market studies. Or planning support evaluation might

include an assessment of planning and results in similar localities.

PROCESS

Process evaluation is concerned with the way things happen

and why. This includes an analysis of key actors, key events, key

problems and their solutions. It is an analysis of the process

whereby a project or program produces the intended and unintended

results that it does produce. It is usually descriptive and

diagnostic.

MONITORING

Monitoring is a way of collecting routine data in an orderly

and systematic manner. Implementing these various kinds of evalua-

tion will call for both special data collection efforts and routine

data collection efforts. Monitoring is the assessment of managerial

and operational efficiency through periodic reports, visits and

other managerial techniques. The usual reason for monitoring is

to give managers data about how their projects are going, to see

if they are being run efficiently, and if they have competent

staffs_. These reporting systems are not evaluation kes but
furnish useful data on services provided, populations served, and

the cost of providing services.

The urban manager must be aware of the different types of

evaluation and the different uses made of evaluation in order to

select the most appropriate form to meet local needs. Despite

functional differences, almost all departments and agencies must

answer three questions concerning the programs they evaluate:
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o Is the program effective?

o Would another program or modification of an

existing one be more effective?

o Which delivery mechanism is most efficient?

The most widely used types of evaluations are those which help

to answer these questions.

ROLES FOR EVALUATION

A_PLANNING TOOL

Through evaluation the manager has an instrument for creating

change ;. Information derived through evaluation may lead to changes

in the mix -of projects; the process -of decision making; the

systems developed; and the emphasis placed on various activities.

Information derived from evaluation efforts allows replanning

to take - place. Replanning takes place on an ongoing basis and

allows for a re=examination of the initial planning effort. During

replanning, objectives are examined-in light of additional infor=

mation. Perhaps objectives will merely be modified (scope), or

perhaps current objectives will be replaced by new objectives, for-

mulated to respond to changing conditions,_ Current strategy is

also assessed to determine its applicability in a changing environ-

ment. During replanning, evaluation information providet the

manager with a_basis for changing priorities related to the project

design and/or project mix.

A MANAGEMENT -TOOL

Evaluation is an organized way of providing information for

local decision making. There are many management decisions to be

made throughout the Strategic planning proceSt. For_example, in-

formation is needed to improve the allocation ofTesources or

determine- staff- training needs. By providing feedback, evaluation

provides a way for project staff to be accountable to the community,

the contract and the urban manager.
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Once projects have been identified and plans drawn up for

implementation; a YES answer should be the response to such

questions as:

o Is there internal consistency?

o Have data needs been identified?

Does each project have measurable objectives

and defined outputs?

If NO is the answer, then the entire process should be re-thought

before going on to implementation. Following operation, evaluation

questions such as:

o Are things going according to plan?

o Has there been or will there be a change in the
problem?

o Did it make any difference in the problem that the
project was implemented?

should receive a definite YES.

If NO is the answer, then the strategy and the project design

need to be re=thought and replanning needs to take place.

The sequence of the evaluation decision cheeks in the strategic

planning process and the iterative nature of the sequence can be

seen in the diagram on the following page.

In addition to being an iterative process, the evaluation
decision points flow process should also be viewed as a figo/no==go"

process. Whenever an evaluation question receives either a
negative response or a response indicating that there is no answer,

the urban manager should not go ahead_to the next Step in the process

but instead should go back to the darlier step. Should the urban_

manager choose to go ahead in spite of the lack of proper response,

then the manager is building failure into the strategic planning

process.
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GUIDE QUESTIONS DURING THE PLANNING PROCESS

I
*Have we identified the problems
we should deal with? NO PROBLEM

ANALYSIS
*Have we distinguished between
symptoms and causes?

*Does the objective have a
measurable end product?

*Is the identified target group
the same one that has the problem?

*Do the objectives relate to the
problem?

NO

*Does the strategy imp on the INO
cause or the symptom?

YES

OBJECTIVES.

e-

STRATEGIES

-J

*Is there internal consistency with
the goals and objectives?

*Does the design carry out the
strategy?

INO

*Have data needs been identified?

*Does the project have a measurable -1
output?

*Are all events and activities
occurring as scheduled? bt10

*Are all outputs_and milestones
going as scheduled?

*What has changed in the problem
situation?

*Did_your efforts make any
difference or_have an- impact on
the goals? objectives? problem?

PROJECT DESIGN
Adapting for Mgt.

YES

IMPLEMENTATION

YES

J

1 I NO EVALUATION

IYES

111-8-16
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USING EVALUATION

PREPARING FOR EVALUATION

The evaluation procestCan:take several forms; _On the One

hand; one person may develop_objectives, identify criteria,-and

develop_survey instruments without any input from the - outside world.

This person then announces,_ after a thoughtful investigatiOni_that

everything is wrong and:mutt be discarded; This approadhitehdt_

to diminish the value placed on evaluation results; :An alternative

to this is the evaluatiOn meeting (or series of meetings).

THE EVALUATION_ MEETING

The evaluation meeting allows an opportunityiforthose parties

having -a vested interest in the outcome to agree in:advance as to

what should_be evaluated,_in what depth, and with what criteria.

Participants .to an evaluation meeting should_indlUde: the person who

developed the:project;_the person who will be managing -the project;

a representative from the citizen group (or a representative from

each of several citizen groups); and, if appropriate, a representative

from the Client group.

These individuals have the responsibility for first developing

criteria for the selection of targets for evaluation. After the

criteria have been developed, potential targets are identified and

matched against the criteria. Once the specific targets for evaluation

have been identified, the participants then reach a decision as to

which target should be evaluated in depth and which_should receive a

superficial evaluation. This decision might be based on the same

criteria (for selecting targets) or it might be appropriate to develop

new criteria. The_participants to -an evaluation meeting would then

have the responsibility for identifying the criteria for success,

especially for those projects to be evaluated in depth.

It-is unlikely that the evaluation meeting -will be a single

meeting. It is more likely to be several meetings over a period of

time with representatives seeking approval and concurrence from

their constituents. The manager may find it impossible for_all the

key actors to meet together. In that case, the manager would reed

to meet separately with all the key actors at the completion of each

step. The manager also insures that the results of each meeting are

made available to all the key actors.

Having individual meetings does lengthen the planning for

evaluation process. However, it helps insure that the key_actors

have "bought into" the program and have a vested interest in its

success. It also helps to insure that all the participants to the

process will be looking for the same indicators of success. In

addition, the participants to the meeting will provide a base of

support for the manager.
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ESTABLISH PROCEDURES

Setting priorities is a process of selecting what to,evaluate.

However, this does -not necessarily_ mean excluding any_projects,

programs or decisions from the evaluation_ process. Rather it implies

that some decisions will be given early_ attention or that evaluation

of some projects will be more rigorous than others.

Setting priorities requires a procedure in_which the whole

range of decision situations is narrowed down to a reasonable:number

tote evaluated. There -are many peocedures_foe setting priorities.

The exact process used_is lett important than_insuring that there is

a process for determining evaluation priorities;

No manager should expect staff to perform an in-depth evalua-

tion of each activity or at each level of the organization.

Some activities_ should_ receive a comprehensive evaluation, others

need receive only a quick-and=oirty evaluation, and some need not

receive any evaluation at all.

EvaluatiOn decitions which will impact on the entire

organization might be based on the following criteria:

how will this decision affect the OVerall goal?

is the decision likely to be influenCed by

evaluation input?

o is this a decision which will influence future

or recurring decisions?

o does hard data exist to help make this
decision--if not, is it available within a
reasonable cost and time frame?

Evaluation decisionS concerning whether or not to evaluate

a project/activity might well be based on these criteria:

is this project going to be faced with
important decisions in this fiscal period?

are any changes likely to be made in -the _

project as a result of evaluation infOrmation?

o how does the expected impact of thit project

compare with other projects- relative to cost,

people served, and potential for institutional

change?

o how does this project compare in terms of

visibility?

111=8=20
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IDENTIFY USERS

Evaluation should be designed to be responsive to the needs
of the decision makers. There is no way to insure responsiveness
unless this rule is followed.

When making a decision about what to evaluate,
always involve the users of the evaluation.

Who are:the:decision makers? Although_this varies from
locality to locality, there are two kinds_of people_who should be
fnvolved. The_first type are those who will actually_make the
decisions--administrators, project managers, city officials. The
second group includes those who do not make decisions but who
influence themstaff, citizens groups.

At the same time the decision situation is being identified,
it is necessary to identify the user of the information. In advance
of the actual time of decision making, the user should be able to
determine:

o the frequency of the need for information

o the format the information should be in

o the scope/depth of the information.

CRITERIA

From a management perspective, evaluation is not easy to do.
One does not order an evaluation with the same ease that one might
order a subscription or a box of pencils. Because evaluation is or
should be an ongoing process, the cost can be very high in comparison
to the availability of resources.- Thus, it becomes important to make
some decisions on what should be evaluated, to what extent should they
be evaluated (depth and frequency), what measurements should be used
for evaluation? These questions should be answered before the evalu=
ation design is developed because the responses to these questions
will influence the framework of the evaluation design. The evaluation
meeting described in the section on preparing for evaluation would be
an excellent place to begin to answer these questions; The stages
involved would include:

o identifying and selecting the criteria for selecting
what is to be evaluated

o assessing the possible targets for evaluation against
the selected criteria

identifying and selecting the criteria to aetermine
the extent of evaluation efforts

111-8-21
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o determining the extent of the evaluation
for each of the selected targets

identifying and selecting the criteria for
selecting the final set of measures

assessing the possible range of measures

against the selected criteria.

It becomes apparent that the development and use of criteria

becomes an important step in using evaluation to serve management

needs.

CRITERIA FOR-SELECTING THE PROGRAM/PROJECT

While the criteria themselves may vary depending on whether

it is a single project or a complex program or perhaps an amalgama-

tion of programs such as might occur on a federal government level,

the process is similar if not identical. In order to select the

most vital projects/programs, these criteria may prove helpFul:

o size of budget
o potential impact
o linkage to_other programs/projects
o potential for institutional change

o importance to constituents

o relationship to overall goals

o potential for continuing without special funding

Implicit in the selection of these criteria is the assumption that

programs/projects will either affect institutional change or affect

community awareness and self-determination which would then create an

environment in which incremental change (in the problem) could take

place.

Before implementing an evaluation baseq on the above criteria,

it would be appropriate for_all concerned individuals to take part

in the selection process. This could take the form of an evaluation

meeting or it could take the form of each interested party receiving

a copy of the criteria and then agreeing/disagreeing/adding other

criteria. This same process could be used for assessing each program

and project against the agreed upon criteria. In both instances, the

manager must work toward a resolution of any significant differences

which arise. The penalty for not taking the time to involve all inter=

ested groups (persons) will be either noncooperation with evaluation

efforts or a delegitimizing of the final evaluation results. Either

one or both could jeopardize the using of evaluation results for

management purposes.
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DETERMINING-THE EXTENT OF EVALUATION

Typically; the scope and depth of the evaluation effort will be
determined by organizational capability based on existing staff, time

and money limitations. The same or different criteria can be used in

developing the overall evaluation strategy. Thus, an assessment might

result in:

all programs and projects being evaluated by staff in
terms of their performance

o a selected program being evaluated by staff for

performance and impact

o priority projects being evaluated by staff for both
performance and impact

o an agency evaluation being performed by an external

consultant

priority programs and projects being evaluated by
consultants in terms of a process evaluation.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING MEASURES

While the measures themselves should be reflective of local
needs, the criteria for selecting the measures can be very specific

or they can be somewhat general EHatry, 1976] as in:

IMPORTANCE: Does the measure provide useful and important
information (on the prooramVproject) which
justifies the difficulties in collecting,
analyzing or presenting the data?

VALIDITY: Does the measure address the aspect of concern?
Can changes in the value of the measure be
clearly interpreted as desirable or undesirable,
and can the changes be directly attributed to
the program or project?

UNIQUENESS: Does the information provided by the measure
duplicate or overlap with information pro-
vided by another measure? While duplication
is usually not desirable, there may be a
specific instance where duplication is desired
to substantiate other responses.

ACCURACY: Are the likely data sources sufficiently
reliable or are there biases, exaggerations,
omissions, or errors which are likely to
make the measure inaccurate or misleading?

111-8-23
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TIMELINESS:

PRIVACY:

COSTS:

COMPLETENESS:

Can the data be collected and analyzed in

time for the decision to be made?

Are there concerns for privacy or confi-

dentiality which_ would prevent analysts

from obtaining the required information?

Can the resource or cost requirements for

data collection be met?

Does the final set of measures cover the

actual aspects of concern?

The_ specific criteria selected should represent the needs of the

organization. In one organization, "completeness" may be an important

criterion whereas "timeliness" may not be.

Once the criteria have been selected; the all possible measures

are assessed against each_of the criteria. Such criteria and measures

may be as shown on the following page.

SUMMARY

To have the greatest payoff, evaluation results should be

followed by an analysis of alternative ways to achieve program

objectives. Such an analysis should include the possible variations

of the existing programs as well as entirely new approaches. Insuring

this analysis is the responsibility of the urban manager.

The manager must also insure that follow-up decisions are made

as a result of evaluation findings. Program modification decisions

should lead to an explicit modification schedule. New approaches

should alto have a work schedule with a time frame.

While an evaluation may indicate deficiencies in propram planning

or project implementation, it does not necessarily mean poor management

exists. Poor management exists only where there is no attempt to

modify or change for the sake of improvement or increased impact

on the target group.
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TRANSPORTATION OBJECTIVE AND_
ASSOCIATED EVALUATION MEASURES' 4

OBJECTIVE

To provide access to community services, facilities, and

employment in a safe, quick, comfortable, and convenient

manner for all segments of the community without causing

major harmful side effects.

Evaluation Measures

Accessibility and Convenience
1. Percent of residents not within "X" distance of public

transit service and more than one hour_from key destinations.

2; Citizen perception of travel convenience.

Travel Time
3. Time required to travel between key origin and destination

points.
4. Congestion==duration and severity of delay;

Comfort
5. Road surface quality ("bumpiness") index.

6. Citizen perception of travel comfort.

Safety
7. Rate of transportation-related-deaths, injuries, and

incidents of property damage.

8. Number of transportation crime incidents.

Minimum Cost to Users
9. Costs per trip.

Maintenance of Environmental Quality
10. Noise level along transportation corridors and number

of persons at risk.
11. Air pollution attributable to transportation sources and

number of persons at risk.

General Public SatiSfaction
12. Citizen perception of adequacy of transportation services.

Monetary Costs
13. Program costs.

1. Modified from material presented by Harry P. Hatry, et al., Practical

Program Evaluation-for State and- Local Government Officials (Washington, D.C.:

The Urban Institute, 19n), and R. E. Winnie and Harry P. Hatry, "Measuring

t;:e Effectiveness of Local Government Services: Transportation," The Urban

Institute; 1972.
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USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP I (2 hours)

INSTRUCTIONS: IndiVidUallY review the project desigh_patket. _
Workin§_at a group, identify_ those deCiSitiht in the
strategic planning process that will be affected by
eValUation infeeMatior. Remember that t6M0_detitiOnt
Will not be affected by evaluation information. The-Se

identified detision situations_ should be hOted_on_the
attached matrix sheets. You should haVe_toMe tied-Sion
situations for each phase of the strategic planning
process.

EXERCISE: Place on attached sheets.
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USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP
PROJECT DESIGN PACKET

City Goals: o Maintain sense of community

Insure sufficient financial resources to
maintain a high level of public services

City
Sub goals

o Insure citizen participation at all evels

of government

o Insure a mixed (residential-commercial-industrial)
tax base

o Insure a viable business community

o-167---cM-Werairg city departments utilizing a
Objectives strategic planning process by 1985

Have 100% of city departments utilizing a
management by results system by 1985

o Obtain, by 1985, outside funding for 60%
of the operating programs

Provide home ownership opportunities for
all persons regardless of economic status

Department: URBAN RENEWAL

Department o Increase by 25% the amount of monies derived

Objectives: from property taxes on new commercial properties
over the amount of property tax on new commercial

property in 1968

Increase dwelling units whose cost will not
exceed 25% of the occupant's income from 50
to 200

Department o Provide for rehabilitation of existing commercial

Strategies: and residential properties to increase their
taxable value

o Solicit new commercial ventures

O Build new dwelling units (rental/ownership)

ro ects: o Economic Deve opment orp.

Marketing Study of CBD
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Selected
Project:

Project
Objective:

Project
Strategy:

Project
Outputs:

USING EVALUATION

USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP

PROJECT DESIGN

Economic Development Corp.

o Within 3 years, to have 10 new commercial
ventures, meeting criteria, located in Rockville

RecruitMent

Availability of low interest loans

Solicitation of new businesses

Indications of interest

o Loans applied for/secured

Ongoing o Identify commercial properties needing
Project rehabilitation
Activities:

o Ongoing task force for solicitation

o Ongoing source for loans

o Arranging low-cost loans (2 points below market)

o Ongoing media campaign

One-Time o Develop criteria for seeking specific kinds
Project of commercial ventures
Activities:

o Organize task force

o Criteria for needing rehabilitation

Project o Listing of commercial properties
Inputs:

o Listing of potential task force members

o Listing of loan sources (banks/other)

o Materials for media campaign

o Coordinator Economic Development Corp.

Developer of media materials
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Project
Inputs
(Contsd):

USING EVALUATION

o Director of media campaign

o Coordinator of task force efforts

o Coordinator of loan efforts

o Developer of criteria

Developer of presentation (TF) materials

Milestones: List of criteria to aid in identifylng
commercial spaces most likely to fulfill
objectives

o Formation of task force

List of loan sources

Completiun of media campaign

o Presentation package

o # rehabed properties

o # commitments of new commercial ventures

220
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USING EVALUATION

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP

MILESTONES

Milestone

o Establishment of corporation

o Criteria for new commercial ventures

o Criteria for commercial spaces to be
rehabilitated (set standards)

Establishment of task force
(traveling road show)

Agreed sources of low-interest loans

Identify commerical properties
needing rehabilitation

o Hire staff

Locate space

o Develop advertising campaign

o Develop promotional materials for
traveling road show

o Identify potential commercial ventures

o Commitments of new commercial ventures

o Commitments for loans

Completion of rehabilitation

Completed contracts of new commercial
ventures

o Evaluation of process

o Evaluation of impact of Economic
Development Corporation

o Develop an evaluation plan

o Submit proposal for SBA502 funds

o New assessment code drafted
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USING EVALUATION

Milestone (Continued)

o New condemnation procedure drafted

o New property inspection criteria
drafted

o New assessment code authorized

o New condemnation procedures
authorized

o New assessment code authorized

11143--;39
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USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP II (2 hours)

INSTRUCTIONS: Working as a groupi identify the kinds:of evaluation:
information needed to make those decisions identified
in the first workshop.

EXERCISE: Place on attached sheets.

111=8-41
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Dept.

Proj.

USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP I & II (2 hrs./2 hrs.)

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE _ OPERATION PHASE

sion_ __Info_Needed Decision Info. Needed-

Policy

Planning

Management



Dept.

Proj.

USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP I & II (2 hrs./2 hrs.)

OPERATION PHASE SPECIFICATION PHASE

Decision Info. Needed Decision Info. Needed

Policy

Planning

Management

22
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USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP III (2 hours)

USING EVALUATION

INSTRUCTIONS: Working as a group, identify the criteria which will
enable you to evaluate the results of the decision.
For example, if the decision was to implement a management
information system, what criteria will allow the manager
to determine the effectiveness of that management informa-
tion system?

EXERCISE: Place on attached sheets;

228
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PROJECT

USING EVALUATION

Kind of-Decision Decision Criteria for
Effectiveness

111-8-49
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USING EVALUATION WORKSHOP IV (2 hourt1

INSTRUCTIONS: Working as a group, identify those criteria which
enable you to measure your effectiveness in accom-.
plishing the overall plan.

EXERCISE: Place on attached sheets.

111-8-51
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PROJECT

USING EVALUATION

Criteria forSuccess

Performance

Impact

Process

1118-,=;53
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TNTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Long Range_and__Strateganntng for Urban Managers has been
designed for In-service training to enhance the planning- management
SkIIIS of thoie In urban management.

-

This course was designed around the following concepts:

o The model presented be one to structure thought, not Merely
a model for writing plans---designed by and for practitioners
rather than utilizing an academic approach.

o The Units are sequential and mutually dependent, in_that
partiCular units build on information presented earlier, and,
therefOre, should be given in order;

o The material can be integrated into -a classroom lecture forMat,
but_it is designed for-a small group learning experience, pro-
Viding_an_opportunity to internalize the concepts learned
through thelecturesi reading, workshops; exercises and
critiquing diSCUssiOnS.

o The curriculum could be used as a reference manual once a
participant has returned to the work environment.

o The lectures present concepts which are applicable to a
broad spectrum of situations and the workshoOS allow the
application of concepts.

o The time spent in discussing the wAkshbp outputs reinforces
participant understanding between the concept and the situa-
tion.

o The time spent in discussing workshop outputs enables
participants to see the variety of aproachet Which are
available in each decision situation.

o PartiCipants learn by doing and from each other.

TO insure that this curriculum met the requirements of
practitality for -in- service and pre-service training; adequacy of
content, and reOlicability both an Advisory Committee and an
Assessment Team were developed.
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The Advisory Committee consisting of three public administrat6rS

(a city manager,_the executive_assistant to a county
manager, the

president of a state American Society for_Public Administration)_and

an aCadiMician, was responsible_ for providing input concerning the

practicality of the -4 -day curriculum. The Advisory Committee was_to

review and comment on 1) an identifiCation of topics to be,covered,

2) an outline of the course content and the instruction guide, and

3) an initial draft of modules 1=7.

In addition, an Assessment Team comprised of an urban practitioner

and a specialist in adult education, was responsible for the design,

development and implementation of an evaluation design to assess how

well the requirements were met.

Three 4-1/2 day test presentations were given to evaluate the

content and method of presentation as the curriculum was being

developed. Information and feedback provided by the participants

were incorporated into subsequent presentations. Part of the requested

feedback included an identification of a follow-up technical module

which would provide in-depth coverage to material briefly covered in

the core curriculum (modules 1-7).

The participants in each course represented a wide range of job

skill and management levels backgrounds. This heterogenous grouping

was then used to help determine which type of function/management

level could best benefit from training with this curriculum. This

final package is based on input received from the Assessment Team,

the Advisory Committee, and the National Training and Development

Service, and the participants themselves.

the

During the third session; the_trainer altered the process of

training design. This included:

o Taking time; before the fiet formal lecture, to demonstrate,

With a flow chart, the relationship the workshop outputs

have to each other;

o Taking time; before the first formal lecture, to allow the

participants to introduce themselves.

o Taking time; during dittussions to allow participants to

provide exampleS froM their own organizations.

o Taking time, during lettures to give an example mentioning

a participant or participant organization by name.

o Taking time, -clueing workshops; to talk with individual

participants to assess how weil they understand the concepts

and how they will be able to use the concepts in their own

organizations.
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As a result, the workshop outputs of the third test session were
of a much higher quality than the outputs of other sessions. In

addition, it took substantially less time for participants (third
session) to grasp the interrelationship of the component parts of
the strategic planning process.

OBJECTIVES

Anyone of the alternative models of presentation should provide
the means for the participants to acquire the necessary skills to
achieve the overall course objectives. Upon completion of the course,
participants will be able to:

o appreciate the rationale for using the strategic planning
process

apply and recognize techniques appropriate to the component
parts of the strategic planning process

o demonstrate an understanding of the interrelationship
among the parts of the strategic planning process

o develop an implementing plan evolving from the strategic
planning process

The degree to which these learnings have taken place will

410
determine the quality of the final presentation.

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS

In addition to the general knowledges and skills required of
the trainer in order that the participant be able to leave the
training situation having specific skills, the presenter of Long
Range and Strategic Planning...for Urban Mananers should have work
experience as: a manager in state or local government; a social
rather than a physical planner; and training experience in the area
of management skills building including such topics as decision
making, MBO, priority setting and resource allocation.

DESCRIPTION OF AUDIENCE

Long Range and Strategic Planning for Urban Managers has been
developed to appeal to a wide variety of practitioners from many
different areas of functional specialization, e.g. housing, education,
transportation, and community development. It functions for partici-
pants of various educational levels, ranging from doctorates to
bachelor degrees; and at various levels in the organizational
hierarchy, from high level administrators to junior staff members
and field managers.

III-IG=v
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MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER

The Management Development Center of Maryland is a training
organization offering assistance to public agencies in developing
effective management. The Center seeks to augment, not to supplant,
agency efforts in managerial staff development by providing a full
range of management training and consulting services including
assessing organizational training needs and tailoring courses for
in-house use;

The Center is a. unit of the Maryland Department of Personnel;
It is supported in part by a grant from the U;S; Civil Service
Commission under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970. Its

goals are to:

o improve the management skills of public employees

o enhance an organization's in-house training and development
competence

link educational resources with public service training
needs

enhance an organization's ability to identify and solve
prOblemS

o advocate excellence in public service management .

238
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S
Course

Course_
Objectives

WorkthoO
Outputs

Materials
Needed

FORMAT OF MODULE INSTRUCTIONS

LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

o to appreciate the rationale for using the strategic
planning process

to apply and recognize techniques appropriate to the
component parts of the strategic planning process

to- demonstrate an understanding of the interrelation-
ship among the parts of the strategic planning process

o to develop an implementing plan evolving from the
strategic planning process

(In order to insure appropriateness and linkages of
workshop outputs, Instructor MUST have reviewed the
consistent case study.)

Identification of goals; sub goals for the city
identified in the consistent case study.

o Documentation and specification of a significant
problem identified in the case study.

Formulation of broad objectives and department
objectives.

o Selection of a priority strategy leading to the
selection of a project to impact on the significant
problem.

o Development_of a_project design and an evaluation
design_coupled with an appropriate allocation of and
tools for managing resources.

Final Oedtehtatibh_tO determine if participants have
learned the_OVerall process of "fitting together" the
pieces of the strategic planning process;

NeWtprint it optional for use by the instructor and
necessary for the use of the small work groups;

Markers for writing on the newsprint

Tape pins; magnets or other devices for securing news-
print to the walls

Prepared flip charts; graphs; and other examples from
the participant manual can be made into transparencies.

111-IG-vii
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Key Points
Of Lecture

Instructions
For Each
Workshop

Potential
Workshop
Problems

Criteria For
Evaluating
Workshop
Outputs

Linkage

Time
Needed

Merely place that page on a copy machine that is set up
for transparencies. Check with your copy machine
representative.

The Instruction Guide for each module contains an
indepth outline which can be used for the lecture
presentation of each module. The instructor has the
option of omitting parts of, or adding to the suggested
lecture. Examples reflective of local conditions
should be included whenever possible. Whenever the
instructor has taken the time to include such local
examples, the training has been even more effective
than when no local examples were used.

These can be_found both in the ristructionGuidefor
each module and on the workshop sheets. The workshop
sheets appear after the text in each module;

These are identified for each workshop and can be
found in the Instruction Guide for that module.

These are identified for each workshop and can be
found in the Instruction Guide for that module.

The Instruction Guide will idehtifY the linkage of
that module to the other modules.

Introduction 1/2 - 1 hour

Module I 3 hours

4 - 5 hours

3 hours

3 A-1/2 hours

3 hours

3-1/2 hours

2 hours

14 - 5 hours

1 hour

27 hours

32 hours

Module II

Module III

Module IV

Module V

Module VI (1)

Module VI (11)

Module VII

Small Group Presentations

Minimum Total Time

Maximum Total Time
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RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES

WHEN FIRST RECEIVING THIS PACKAGE

1. Review table of contents of instruction guide.

2. Review contents of instruction guide.

3. Review contents of participant manual, note the material
in the introduction.

4. Notice that the written text in the participant manual
is the full written out lecture for that subject area
while the instruction guide contains only the highlights
of each module.

ReVieW_the_objectives of the course and the objectives
of -each module, these will be found in the instruction
guide as well as the participant manual.

6. Become familiar with the opening statement found in the
instruction guide.

7. Become familiar with the linkages of each module to the
total planning process.

Decide whether or not to use "experts" for all or some
modules, and if so, arrange for them.

9. Decide_whether_or not to assign outside readings; and if
so; prepare a preferred reading list; suggestions are

contained in each module.

10. Review the case study, this will be found in the participant
manual in Module 1. If time is available, additional data
related to the participants, such as houSing or social
services, could be fabricated and added to the case study;
or, the instructor might desire to fabricate data for more

recent years.

Since one of the major objectives of this curriculum
package is that the participants will be able to demonstrate
an understanding of the interrelationship among the parts
of the Strategic planning process it would not be appropriate
to present any module alone, out of context or out of

Sequence. Each module has been developed to provide the
batic information which will enable the participant. to make
the linkage between that and other modules.

III-ID-ix
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PRIOR_TO PRESENTATION

1; Review lecture and workshop materials;

2; Review instructions in instruction guide.

3 If desired, prepare own lecture notes;

4. Note where different examples should be used, especially
those more relevant to the participants (e.g. health,
housing, transportation).

5. Prepare newsprint or transparencies of key points of module
using suggested flip charts located immediately following
the "material needed" portion of each module in the
instruction guide.

6. Prepare newsprint or transparencies of specific appropriate
charts, examples, diagrams or other items of discussion
which can be found in either the instruction guide or the
participant manual.

7. Prepare own notes to guide discussion.

If desired, preselect small work groups (e.g. heterogeneous,
homogeneous as to job, organization, or level of employment);

Insure availability of appropriate physical space for
lecture/workshop - a space large enough to contain at
least 4 work groups of 6 persons each in a table arrangement -
a blackboard is desirable;

10 Insure availability of audio-visual equipment, stand-up
easels, newsprint, marking pens, tape.

11. If desired, insert specific module instructions from the
instruction guide into the participant manual immediately
after the title page for that module.

12. Determine location of rest rooms and food service at the
training location.

13. Decide whether to begin_with "Problem Analysis" module or
"Strategic Planning" module.

14. Decide the most appropriate time to have the participants
introduce themselves.
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TRAINING mnummus_commam_n_Ati_moDuus

1.. Arrive early and put up prepared newsprint; check attendance
list; if available. Check for requisitioned equipment_and
supplies including name tags or cards, paper and pencils for
participants.

2. Give a recap of prior session unless the prior session was
given on the same day.

3. If any readings were assigned between_ sessions,_ it would be
an appropriate time to have a short discussion before
beginning the subsequent lecture.

4. Present lecture either by using text of suggested lecture
contained in the instruction guide and/or other supplemental
materials. When possible local_ examples_ should be used
in the course of the lecture. The use of local examples
will aid participant learning.

At the end of each lecture there might be a discussion of
the specific points covered in the lecture; or a short
discussion of how that area (e.g. Planning, Situation Analysis)
is done in the individual organizations and the impact of
doing it that way.

6. Review workshop instructions with the participants after
they locate workshop sheets which follow suggested readings
in the module;

7; identify the current time and the time at which workshop
will be over and when the workshop results will be
critiqued;

8. Prior to the workshop, post the critique criteria.

9. During the workshop, participants may_seek "correct"_
responses, these should be turned back to the participant
with the comment "there are no right answers; the object
is to see_how the process works and shOuld be applied, not
necessarily to !sofve' Rockville's problems." Any number
of answers may be "good" ones.

10. At the end of the workshop period, each work group places
its end product on large sheets of paper (newsprint pads)
and attaches them to the wall for the purpose of critiquing.
Critiquing will be based on the criteria posted before each
workshop. Exercise care to insure that discussion does not
deteriorate into an analysis of the wisdom of the output.

III-IG-xi
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It will be helpful to the participants in going through

the strategic planning process to be able to refer to the

end products of prior workshops. The most feasible way of

doing this is to leave the newsprint sheets on the walls

for the entire session, if presented during 4 consecutive

days, or if not on consecutive days, for participants to be

responsible for taking down the workshop sheets at the end

of each days presentation and then to place them up at

at the beginning of the next session.

11. After the discussion of group outputs, participants may

desire to revise or improve their work from this, or an

earlier workshop. This would be appropriate and should even

be encouraged to reinforce the idea that planning is a

continuous process.

AT-FIRST_SESSION

1. At the start of the first session,- introduce yourself or

arrange fOr tomeoneelse to_intrOduce you Announce_the_

location of rest rooms and_foOd service; have participants

make name plaques (or tags).

2. Explain to participants the basic concepts of the course

(e.g. to provide in-service training, applicability across

organizational lines, goal is to teach a thinking-doing

Process rather than merely teaching specific independent

skills in each of the several workshops). These concepts

can be found in the introduction of the instruction guide.

3. After the presentation of the Introduction, have the partici-

pants identify themselves (e.g. name, employer, major work

responsibility, reason for participation). Alternatively,

participants could introduce
themselves after the opening

statement and prior to the first formal lecture.

4. Briefly summarize the reasons for attendance and then suggest

that there will be something for everyone.

5. Review with Participants your agenda for coarse (e.g. day of

meeting and modules to be covered on each day).

6. If desired, let
participants decide on hours of class, merely

remind them that there are 32 hours of actual presentation.

7. Distribute participant manual.

8. Briefly review contents of participant manual with participants.

9. Suggest to participants that there is no need to take notes

since the complete text of the lecture is contained in their

manual - whenever additional Information is included, they will

be notified so they then have the option of taking notes.
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10. Draw their attention to the overview of the participant
manual which describes the relationship of the modules
to the total planning process and which also contains the
objectives and summary of each module. Suggest that they
review this on their own, at a later time.

11. Inform participants as to final exam or final presentation -
if there will be a final presentation, distribute the
suggested memo found in the instruction guide, page 143.

12. Inform the participants that they will be needing the manual
every day of the course.

13. Present overview of course which is entitled Tpening
Statement" in the instruction guide.

14. Either after the opening statement or after the first
lecture and '..:fore the first workshop would be an appropriate
time to divide the participants into their small work groups.
No group should be larger than 6 persons. If they have been
preassigned,their manuals can have designated codes or their
name tag written in advance and placed on work tables. Or
participants may select their own small work group.

WHENEVER "SITUATION ANALYSIS" IS THE FIRST SESSION

Remind the participants that situation analysis can take
different perspectives. One perspective identifies problems when
they demand attention, e.g. complaints from citizens. Another
perspective is to identify as a problem those things which will
hinder the accomplishment of a goal. For this exercise, participants
should consider the former and to keep in mind that the problem
identified as most significant will form the basis for the goal
setting workshop which follows.

The instructor should let participants know that for the
forecasting exercise there is- adequate data for general revenues,_
expenditures, and number and age of_housing stock and_that there_is
limited data available for population, income and employment. The
availability of data may be a consideration in the selection of a
problem to be solved;

It would be appropriate to suggest to the participants that
this particular workshop is somewhat lengthy and some groups may not
complete the task and that afterward there would be a discussion on
what was learned by not completing the task. (i.e. about planning
for data needs; trying to do too much in too little time; Making
assumptions; inadequate data resources.)
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_ At the end_of the suggested time period, each workshop group
should present its findings_.7 what current or future problem was
identified, why was it considered a problem, what_ were the implica-
tions for_not doing anything. For those_groups that did_not complete
the workshop, it would be valuable_for them to present what obstacles
slowed them down* what they_ learned in the_process of_trying to
complete the assignment) and how they would approach it next time.

WHENEVER "SITUATION ANALYS-I-S!' iS THE SECOND PRESENTATION

Remind the participants that situation analysis can take
different perspectives. One perspective identifies problems when
they demand attention, e.g. complaints from citizens. Another
perspective is to identify as a problem that which will hinder the
accomplishment of a goal. For this exercise, participants should
consider the latter perspective and use the class identified goals
and sub goals to frame their analysis.

The instructor should let participants know that for the
forecasting exercise there is adequate data for general revenues,
expenditures, and number and age of housing stock and that there is
limited data available for population, income and employment. The
availability of data may be a consideration in the selection of a
problem to be solved. If desired, the instructor may add new data
tables to meet special needs for specialized groups.

At the end of the suggested time period, each workshop group
should present its findings - what current or future problem was
identified, why was it considered a problem, what were the impli-
cations for not doing anything. For those groups that did not
complete the workshop, it would be valuable for them to present what
obstacles slowed them down, what they learned in the process of
trying to complete the assignment, and how they would approach it
next time.
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USING THE CASE STUDY

PURPOSE

The case-method has become an increasingly popular instruction
aid in recent years. Any given case may serve a variety of functions
in a training setting. We will consider a case to be a "real
world" description of a situation or setting requiring analysis,
planning and decisions.

In this curriculum, the Rockville case has been developed as
a functional tool, with an essential, but limited purpose. It

should serve as a corartartintrit, and reference, to enable
the participants to apply the principles and techniques introduced
through the lectures in the small-group workshop setting. It

enables the participants to share a common fund of information; to
focus rapidly upon specific problems and directions; and to try
out and critique the components and techniques of the planning
process.

The Rockville case does not contain sufficient information
to permit participants to produce a fully developed plan for the
city. The case has not been selected to give participants the
opportunity to find the "right" solution(s) to Rockville's
problems or to second guess the various decision-makers. It has

been included to provide a convenient starting point for a forward
looking process. It provides the essential sense of "what is"
that informs and constrains the planning decisions of "what will
be" and "what should be." The case lends a vital touch of reality
to the workshops and increases the speed with which groups can make
decisions.

SUGGESTIONS FOR USE

In this curriculum, the case is a starting point. Each

class will probably end up at a completely different point than
its predecessors. As the modules and workshops progress, the tendency
will be to rely less and less upon the case information (except

as background) and more and more upon the outputs of the pre-
ceding workshops. This is good, because the primary purpose of
the curriculum is to transmit a sense of the essential inter-
relationships and interdependencies of the steps of the planning

process. The students are not planning for Rockville's past,
but for its future, taking the past into consideration. Thus,

once the groups have determined their normative value systems,
set goals, picked out problems and determined broad objectives,
they may well be able to build the plan from their own knowledge,
experience and preferences.

III-I -XV
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After reading the case_studyithe class will have sufficient
information to discuss and agree uponigoals_and subgoals for
Rockville. Note that much of:what follows in the plan will depend
upon the values adopted at_this_ first choice point. Some groups
may opt for emphasizing-increased population growth, others
limited or no growth and some _may even decide to plan for a_
decrease. Similarly, the thrust:may _be on economic_or residential
development or it may be on developing population diversity. The
case will provide_a rapid estimate of the starting point, and
the magnitude of the work ahead to- realize the goals _that are
selected; The case will also supply sufflcient_"hard data" to
permit the small groups to_agree on_specific objectives, and to
apply rudimentary forecasting techniques.

The instructor will have to take special care to insure that
the sessions don't get bogged down in lengthy discussions of
whether any given group product will or will not "solve" the
case problems. There isn't time. The concern should be with
correct application of the technique being demonstrated and with
meeting the criteria suggested to define appropriate application.
For example, if a group develops an objective statement: "To
reduce the maximum rush hour traffic travel time from any border
to center city to 20 minutes," don't allow involved debates over
whether 15 minutes or 30 minutes would be a "better" objective.
Steer the critique back to the basics - i.e. "is it measurable?"

"is it ambiguous?" etc. It usually helps to point out that
in the "real world" there is more time, and more expertise
available to discuss and fine tune the actual measurable levels
specified in objectives. Point out that by writing, even
tentatively, a clear objective, you can stimulate discussion and
may arrive at a better objective.

In the classroom setting, however, the instructor will find
that it is possible to encourage the participants to make whatever
assumptions become necessary to continue the assignment at hand,
and to proceed as if these assumptions were fact. Every group
will not have the technical information at their fingertips that
is necessary to make the decisions their project leads them towards

(i.e., time or cost factors, client analysis, space reouirements).
Let them "invent" the data necessary to proceed (cost estimates,
consultants' reports, etc.) and allow these assumptions to go
unchallenged as "givens."

Finally, the Rockville case materials will still prove
useful as a reference as group projects are designed and presented
in the latter phases of the curriculum. The instructor and
participants should still consider the potential i-mpact of
proposed projects (the plan) upon the situation described in the

case, as well as upon the other goals, objectives, and projects

developed by the other groups.
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CHANGES_IN_THE_CASE

The curriculum package does not depend upon the exclusive
use of the Rockville case study, although this study was developed
expressly for these modules. Individual instructors may find
it useful to include additional material to supplement the basic
information provided. This is especially true if the course is
being presented to a group with special needs or interests. In

such a case, the instructor may choose to develop additional
data or situations appropriate to specific settings such as
health, housing/community development, public safety or transpor-
tation. The instructor may choose to "modify" the situation or
data presented for Rockville to suit individual preferences. It

would even be possible to substitute a different case description
for the Rockville one with no major difficulties, provided the
instructor is careful to substitute a case with equal or more
depth.

Before making an entire case substitution; it is essential
that the instructor read and understand both the Rockville case
and all of the lecture and workshop materials. The new case should
include the same kinds of supporting materials: history with
similar time span; specific problems - past, present, future;
multi-year data for projections; supporting materials (map,
organization chart, budgetary information). Too much material
will be time consuming, confusing and superfluous. Although
no field tests have been made with different case material;
substitutions might be most suitable if the participants have
a special need or perspective - i.e. a very large metropolitan
city, a regional perspective or a small rural setting. (The
Rockville model does work as an instructional tool in a variety
of settings such as employees of the City of Cincinnati.)

III-I -xvii
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OPENING STATEMENT
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OPENUNG_STATEMENT_

Before beginning_the_first_formal lecture, I would like to
demonstrate the relationship (hierarchy) which exists among the
components of the strategic planning process.

GOALS

SUBGOALS

BROAD OBJECTIVES

DEPT. OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIES

PROGRAMS

PROJECTS

ACTIVITIES

TASKS

The long range goals and sub goals will be developed in the
workshop immediately following the first lecture which is "Strategic
Planning". Both broad objectives and department objectives will be
formulated In the objective setting workshop. Then strategies will
be identified, a project selected and specified. A plan for allocating
and managing resources as well as a plan for evaluation will evolve
toward the end of the course. The final output of the groups will
be the formal presentation which will be your chance to demonstrate
your understanding of the strategic planning process.
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Another way to understand these relattanshipt_ it_tO_see them in

the perspective of being the end products from each of the workshops.

Notice that the output of each workshop becomeS the input for the

next workshop.

WORKSHOP OUTPUTS

GOALS

BROAD DEPARTMENT
OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES

SUBGOALS

STRATEGIES

(1-3 yr)

PRESENTATION PLANNING FOR ALLOCATING PROJECT

OF THE PLAN EVALUATION RESOURCES OBJECTIVES

__

o Indicators o Work o Activities

o Decision program o Resources

points o Network o Outputs

*sub goals may be a lonsj range detired end state In an area of

limited focus, e.g. health/Mental health; or it may be a short-

range desired end state with a comprehensive focus;

Notice that you will begin the planning process with a macro

approach which extends over a long period of time. Each workshop

farther defines the approach until a specific project is designed.

After this, the management processes are developed and integrated

Into the planning process. All your hard work should lead to
something--and so the final activity is the presentation of the plan.

And so, at the end 0: this course each group will be responsible for

making a formal presentation to a panel representing the city council

of the case study.

252
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Each lecture will highlight the written materials. Following

the lecture will be a workshop with_the development of a specific

end product'as the assigned task. The ability to complete the task

will be governed by an understanding of the concepts covered in

this and prior modules. The important thing to remember is that

there are no wrong decisions nor any right decisions. There are

only better decisions. As you complete each module, think about the

relationship it has to previous nodules. Thinking about these

linkages will help you to provide a framework for learning and for

the final presentation.

Strategic Planning, the fiist module, links the major elements

in the planning chain of logic. The products for the specification

of the plan and its adaptation for management purposes are described.

The lecture describes a process by which an urban manager moves from

the problem to identifying objectives, and then to the strategies.

In addition the lecture describes the process of moving from long-

range goals to short-range operational planning.

Situation Analysis, the second module,includes isolating

the causes from the symptoms; determining the extent of the problem;

and, deciding on an appropriate level of involvement. The participant

is then exposed to a model which generates alternative strategies

based on an identification of the causes.

Setting Objectives, the third module, presents a definition

of objectives and describes their relationship to the planning

process.

Strategy Development/Decision Making, the fourth module. is

presented in the context of focusing on the causts of rather tPar

the symptoms of identified problems. The lecture defines strategies

and presents examples of the linkage role which strategies play

between objectives and projects. The portion on decision making will

expose participants to various qualitative and quantitative decision

making techniques. The lecture includes identifying criteria for

qualitative decision models and the applicability of quantitative

techniques to the sequential decision making process.

Then, Project Design stresses the role that the project plans

in moving from the conceptual planning stage to the actual implemen-

tation. The development of project objectives, strategy, outputs,

activities and inputs are examined to demonstrate their relationship

to the problem causes and the goals and objectives.

Adapting for Management Purposes, the sixth module, presents

techniques for allocating and managing both fiscal resources and

time/staff resources. The advantages and disadvantages of such tools

are line item budgets, program budgets, programming planning budgets

and the combination budget are stressed. The use of time lines;

detailed management plans, PERT, level of effort charts, and

staffing requirements are stressed as techniques for managing non-

fiscal resources.
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Planning for Evaluation, the seventh module, stresses the
ongoing role of evaluation as it relates to management needs. The

use of performance, impact, planning support and process evaluation
are discussed. Even though this module on evaluation is last you

will have to think about evaluation from the very beginning of the
planning process. This diagram illustrates how evaluation performS
an essential function at each planning process. At each decision
point, evaluation questions must receive a positive response before
proceeding to the next step.

GUIDE QUESTIONS DURING THE PLANNING PROCESS

Situation Analysis

o Have we identified the problems we should deal with?

o Have we distinguished between symptoms and causes?

Objectives

o DoeS the objective have a measurable end product?

o Is the identified target group the same one that has the problem?

o Do the objectives relate to the problem?

Strategies

o Does the strategy impact on the cause or the symptom?

Project Design

o Is there internal consistency with the goals and objectives?

o Does the design carry out the strategy?

o Have data needs been identified?

o Does the project have a measurable output?

Operation

Are all events and activities occuring as scheduled?

Are all outputs and milestones going as scheduled?

Evaluation

o What has changed in the problem situation?

o Did_your efforts make any difference or have an impact on the

goals? objeCtives? problem?
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STRATEGIC PLANNING
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MOdule 1 STRATEGIC PLANNING

Module :

Objectives

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

1. TO become aware of the interrelationship of the
component parts of the strategic planning process.

2. To appreciate the_rationale for formulating
goals and sub goals.

3; To demonstrate an ability to write goals and sub
goals;

Lecture The major planning products are linked in a planning
Summary chain of logic. The products for the specification of

the plan and its adaptation for management purposes
are described. The lecture describes a process by which
an urban manager can move from a problem, to identifying
goals and objectives, from the problem causes to the
strategies. The lecture also describes goal and sub
goal development.

Workshop Identification of common goals and sub goals for the
Output city described in the case study.

Materials Supplies - Newsprint, markers, tape
Needed

AV - Optional use of Flip Charts

Other - Workshop Sheets (Goals/Sub Goals)

25G
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STRATEGIC PLANNING



STRATEGIC PLANNING

History

Specification

o Adapting the plan for
management purposes

Preparing for implement:.

Operdtion

o Goal development

INSTRUCTION GUIDE
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HISTORY OF PLANNING

Prior to 1949, there was little cooraination
in local planning

o In 1949, federal funds were provided for
development of local master plans

o In 1960s, local communities received
categorical funds

o In 1960s, first federal mandate for
review=and=comment by regional planning
agencies

o In 1970s, shift away from categorical
programs to federal revenue sharing

III-IG-9
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PHASE

SPECIFICATIUN OF THE PLAN

o Goalisuboals

situatioo analysis

Broad objectives

o Strategies

Alternative projects

o Project design

260
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PHASE II

ADAPTING THE PLAN FOR
MANAGEMENT PURPOSES

o Allocating resources

Planning for evaluation

ErIbbying

o SUbmittion

III-IG-13
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PHASE III

PREPARING FOR IMPLEMENTATION

o Contracts

o Identify staff

Insure resources

Get all management
systems in place

III-IG-15
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PHASE IV

OPERATION OF THE PLAN

Monitoring

Evaluation

Modification

o Replanning

263
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Key Points Strategic planning is the process

of Lecture of determining where you want to
be and deciding on an appropriate TURN TO
means to get there. It involves MODULE OUTLINE
a significant time span. (We FLIP CHART
will use 10-15 years for these
modules.) It provides a co-
ordinated approach to managerial
decision making. The model will move from the general
to the specific, the long range to the short-range,

from broad strategies to precise activities and budgets.

Planning has always meant different things to different

people. For some it has meant Federal intervention and

control. For others it has meant having a "wish list"

that had nothing to do with economic or political

reality. As a result, there was ambiguity, lack of

coherence, and overlapping of local efforts.

BRIEF P"TORY OF LOCAL PLANNINC

In 1949, the Federal government
attempted to bring order to TURN TO
local planning efforts by BRIEF HISTORY
providing funds for the develop- FLIP CHART
ment of local master plans. This

was only the beginning of over
1,000 categorical grants
(specific purpose) e.g. open
space 1961, mass transit 1964, water/sewer 1965, and

advanced land acquisition 1965. These were all based

on the idea of comprehensive planning.

1966 - Demonstration Cites Act (Model Cities)

1966/196C, review and comment by a regional planning

agency was required for all federal grants having

regional impact. e.g. housing, manpower, transportation,

open space, poverty, health facilities.

These all required the establishment of a planning
agencY7These all resulted in conflicts among community

groups. The comprehensive plan was influenced by local_

politics, federal regulations, citizen participatio.- and

scarce resources.

III-IG-19
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Disillusionment became widespread:

o about the ability of federal government to influence

cities

o resistance to more public spending

o those charged with planning responsibilities had

no AUTHORITY

Within past few years:

o planning responsibilities aiven to those with

authority

o shift away from categorical - REVENUE SHARING

Increasing numbers of federal legislation requires

comprehensive planning by state and local governments.

e.g. Law Enforcement Assistance; Mental Health, Title XX.

Whether done on a federal, regional, state or local level,

whether done by departments, agencies, offices, corpora-

tions or advisory groups - planning must be done in a

systematic way.

Whether done for long range, thOrt range,_or_operational

basis, planning must be systematic and organized;

This systematic approach has been called comprehensive

planning; strategic, long range planning and rational

planning;

PHASES OF STRATEGIC PLANNING

Unlike other planning models;
the strategic planning process_
does not:have to be accepted by_

th:total:Orgahilation. Whether

followed:by the total_organiza7_
tion or by a single office -- the
steps_toward implementation are
exactly the same ;=.=.

o identify where you want to be

identify some ways of getting there

o look for milestones to insure you are going in the

right direction

TURN TO
PHASES_

FLIP CHART

III-IG-20
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FOCUS OF STRATEGIC PLANNING

o interrelationship between various parts of the
planning process

allows for Planned Change

anticipates future decisions

Logical relationship demonstrates the linkages involved
in the various decisions one makes while moving from
GOAL SETTING to PROBLEM ANALYSIS to OBJECTIVES to the
STRATEGY to the PROJECT and through EVALUATION.

This movement occurs in four phases:

o specification of the plan

o adapting the plan for management purposes

o preparing for implementation of the plan

o operation of the plan

Phase I, Specification involves six activities:

1. Statement of broad direction, general intent (goals)

2. Situation analysis (assessment)

3. Broad objective formulation

4. Strategy identification

5. Alternative project identification

6. Plan preparation (projects)

Phase II, Adaptirc-; The Plan For Management Purposes
involves five activities:

1. Preparation of budgets

2. Preparation of work program

3. Planning for evaluation

4. Lobbying and gaining support

5. Plan submission

III-IG-21
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Even though the planning process occurs in four phases,

this curriculum will address only the first two phases,

which were described in brief and will now be discussed

in depth.

PHASE I: SPECIFICATION

1. Goals

o provide framework for
direction

o long range in span

o idealistic in nature

indicate desired condition

la. Sub Goals

limited area of concern

stress specific points of focus

consistent with goals

2. Situation Analysis

assess nature and extent of problem

identify gap between what is and what should be

3. ObSectives

measurable statements of intended outcome

o specific as to time

o advance organization toward goal

4. Identification of Strlategiti

o action statement

o describes how the CAUSE will be attacked

provide the linkage between the cause and

the project

TURN TO
SPECIFICATION
FLIP CHART
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5. Identification of Projects

o potential for implementing strategy

o potential for impact on problem

6. Project Design

o project objectives

o necessary resources

o specific activities

results of each activity

Now, the plan has been specified.

It is during this phase that the details of the plan

are drafted and future management needs are anticipated.

PHASE II: ADAPTING FOR MANAGEMENT

1. Allocating Resources

o the budget (line or program)
detail will be based on
both internal management
needs and funding source
requirements.

o the work program allows
for systematic identification of:

TURN TO
ADAPTING
FLIP CHART

- - critical dates

- - achievable outputs

-= work flow

-= staffing requirements

These elements provide the foundation for GANTT, Level

of Efforts Charts and PERT/CPM.

2. Plannlng_For_fvaluation

o develop indicators of success

o what will be evaluated

o for what purpose
III-IG-23
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o in how much depth

3. Lobbying

o gaining support - political, community, other

agencies will vary with local values

o should begin early

4. Submission

o form will vary

PHASE III: FREPARATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION

1. Selecting/Assigning Staff

2. Contracts Negotiated

3. Relationshi Formalized

4. Getting Systems inPlace

PHASE IV: OPERATIONS

1. Reviewing Management Structure

2. Providing Technical Assistance

3. Monitoring

4. Replanning

CONCULSION

TURN TO
IMPLEMENTATION

FLIP CHART

TURN TO_
OPERATIONS
FLIP CHART

Today more than ever, local decision makers are called

upon to be accountable to the taxpayers. The strategic

planning process provides management with a tool for

providing that accountability.
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GOALS AND SUBGOALS

Since all planning requires intent and direction, we
begin the process with goal development. This step
defines the end toward which efforts are directed. A

goal is a broad direction, statement showing general
purpose or intent. It is long range and it is not
concerned with a particular achievement within a
specified period of time. Benefits of having a goal
statement include:

the process of coming to consensus can provide new
insights into the nature of the organization, its
priorities and values

o utility of having a direction statement which acts
as a focal point for the entire planning process

o can also be used to strengthen the argument for
recommending and building support for specific
courses of action emerging from the planning process

Examples of goal statements include:

o to provide a setting for retired citizens to reside
with dignity, maximum self sufficiency and comfort,
while providing structured opportunities for social
and recreational activity (a retirement community)

o to insure a range of available housing to meet the
needs of a wide segment of the state's population,
regardless of race, marital status, socioeconomic
status or religion (a county housing opportunity
commission).

The goal development process may start with a series of
questions.

o What is our community like now?

o What lhould it be like?

o What is the role of city government?

What should the role be?

How would the community be described 15 or 20 years
from now if it were functioning ideally?

O Whom do we want to attract?

o How large? Why?
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_

Subgoai-

Subgois deal wit'. a r!errow porti:-.,h of the goal:_

Subgoals may cc v2r a mor,., limited time frame or they

may span but_deal with specific
segments or funct ';_hey may also be developed

for specific client rs or client outcomes.

They should be consistent with the goal. Subgoals

serve to:

o stimulate discussion

o build consensus

o structure priorities

Examples of subgoals for the retirement community
include:

to maintain easy access to low cost comprehensive

health care for all residents

to provide a physical setting which promotes maximum

mobility and convenience for all residents

Remember, no planning process is complete if it stops

with goal development. Goals are a beginning, the
horizon toward which we will structure the actual plan.

Workshop 1; Read case study and review attachments.

Instructions
2. As a gro604 Identify_ several goals for Rockville.

Remember that goals describe the direction the city

hopes to take over the next 15 years;

3. Each SMall group presents their goals; After

proCeSSing each group's output; all participants
select one goal. It may be a compromise;

4. may be appropriate to discuss indicator of

success.

271
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411
Subgoals

Potential
Workshop-
Problems

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

1. Working as a group, identify 4 subgoals to carry
out_the goal selected by all the participants.
Remember, the subgoals desdribe what the city hopes
to accomplish in the next ten years.

2. Each small group presents its subsoals. After
processing_ the outputs, all participants agree on
common subgoals.

3; May be appropriate to discuSS criteria for success.

Goals should relate to Rockville.

Goals should be specifically stated.

Goals should provide a base for the planning process.

Goals should be compatable with those of other work
groups.

ceiteeia Goals
For
Evaluating o Goal should be long range.
Workshop
Outputs o Goal should be general in nature and not be

quantified;

Goal should cover multiple concerns.

o Goal should describe a desired future state or
condition.

o No jargon.

o Apply to case study.

Subgoals

o Subgoals can_be mid-range and cover the same
broad areas of concern.

Subgoals should not be quantifiable.

o Subgoals can cover limited areas of concern in
the same time span as the goals.

o Subgoals should evolve from GOAL and be consistent

with goal.

III-IG27
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Linkages The common goals and tubgoals developed in this session

provide the base for the development of objectives in a

later session.

Time
Needed

Lecture - 1 hour

Workshop - (GOALS) = 1/2 hour

(SUBCOALS) 1/2 hour

Process varies with number of groups

(a) 2 groups 1/2 hour )
for both goals and sub

(b) 4 groups - 1 hour ) goals

III-IG-28



Module 2 SITUATION ANALYIU

Module
Objectives

Lecture
Summary

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

1. To use pre-determined goals to focus on problem
areas.

2. To demonstrate an ability to distinguish problem
causes from problem symptoms;

3. To demonstrate an ability to apply an elementary
rate of change forecasting model;

The lecture will include isolating the causes from the
symptoms; determining the extent of the problem using
one forecasting model; and deciding on an appropriate
level of involvement. Participants will be exposed to
a model which generates alternative strategies based on
an identification of causes.

Workshop 1. Problem IdentifiCation (symptoms/Causes)
Outputs

2. Problem Documentation (forecasting /analysis)

Materials
Needed

3. Problem Specification

Understanding the many variables and constraints which
are involved in problem analysis are more important
for the participant than arriving at an answer or
completing the workshop exercise. Even if the exercise
is not completed, participants will learn the need:

o to focus on defining the problem

o to focus on identifying the specific information needed

o to state the real problem e.g. lack of diversified
housing vs. lack of access to diversified housing

o to iden' the acceptable standard

Goals/Subgoals from WorkShOp gl

Newsprint, markers, tape, scratch paper

PrObleM AnalySiS Workshop (4 pp)

1 calculator for each group (recommended)
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

o Problem identification

o Data consideration

o Data collection

o Data analysis

Drawing conclusions

III-IG=33
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DATA ANALYSTS

o Indf,x numbers

o Time series

Forecasting

27
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ISSUE ANALYSIS

o Determine existence of issue

o Identify nature /parameter

Identify key actors and
positions

Detrmine level of involvement

o Recommend solution

278
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ORCAIZAAUN ANALYSIS

c Identify resource

o Review performance record

Review activity level

Review structure

III-IG-39
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Key Points
of Lecture

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

SCOPE OF SITUATION ANALYSIS TURN TO
MODULE OUTLINE

Situation analysis is a very FLIP CHART
important part of the strategic
planning process because
everything that follows is
based upon the concluslons
drawn and recommendations made
at the completion of the
analysis. ThuS, it is critical
to assess the situation, define the problems, and

distinguish symptoms and causes with the highest possible

level of precision. In some planning models this would

be known as the "needs assessment" phase.

Situation analysis is never easy, YoU W ill either be

confronted by too much information or not enough
information,

When scanning the situation for problems, it is a good

idea to begin with the goals and subgoals. There are

several ways one might begin to identify a problem.

o perception of the problem (existence/extent)

n indicators

if problems are identified first, goals may be developed

to address significant problem areas.

After developing goal and subgoal statements, it is

aC6-:-Ji to identify a variety of potential indicators

wi ;:arid provide information as to the current s,ate

e- goal or subgoal . The assessment of these
indicators would thus provide r focus for situation

analysis.

Conversely, the goal statements might evolve :ut of a

comprehensive situation analysis, e.g. What is right

or wrong with this community?

DATA ANALYSIS

1. Identify -needs

demographic labor market

geographic economic

transportation housing

health

III-IG-41
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2. Data Collection

o written sources (public recordt, logs, agency

publications)

o human_sources (experts, clientt; influence

makers)

observation (traces of prior activity or formal

observation of people/eventt/things)

3. Analysis of Data

o mathematic techniques (linear and multiple

correlation, regression analysis, chi-square)

o statistical techniques (decis theory, index

numbers, analysis of time series)

o forecasting

Forecasting is a utefUl_tool - it can be as basic as a

"guesstimate" or -as Sophisticated as Mathematical Model

Building; Most important, it provides a way Of knowing

what a situation will_look like several years frOM now

Whether or not a problem will exist will probably depend

on how a problem is defined, e.g.; "what is the allowable

limit on number of deaths, number of TB cases, rateof

blight, or amount of lag tine in responding to requests.

forecasting_ will provide the data_bUt only_ypu

(the- organization) can determine from the data if a

problem will exist at some point in the future.

To demonstrate the steps involved lei forecastino,

th.following example from a loc81 health denart-

Oeit will prove helpful.

281
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Year No. of cases
per 1000

__screenings

% of
total

(1000)

Increase
since pre-
vious year

Annual
rate of
change

- 1969 15 1.5% -

Y1 1970 19 1.9% 4 27%

Y2 1971 26 2.6% 7 37

Y3 1972 35 3.5% 9 35

Y4 1973 45 4.5% 10 29

Y5 1974 57 5.7 12 27

Col. A = the years for which information is available

Col. B = thi.. extent of the condition

Col. C = percent of total

Col. D = chan!le in condition since previous year

Col. F = Annual rate of change

E = D/B]

le average annue rate Of

change (the,number we are
looking for)

= the earliest annual rate of

change

Y = the MOF.". recent annual rate
5 of charne

C = the sum of the coefficients

RC = Yl + Y2 + 2(Y3) +-3-(Y-4) +_4(Y5)_
C
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Thus. the health department can expect the conditiOn_to con-

tinue to occur at a 30% F3] rate each additional year _Thit__30%

c41.te eqLivalent to 74- instances in _every 1000 cases fOr 1975.

UrtiriAnq this same application to subsequent yeart thow5 the

2--..t'ions to be:

A B 0_ E

re r No. of cases % of Increase Annual

per 1000 total since pre- rate Of

screenings (1000) -NiOUS year change

1974 57 5.7% 12 27%

1975 74 7.4% 17 30%

1976 96 9.4% 22 30%

1977 125 12.5% 29 30%

1978 163 16.3% 38 30%

1979 212 21.2% 49 30%

The projected increase in the actual number of instances

can be vividly shown by graphing the data.

v.
sc

28%
0
Sr

U

20%

1?%

Tr Trend P ection

4%

1970 72 74 76 78 80

Number of Cases of TubercUlbSia
Detected per 1000 Screehing

3; A 7% RC indicate5 that a condition will double in size

approximately every_tenyears; a 15%_11C indicates that a con-

dition_will double in size approximately every fiVe years; and_

a 30% RC indiCatet that a condition wiil double in size approxi-

mately every 2 1/2 years.
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Next, substitute the data in the matrix to the

appropriate place in the formula. The averaae

annual rate of change is then applied to the last

year of known data.

A new matrix is derived by assuming that each sub-

sequent year will increase by 30%.

4. Drawing_Conclusions

After analyzing the available data and makinn

projections, you will be statina your conclusions.

No matter how good your data, it will be worthless
unless presented in a way in which is clearly

understood. Problem analysis is the process of
comparing what "is" to "what should be" happening.

This statement of what should be happening hecomes

"the bottom line" - perhaps the most difficult

aspect.

Future strategies and projects will he linked to

conclusions drawn during situation analysis. Thus,

it is criTical to define the problem, its symptoms

and causes, with the highest possible level of

precision.

The Kepner - Trepoe method is freauently used to

define a prohlem.

Ry identifying the differenceg_between the TS

and IS roT state, the_Manaper is Netter able

to identify the possible causes of tht- deviation.

Perhaps the most important part of the Kepner -

Tregoe model is that it forces one to focus on why

this difference occurs. Identifyina this difference

enables the manager to distinguish between the

causes and the symptoms of the problem. The better

the analysis, the better the strategy that will he

selected.
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ISSUE ANALYSIS
TURN TO

Sometimes the problem will not ISSUE ANALYSIS

be one of the facts, but will be FLIP CHART

a situation where different
groups have a different per-

ception of the "problem." An

example of an issue is whether

or not a gate should be installed
at the railrv-3(: crossing or _a sc-t:

of signal 11 ,hts :rstalled in front of the school. This

issue be analyzed.

1. Identify existence/scope

2. Identify key actors/positions

3. Identify appropriate level of involvement

ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS

Recommendations for solving data
problems or issue problems
should not be made until there

has been an assessment of the
capabilities of the organization.
Such an assessment should
include:

TURN TO
ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS

FLIP CHART

1. assee.:sing the strengths/weaknesses

2. assessing the availability of resourc, ,

3. identifying prior accomplishments/fa:1, r=s

4. reviewing activity level

5. reviewing the internal structure

RECOMMENDATIONS

A careful analysis of all available information regarding

the situation will enable the manager to determine:

Which parts of the problem are most significant

What are the causes/symptoms

o What resources are necessary for alternative actions
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Once the manager has done this Nuch, the remaining
step is to make a decision and to recommend a solution
to the "problem". !n those instances where more than
one solution would be available, the mananer might
develop a criteria matrix (see module A - Stratry/
Decision Making).

1. Identify criteria

2. Identify solutions

3. Match sulutio,- to criteria

MARY

The statement of the problem:

1. "Bottom line" of what is acceptable identified

2. Should he specific (what, where, when, how
much, frequency, who)

3. Documents a suspected problem

4. Not a shotgun approach to find all possible
problems

Workshop
Instructions I

After reading the case study and reviewing the
attachments, list those thinns which appear to
be problems. As a small group, identify symptoms
and causes of these problems. After completinn
this portion, select one, which if left untouched,
would prove to be detrimental to the City of
Rockville. This would be the most significant
problem.

2 For the problem selected; use_the forecastinn
model todetermine the scope and magnitude of
the problem. Round numbers to thousards and
round decimals to whole numbers for ease in
computation;

For the problem selected, use the Kepner-Trepoe
model to define parameters of the problem, and

to determine the "why".
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Potential o Participants should be notified that this is a

woekhop lengthy workshop.

Problems
o Some work groups may not complete the task. These

work groups should be enc)uraged to share with the

group some of the other learnings which took place
even though they did not complete the exercise.

Tendency to be vague and non-specific about the

problem.

o Necessity of "rounding -off" numbers to save time in

forecasting exercise.

o Reluctance to focus on the possible cause.

Criteria o Documents a suspected problem

For
Evaluating o Not a shotc:in approach to find all

Workshop possible problems

Outputs

Linkage

Time

"Bottom line" identified

-.

Provides documentation for identified_ problems:

SOSpected causes provide a framework for the development

of strategy.

Lecture - 1 hour

Workshop - 2 hours

Process - 2 hours

111-1G-48
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MOdUle
Objective

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

SETTTNGABJECTUSS

1. To appreciate the rationale for formulating
objectives.

2. To demonstrate an ability to write objectives
meeting stated criteria.

Lecture The setting ofbroadobjectiVeS is presented in the
Summary framework of the goals and_subOalt . The lectUre

presents a definition of objectives_ and_ describes the
relationship of objectives to the planning process
written at various organizational levels,

Workshop PartiCiPahts will develop broad objectives related to
Output the goals and1Subgoals applicable to the case study.

Department objectives will also be identified.

:;atf:',i'Alt Newsprint, markers, tape
N deJ

Goals /Subgoals froM Workshop #1

Objective Setting WorkShop (1 page)

III -IG-49
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FLIP CHARTS

FOR

SETTING OBJECTIVES

III-1 G-51
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OBJECTIVES

Levels

Specificity

o Considerations for selection

III-IG-53
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LEVELS OF OBJECTIVES

o Organizationwide

o Departmental

Program

o Project

291
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SPECIFICITY

o What is to be accomplished

Who is to be served

Within what time frame

o How much is to be accomplished



INSTRUCTION GUIDE

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SELECTION

Consistent with organization goal

o Realistic

o Appropriate to the need

o Impact on other objectives

o Probability of success

Will reaching the objective be worth the effort

III-IG-59
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Key Points The goals and subgoals have been

of Lecture articulated. The problem has been TURN TO

analyzed and specified. It is now MODULE OUTLINE

appropriate to narrow the focus FLIP CHART

and state what is to be accomp-
lished in the more immediate
future. This statement of
intent is the objective. It

is quantifiable and so it is
something for which the organization can be held
accountable.

LEVELS OF USE

1. organization wide -- evolve
from and are consistent
with subgoals

2. departmental - consistent
with organizational objective
or as a substitute in the
absence of oroanizatiJnal objectives

TURN TO
LEVELS

FLIP CHART

3. program - consistent with departmental objective

4. project - consistent with program objective or in
absence of program objectives, consistent with
department objectives

WheneVer the strategic planning_process is used:through-
oUt_the organization, it,is likely that the project

step)-for the upper level of the organization
becomes the objective (goal) for the next:level and so

on, down to the lowest level of the organilatiOn.

LEVELS_

Mayor/City Council

Chief Administrative Officer

Departments

Bureau/Office

Program

Project

111-1G-61
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Confusion often arises concerning the difference
between goals and objectives In conversation, many
people use the two termsiinterchangablY._ This_can
create special problems ifia planning model which uses
both goals and objectives is being used. In brief;

remember that goals are general, objectives specific;
goals are long-range with no time_specified, Objectives
are time-bound; goals can be idealistic, objectives

should be achievable

The following chart should clarify some of the essential

differences:

GOAL OBJECTIVE

Long-range (10=15
years or more), time
not exact

States general outcome
or desired condition,
not measured directly

Not appropriate for
managerial account-
ability

May be idealistic, a
direction to strive
toward

May include multiple
outcomes

May use "soft" or
"weak" verbs (increase,
administer, facilitate,
communicate, understand)

Achievement is an end
in itself

111=IG-62

Shorter range (1 -5 years),
time specific

States specific outcome; can
be measured directly

Appropriate for managerial
accountability

Should be realistic (reason-
able probability of success)

Specifies single outcome or
results

Uses "strong" or "action" verbs
(increase by, complete, demon-
strate by, publish, process)

Achievement advances system
towards goal; are consistent
with goals
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LEVEL OF SPECIFICITY

An objective must be quantifiable.

An objective must be specific in

that it states: TURN TO
SPECIFICITY

1. What is to be accomplished FLIP CHART
(single focus)

2. In what period of time

3. How much is to be accomplished especially if related

to change

4. Who/what is to benefit

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SELECTION

Usually many more possible
objectives are formulated than
can be used. In order to select

the best possible objectives, it

is helpful to establish criteria

and then assess each objective
against each criteria.

These criteria might include_:

1. CohSittent with -,oals/subqoals

Organizational capability

_TURN TO.
SELECTION

FLIP CHART

3. Potential for success

4. Cost

5. Worth the effort to accomplish

6. Have a negative/positive impact on other objectives

7. Appropriate to need

8. Political realities

[Discussion of Objectives (p. 111-3-7, 11 9 -

Participant Manual]
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[The instructor may wish to stimulate discussion by
means of transparencies or newsprint sheets of the
objectives listed on pages III-3-7, 8, 9. Or the
instructor may have participants open their manuals
to those pages. The participants should analyze each
of the objectives against the following criteria:

o is there a single identifiable end result (outcome)

o is there a specified time frame in which the result
is to occur

o is it measurable (quantifiable)

o is it showing the real intent of the organization

o consistent with goals, subgoais ; situation analysis;
and other objectives.

Whenever there is agreement that the stated objective
does not meet the criteria, the instructor should
solicit from the participants recommendations as to
what needs to be changed to make the stated objective
conform to the criteria. Depending on the level of
the participant group, the instructor may solicit
responses to the question of "What would have to happen
in order for this objective to be met?"]
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Workshdp_ 1.

Instructions
Working as a group; identify four broad objectives
for the City of Rockville; These should come from
and be consistent with the Goal and Subgoals;

Potential
Workshop
Problems

2. As a group, review the 1969 Rockville organization
chart. Select one department that might be involved
in achieving one or more of the broad objectives.

3. As a group, identify 3 objectives (3 year) for your
department. The department objectives are derived
from and consistent with the broad objectives and
should demonstrate what the department will be
doing to enable the city to achieve its broad
objectives.

Reluctance to be held accountable by not stating
anything specifid.

o Identifying a low_level expectation (f, months) so
that achievement is assured without effort.

o Confusing strategy "how" with the objective "what."

o When formulating broad objectives, it is best not to
be too specific; Even when forming project objectives
it is important not to be too specific otherwise the
objective will not be completed.

o There are_many models on setting objectives;each one has
its_own language and format. This does not advocate
a specific phrasing.

o There may be confusion (based in part on perspective)
as to what constitutes a goal and an objective. For
example, the decision as to the best objective will
vary among school board members, teachers, adminis-
trators and students.

o The time horizons (Broad - 5 year Department - 3
year) work well in field tests. The instructor may
substitute other time horizons as guides if deemed
appropriate. Do not let groups get "locked in" to
objectives which are too narrow (i.e. "write 6 month
plan"; "select consultant".
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Criteria Broad objectives-

For
Evaluating- o Relatet to case study;

Workshop
Outputs o AchieVable in 5+ years.

o Quantified

Linkages

o Covers limited area of concern.

o Evolve from and consistent with goal/Subgoal;

o Implies criteria for success.

o Impact on other objectives

Department Objectives

o Relates to case study.

o Achievable in 3+ years.

o Quantified

o Focus on single result or end product.

o Implies criteria for success.

o Evolve from and consistent with goals/subgoals/

broad objectives.

ObjectiiieS provide the base for the development of

Strategies. Future projects should be selected for
the potential impact on the department objectives.

Time Leture - 1-1/4 hours

Workshop - 1 hour

Process - 1 hour
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Module
OlkjectiVe

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

STRATEGY/DECIS-ION MAKING

To distinguish means from ends.

2 To recognize various types and applications of
strategy.

3: To recognize various decision making techniques.

4. To demonstrate the ability to use a force field
analysis to develop strategy.

5. To demonstrate an ability to use a matrix technique
for decision making.

Lecture The lecture defines strategies and presents examples of
Summary the uses of strategies in achieving objectives. Various

qualitative and quantitative models for decision making
are presented.

Workshop Participants utilize force field model to identify a
Output variety of possible strategies for achieving department

objectives. A criteria matrix will be used to select
the best possible strategy for achieving the previously
stated objectives.

Materials Newsprint; markers, tape and optional Flip Charts
Needed

Objective Setting Workshop

Strategy/Decision Making Workshop
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FLIP CHARTS

FOR

STRATEGY/DECISION MAKING

III-IG-69
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

o Formulating strategies

Force field analysis

III=IG-71
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LEVELS

Citywide

o Level

Level 2

Project

III-IG-73
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KINDS

o Policy

o Planning

o Management

30.1
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Key Points Now -that the objectives have been set, the next step

of Lecture is to develop strategies for achieVing_the objectives.
Strategies (alternative courses of action) are the
means- to a specified end.

The process of formulating strategy involves:

o re-examining the situation and problem analysis

o re-examining the objectives that are to be achieved

o developing alternative strategies

One of the best methods for analyzing the-problem in
order to generate strategies is Force Field Analysis.
Force Field Analysis provides a structured way to
identify the vital factors operating in the problem
situation_- the "helping" forces, working toward the
desired objective and the "hindering" forces working
against it After the identification of positive and
negative forces (brainstorm, literature, review, etc.)
the implications of the forces should be considered
to develop potential strategies. Strategies flow from
strengthening positive forces or reducing or interfering
with negative forces.

Remember that the force field is merely a way for
suggesting strategies and guiding decision making.

1. If the strategy is successful, will the problem be
diminished?

2; Efforts may be directed toward other than those
who have the problem.

3; .Assessing current strategies_. What is the current

strategy? What_are the problems with it? Is it

internally consistent?

4. Where does the organization want to be and what
kind of organization does it want to be?

5. What alternatives exist? What resources are needed

by each one? What are the preferences of top
management?

III-IG-77
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The following is an example of identifying several

possible strategies to solve a problem:

Problem: Stolen Social Security Checks

Strategy Directed toward landlords -

1 install stronger mailboxes

Strategy Directed toward recipients -

2 pick up check at Social Security
office

Strategy Mail Social Security check

3 directly to bank fordeposit
in recipient's account

The following is an example of identifying multiple

strategies to solve a problem. Notice that each strategy

makes a different assumption as to the cause of the

problem.

Problem: Lack of Income

Primary Strategy: Increasing Income
1,0

Economic Development_
2.0

Service Delivery
3.0

Once the primary strategy has been identified, it may-

be necessary to employ secondary strategies in order to

carryout the primary strategy. The secondary strategy,

like the primary strategy, describes "how", it does not

describe "what".

Strategy
1.1

Strategy
1.2

Generating Income

Supporting Income

Strategy Su5stituting Income

1.3

Strategy =
Attracting New Business

2;1

Strategy= _
Expanding Existing Business

2.2

III-IG-78
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Strategy Increasing Established Services
3;1

Strategy Providing Alternative Services
3;2

The following is an example of identifying several
possible strategies to accomplish a goal:

Goa?: Adequate revenue to insure needed service
delivery to all residents.

Strategy
1

Strategy
2

Strategy-
3

Secure additional external
funding

Decrease demand for services

Terminate decaying neighborhoods

The wants of top management must be takeminto:account
because:it:is top management which_ makes high_level
policy_decisions. However,ivarious_kinds of dedisionS
are made at all levels of the organization.

LEVELS OF DECISION

1. City Council/Board of
Supervisors

2. Manager/Chief Administrative
Officer

3; Departments

4; Agencies

S. Projects

TURN TO
LEVELS__

FLIP CHART

successive levels below the chief
executive officer
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KINDS OF DECISIONS
(in the strategic planning process) 411

1. Policy - occur when manager
is deciding what objectives
should be, to take a stand
on busing issue.

2. Management - _occur when
manager decides how to best

schedule activities/staff
to achieve the objectives.

TURN -TO

_KINDS
FLIP CHART

. Planning - occur when manager decides to change the

mix, seek additional funds.

Decision making occurs during virtually all phases

of the planning process. The techniques discussed
might be applied to other parts of the process--

anywhere that a choice must be made during the

selection of goals, of objectives, or priorities, of

strategies, or even of projects. Because there are

always choices to be made, we will explore rational

decision techniques. Any rational model requires that:

o criteria are developed to aid decision making

information is gathered to test or compare
alternatives according to the criteria

compare and test alternatives

o select the best choice (the final selection_may be

a combination developed ftOM the information assessed)

There are a variety of detitiOn making models mhich can

be used at every level._ They are used to improve the

quality of decision making and they may be quantitative

or qualitative.

Identifying Criteria

o Effectiveness

o Feasible

o Acceptable

If political factors enter into a decision, then politi-

cal criteria should be included also Criteria in this

category include: interest group reaction, public

reaction, staff acceptance and potential consequence.

111-1G-86
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Gathering Information
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For each criteria selected, determine the kind and
amount of information which will be needed to test
it. Information may be gathered by a phone call or
by building a complex mathematical model.

Techniques

There are a large number of specific techniques
available. We will merely survey a few of the many
options without going into great detail for any one
technique.

In any model we will be asking-- f we do it, how well
would it work. These include:

Probability Analysis -- appropriate whenever the value
of one or more variables in the model cannot be specified
but the_liklihood of occurrence is knowiL Also possible
to -use this technique to estimate and compare the
potential impact of program alternatives based upon
past evaluations of performance;

Decision Tree Analysis -- especially useful in sequential
decision making -- when the need -to makeia_second decision
is based on_the outcome of the first decision. It_it:a _

variation of the - simpler probability analysis but includes
the - element of risk.- It is important to_hote that the
decisiontree_analysis does not_assure_the_cOrrettneSt
of each decision but is oriented_ toward optimizing the
average result over a period of time.

Comparing and Testing Alternatives

o Criteria Matrix - Basic

o Criteria Matrix - Variations

o Qualitative

o Numerical Scaling

o Weighting

Pair Comparison

111-IG-81
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Operations Decisions- (lower level and involving
implementing the strategy)

o linear programming -- determine the best mix from
several alternatives which are subject to specific
constraints

queing.theory -- applicable to waiting line situations
or whenever there is a need to balance the cost of
time against the cost of additional equipment such
as in the case of "trying to get to use the computer"

SUMMARY

The urban manager,at all levels of local management,
makes a variety of decisions as they progress through
the four stages of the strategic planning process. At
each level there are quantitative and qualitative
techniques to aid in making more effective decisions.
However, these techniques must be combined with
substantive knowledge about the problem or subject area.

Workshop 1. As-a group; use force field analysis to analyze
Instructions those forces which are -most likely to helpi and

those most likely to- hinder the accomplishments
of the department objectives.

2. From this information, develop three possible
strategies to reach your department objectives by
year three.

3. Working as a group, identify the_criteria by which
a single strategy will be selected;

4. Working as a group, use the criteria matrix approach
to select a priority strategy;

Note: The instructor should determine what scale should
be used in evaluating the strategies according to
the criteria in the matrix, i.e. 0 -3,_ -3 to +3,
etc. It is suggested that groups -be instructed
to use weighted criteria (1-3). The instructor
may also choose to permit each group to select its

own scales and standards from the options presented.

It may be necessary to instruct groups that they
will have to make assumptions or "invent" infor-
mation in order to evaluate each alternative against
the chosen criteria. Point out that in the real
world, they would have time to research the nece-
ssary information.to complete the matrix properly.

III-IG-82
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Potentiai o go from problem to projec , bypass strategy
WorkthOp
ProblemS o unrealistic criteria

little attention paid to causes

o avoidance of decision-making responsibility (by
furnishing minority reports)

Criteria Stratejy
For
Evaluating o action statement
Workshop
Outputs o describe how, not what

o relates to cause, not symptom

o links problem to project(s)

Linkages Provides a parameter for the selection of a project
impact on the problem.

Time Lecture - 1-1/2 hour

Workshop - 1 - 1-1/2 hours

Process - 1 - 1-1/2 hours
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Module 5

Module
Objectives

LectUre
Summary

Workshop
Output

Materials
Needed

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

PROJECT DESIGN

1. To appreciate the rationale for having a project
design.

2. To demonstrate the ability to_develop a project
evolving from the strategic planning process.

The lecture will stress the role that the project plays
in moving from the conceptual planning to the actual
implementation. The development of the project objectives,
outputs, inputs, and activities will be examined to
demonstrate their relationship to the problem causes as
well as to the goals and objectives.

Selection and development of a project design.

Optional flip charts, newsprint; markers, tape

Project Design Workshop
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FLIP CHARTS

FOR

PROJECT DESIGN
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PLANNING LOGIC

o If the inputs are provided then the
activities may occur.

410
o If the activities occur, then the

outputs may result.

o If the outputs result, then the
project strategy may be achieved.

o If the strategy is achieved, then
the project objective may be
achieved.

o If the project objective is achieved,
then the department objective may be
achieved.

If the department objective is achieved,
then the subgoals, may be achieved.

o If the subgoals are achieved, then
the goal may be achieved.

31 4
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PROJECT DESIGN

DeVelopinq the paper plan

Using the plan

Components of the paper plan

III-IG-91
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COMPONENTS OF THE PAPER PLAN

o Preliminary objective

o Project output

o Project activities

o Project resources (inputs)

o Proposed budget

o Final objective

III-IG-93
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USING THE PLAN

Requesting funding

Reduces chances of project/
objectives failure

o Increases staff capability

III-IG-95
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Key Points
of Lecture

DEVELOPING THE PLAN

The elements of the plan must
bear the same logical relation-
ship to each other as the parts
of the strategic planning pro-
cess.

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

TURN. TO

PLANNING LOGIC
FLIP CHART

Maintenance of the internal
logic of the strategic planning process helps ensure
that the project objectives will be met.

o If these inputs are provided, then the activities
may be achieved.

o If these activities are achieved, then the project
objective will be achieved.

o If the project objective is achieved, then the
department objectives will be achieved.

o If the department objectives are achieved, then
the subgoals are achieved.

The plan is a crucial step in the
strategic planning process for it
is through the operation of the
project that both departmental
and broad objectives are met.
In so doing, it provides the
transition from the planning
process to the actual operations.

The project also provides a way for the department
strategy to be carried out. Since the strategy is a
statement of "how", the objectives will be reached,
the project then becomes the "what" statement.

TURN TO
MODULE OUTLINE

FLIP CHART

COMPONENTS OF THE PLAN
TURN TO

1. Preliminary Objective COMPONENTS
FLIP CHART

- sets the framework for the
rest of the design

= is specific (ref. Module
on Setting Objectives)

- considered preliminary
until determined that it
can be accomplished based on available resources

identifies intent of the project
III-IG-97
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2. Project Strategy

- identifies haw the intent will be accomplished

- action statement

- optional

An example of a project strategy:

Objective: Raise the reading level by 24 months of
75% of all 6th grade students by June
'78.

Strategies: (1) change method of instruction

(2) hire additional remedial reading
teachers

(3) increase total hours of instruction

3. Project Output

= describes what the project has to produce in
order to meet its objectives

4. Project Activities

describe what has to take place in order to get
the outputs

5. Project Inputs

describe what money will buy in the form of
resources the project needs to carry out the
activities

6. Budget

project design; so far; is probably unrealistic
because the cost has not been considered

- approximate fixed and flexible costs for identified
activity level

It may be necessary to adjust the activity level and the
budget level several times until there is harmony among
them.
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7. Final Objective

a revision of the preliminary objective may be

appropriate based on the availability of resources
and the proposed activity level

USING THE PROJECT DESIGN

The attention paid to the project
design will have a payoff when the
project begins to operate. Sloppy
project design will result in end-
less crisis. Time spent dealing
with crisis is time not available
for management or planning.

The project design when articulated, gives everyone

connected with it an understanding of what is supposed

to happen and thus makes staff accountable for having

it happen.

The project design contains the information about the

project. The design allows others to understand how

the project will actually work.

TURN TO
USING_

FLIP CHART

Therefore, thit infOrmation should be used whenever

funds for the project are being requested.

Workshop 1. Working as a group, develop a project (1-3) years

Instructions to implement the priority strategy;

2. Working as a group, identify for this project:

tenative project objective; project outputs;

project activities; project inputs; and a revised

project objective.

3. Identify some criteria for success.

4. As &group, determine what will or will not happen

if the project is successful.
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Potential o Difficulty staying within strategy parameter

Workshop
Problem. o Uncomfortable identifying components in order - it

is o.k. to do these out of sequence

o Some tendency to identify short-term (6 months)

projects which would more correctly be a part of

a larger project (e.g. a study prior to development)

Very little consideration given to impact potential

of selected projects

Criteria Project Design

For
Evaluating o Evolvet from strategy state-

Workshop merit

Outputs
o Should impact on identified

cause of problem

o Should reflect organizational
resources

o Should be consistent with goalsi_sUbgoals, broad

objectives and department objectives

o Follows the planning chain of logic

o Relates to case study

Project Objective

Should be achievable in 1-3 years

Impact on other objectives

Should reflect the intent of the project

Should identify single result or end product

Objectives should be quantifiable

Linkages The project design is the transition from the concept

stage to the doing stage;

Time Lecture 3/4 - 1 hour

Workshop 1-1/2 hours

Process 1 hour

III-IG-100
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Kodule 6 ALLOCATMG_RESOURCES_

Module
Objective

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

1. To demonstrate an ability to use budget analysis
and network techniques to allocate resources.

2; To identify advantages and disadvantageS of major
budgeting approaches.

Lecture The lecture will present techniques for the allocating
Summary and_managing both_timeistaff_resources and_fiscal

resources; The use of time lines, detailed management
plans, PERT, level of efforts charts_will be stressed
as techniques_for managing non- fiscal resources. The
advantages and disadvantages of such tools_as line item
budgets, program planning and combination budgets will

be stressed;

Workshop A work program, PERT Network and combination budget for

Outputs the selected project.

Materials Optional flip charts, newsprint, markers, tape

Needed
Project Design WOrkShOp

Alltitatitin of Resources Workshop I (Fiscal)

Allocation of Resources Workshop II (Time)

III-IG-101
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FLIP CHARTS

FOR

ALLOCATING RESOURCES
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ALLOCATING RESOURCES

o Uses

o Time resources

Fiscal resources

III IG-105
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MECHANISM FOR MANAGEMENT

Demonstrate risk of changing priorities

Demonstrates implication of changing
assignments

III-IG-107
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TIME RESOURCES

Detailed work plan

GANTT (time line)

Level of effort charts

O Network planning

IIIIG=109
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FISCAL RESOURCES

Line budget

Program budget

Combination budget

III-IG-111
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Key Points The project design has been
of Lecture developed. Now the time to TURN TO

plan for the managing of the MODULE OUTLINE
project and its resources -- FLIP CHART
staff, money, time. Many of
the same tools which are used
for allocating resources are
also used for managing these
same resources. This module will describe these tools.

MECHANISM FOR MANAGEMENT

1. Demonstrate risk of changing
priorities by jeopardizing
objective achievement by
effecting timely milestone
achievement.

TURN TO
MECHANISM

FLIP CHART

2. Demonstrates implication of
changing assignments by
showing what activities will not occur by showing
the cost of the change.

TIME RESOURCES/STAFF RESOURCES

Detailed Work Plan TURN TO
TIME RESOURCES

o Activity Analysis - list FLIP CHART
all the activities that
must be performed during
a given period of time.
As detailed as necessary.

Work Program - a graphic
representation of project
outputs and activities. A tool for making decisions
to allocate staff and time. It should include the
following:

ACTIVITY DURATION
BEGIN.
DATE

END
_DATE___STAFF

PERSON
_DAYS_ OUTPUT

Activity 1.0
1.1
1.2

Activity 2.0

Activity 3;0
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2. GANTT chart (time line) - presents an overview of
project activities within a given time period. Shows

simple relationships among activities. Alerts staff

to peak periods. The beginning and end of each
activity should be indicated.

ACTIVITY 1191:Imar Apr may Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct NOV Dec

1;0 Recreational
Activities

-r-47:1.--:146.17;":40t PA'slt,ie.)--0416,* t14644$ '5,:.;;4: a "trtc jnill,

1.1 Planning .F.Mett-twv:,.....4

1.2 Obtain supplies
.....mimmm..

'--.V.07.t40

1.3 Conduct rec.
Activities

-------- mommi
IJO

... '7

M7

ta'

M'

I. .; :1WVM
Mrite:::

3. Level of Efforts Charts

o Activity - Time

o Activity = Staff

o Consultant - Staff - Time

The amount of time (months,
weeks, hours) for each staff person would be shown as:

ACTIVITY/TIME CHART

The first type is the activity /time chart which estimates the

amount of time each activity will take in person-days or person -

months; over a given period of time.

Activity J F MAMJ J A S 0 N D Total _

Days/Months

_
TOTAL
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4. PERT (Planning Evaluation Review Technique)

o Network Planning Technique-

o Allows manager to not only identify simultaneous
activities which are dependent upon the completion
of a prior activity.

o In PERT, each circle represents an action step
and the arrows represent the time between the
steps.

o Used when time is an unknown and the probability
of a minimum time, average time, and maximum
time is computed.

A simplified PERT Network is shown below.
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

FISCAL RESOURCES

1. Line Item Budget

a traditional method of
allocating financial
resources

resources displays costs
by categories

o identifies categories of inputs but does not

identify the output nor does it identify the

cost of specific activities

TURN TO
FISCAL

FLIP CHART

not useful to the manager but useful to budget

officer

2. Program Budget

displays costs by program

collects same-program costs across department

lines

o may cover a period of one year or several years

not useful to budget officer but useful to manager

3. Combination Budget

o displays costs by both program and line item

usually covers a period of one year

useful to both manager and budget officer

331
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Line Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Outreach/recruitment P1

Testing/seleCtion P2

Counseling P3

Classroom P4

Work experience P5

Job placement P6

Administration P7

The combination budget, with minor modification, can also be used
to monitor planned vs. actual expenditures on a monthly, quarterly or
annual basis.

Reporting Peribd

PROGRAM

LINE 1 LINE 2 LINE 3 LINE 4 TOTAL

P A P A

PI

P2

P3

P4

TOTAL

This format enables the manager to project the cost for a parti-
cular cell (the point at which the two axes intersect) and to compare
the actual with the projected cost. Thus, if there is overspending or
underspending, the manager will know at a glance where the irregularity
is.
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When using the combination budget, the manager first
fills in all the known cells. The missing cells can be
filled in by weighing the programs and then applying
those weights to the total of that particular line item.

If P1 is 2% of the organizational effort; then P1 should
receive 2% of the total funds for each line item. This
procedure is merely for estimating purposes and should
not be used where data is available.

SUMMARY

For any of these management techniques to work, they
must be used That means the manager must take the
time to make modifications whenever necessary and
appropriate.

Workshop_ TIME/STAFF
Instructions

Potential
WOrkSho0
Problems

1. Working as a group, develop a work program for
your departmental project;

2. Working as a group, identify the activities, time
frame, staff needed; and expected output.

Develop a simplified PERT network to show the
relationship of the activities to each other.

FISCAF

1. Working as a group, prepare a combination budget
for your departmental project.

2. List the project activities (from the Project
Design Workshop) and then identify line items
appropriate for the project.

3. Working as a group, project expenditures for each
cell and compute the totals per line and per activity.
Come up with a Grand Total.

Reluctance to view budget as a planning tool.

o Tendency_to select small projects with sequential
rather than parallel activities.

333
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Criteria Time/Staff
For
Evaluating o Clarity of work program
Workshop'
Outputs o All major activities should

be included

Linkages

Time

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

o Activities specified in work
program should coincide with activities identified
in the project design

o Time frame should be realistic

Fiscal

o Time period specified

o Relationship between activities and cost

The allocation of resources (process and results)
determine both_the_real priorities of the organization
and_the potential for the project to impact on the
goals and objectives.

Lecture 1-1/2 hours

WOrkthOp I = 1 hour

Process I 1 hour

WOrkShop II 1 hour

Process II - 1 hour

III-IG-119
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Module 7

Module_
Objectives

Lecture
Summary

Workshop
Output

Materials
Needed

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

P LA NN I N_G_ EOR_EitAttiAT4 ON_

1. To become aware of the ongoing use of evaluation
information;

2. To appreciate the role of evaluation in the strategic
planning process.

3. To demonstrate the ability to identify indicators
of project/program success.

4. To demonstrate the ability to develop an evaluation
framework.

The lecture stresses the ongoing role of evaluatioh as
it relates to management needs. The use of performances,
impact, process, and planning support evaluation are
discussed.

Participants develop an evaluation framework including
the identification of indicators of success for both
performance and impact evaluation.

Project Design Workshop

Newsprint, markers, tape

Evaluation as a Management Tool Workshop

335
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FLIP CHARTS

FOR

PLANNING FOR EVALUATION

33(3
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INSTRUCTION GUIDE

PLANNING FOR EVALUATION

Functions of evaluation

When not to evaluate

Some targets for evaluation

Preparing for evaluation

Kinds of evaluation

Problems and constraints

What evaluation results must be

111=IG=125
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0

FUNCTIONS OF EVALUATION

o Planning tool

o Management tool

Evaluation decision points

III-IG-127
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WHEN NOT TO EVALUATE

o Lack of clear definition of problem/
intervention/outcome/impact

In absence of clear logic in linking
resources to outcome

or

When expected outcome is unclear

When management lacks motivation, skill,
understanding or authority to act on
evaluation results

o When no decisions are going to be made
based on evaluation results

339
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TARGETS FOR EVALUATION

o Process(es)

evaluation
decision making

Systems

- organization
- managerial

Operations

- objectives
- outcomes
- project participants

III-IG-131
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KINDS OF EVALUATION

o Performance

Impact

o Planning support

Process

III-IG-133
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PREPARING FOR EVALUATION

Establish procedure for determining
evaluation priorities

o Identify those who will be using
evaluation results

Identify decision situation

Identify information needs

o Define process of getting information

o Specify indicator of success

o Identify measurement method

o Identify constraints

o Prepare evaluation work program

342
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PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS

o Political factors

o Time frames

o Limited resources

o Conflict in desired scope/precision

o "State of the Art" in evaluation methodology

III-IG-137



EVALUATION RESULTS MUST BE

o What the manager needs

o Able to be replicated

o Available when needed

o Secured by all who need it

o Trusted by the manager

o In a useable form

III-IG-139
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Key Points
of Lecture

FUNCTIONS OF EVALUATION

Evaluation performs many functions.

o Planning

o Management/Control _TURN TO

o Evaluation Decision Points
FUNCTIONS

FLIP CHART

1. Planning Tool

o reduces risk of decision making

o insures internal consistency

o provides instrument for change

o provides for accountability to community

Management/Control Tool

o information for local decision making

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

TURN. TO

MODULE OUTLINE
FLIP CHART

o some function for management as audit and control
are for budget

o secure support/funding

o provides for accountability by staff

3. Evaluation Decision Points

o problem analysis (which
problem, symptoms vs.
causes)

o objective setting (relation-
ship to goal, measurable)

o strategy (impact on problem)

o cperation (going according to plan, doinc what
it is supposed to be doing)

iterative process/go, no-go

3 5
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

WHEN NOT TO EVALUATE

There should be no evaluation
when there is:

1. Lack of definition

o of the problem

the type of intervention

o expected outcome

. 2. In absence of clear logic

in assumptions linking expenditures to expected

outcomes

3. Lack of management

4. When no decisions will be made based on information

TURN TO
WHEN NOT TO EVALUATE

FLIP CHART

TARGETS FOR EVALUATION

1. Process

evaluation

communication

decision making

2. Systems

o organization

o managerial

o information

o personnel

3. Operation

o objectives

o outcomes

participants

efficiency

effectiveness

III-IG-142
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KINDS OF EVALUATION

1. Performance

o concerned with nature of
activities

concerned with input/
output levels

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

TURN TO
KINDS

FLIP CHART

o monitoring is a way of collecting performance
data on a routine basis

o also concerned with "why" of planned vs. actual

2. Impact

o concerned with what difference did it make

o focuses on unintended as well as intended

o attempts to assess net change (institution,
community, individual)

3. Planning Support

o assessment of subject area data

o assessment of planning and results in similar
localities

4. Process

concerned with the way things happen and why

o an analysis of the process whereby a program
(project) produces the results it does

o descriptive and diagnostic

III-IG-143 317
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PREPARING FOR EVALUATION

1. Establish Procedure

2. Identify Users

o information needs

o process of getting information

o indicators of success

o measurement method

o constraints

3. Prepare Work Progran

CONSTRAINTS

o political

o time frame

o limited resources

o conflict in desired scope/precision

o "state of the art" in methodology

EVALUATION RESULTS MUST BE:
TURN TO

what the manager needs RESULTS MUST BE
FLIP CHART

TURN TO
PREPARING FOR
FLIP CHART

TURN TO
CONSTRAINTS
FLIP CHART

reliable (e.g. replicable)

o available when neede-d

o secured by all who need it

o trusted by the manager

o useable format

3 S
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Workshop 1. Working as a group; identify significant management
Instructions decisions for which evaluation information will be

needed and which might result in changes being made.

Potentlal
Workshop
Problems

2. Identify who (level) will be making the decision and
what information will be needed;

3. Working_as_a_group, identify what information will
be needed and for whom (level) to monitor the
performance of the project;

4. Working as a'group; identify the information needed
to assess the impact on the project.

Incorrectly confusing each action step as a management
decision point;

Participants should be encouraged to go back and
revise or improve their prior workshop outputs based
on the results of this workshop.

o Participants_ should be_reminded that constant revision
is core to the strategic planning process.

o Difficulty identifying decision points where
evaluation information could lead to a modification
or change.

Criteria o Includes change_as well as
For maintenance decisions.
Evaluating
Workshop o Realistic information needs.
Outputs

o Was impact identified (who,
what, how).

o Was thought given to how data would be used and in
what time frames

Linkages The evaluation design aids in identifying weak
planning logic of earlier plans now being operated.
The evaluation design can be used to improve current
plans.

Time Lecture 1 - 1-1/2 hours

Workshop 1 - 1-1/2 hours

Recap 1-1/2 hours

III -IG-145
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Module FINALPRESENTATION

Module
Objective

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

1; To appreciate the strategic planning process and
the interrelationship of its component parts.

2; To demonstrate the ability to use a strategic
planning process.

Module Although the presentation provides participants with an
Summary, opportunity to "show off" their creativity - the impact

of the presentation is that it forces participants to
verify their own internal logic as they reexamine
the relationship of their work group's final project
to the department objective, to the city objectives,
subgoals and goals.

Through this, participants demonstrate their under-
standing of the relationship among the various elements
of the strategic planning process. For only through
an understanding of the relationship will participants
be able to maintain the requisite internal logic as
they move from problem analysis to goal and objective
setting to setting priorities, selecting strategies,
and into the project design phase.

Workshop An oral/visual presentation of each group's response
Output to the case study problems.

Materials
Needed

If the option of a final presentation is selected,
the participants should be notified at the beginning
of the curriculum presentation. Attached is a sample
memorandum for doing this. Although the instructor
could assess the final presentation, a more meaningful
experience results from making the presentation to
outsiders such as non-participating department heads
or members of the staff of the chief administrative
office. Thus, the instructor might consider selecting
and briefing the panel, as to the purpose of the
presentation, in advance.

Workshop outputs from all workshops.

Newsprint, markers, tape

III-IG-149
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Workshop PARTICIPANTS

InStructions

Pdtential
Workshop
Problems

Criteria
For
Evaluating,
Presentatior
Output

Linkagls

Time

I. Working as a group;_ identify the appropriate

(e.g.,- beneficial to the total community, allow

council to reduce the property tax base; -bring

ROCkVille closer to its GOALasidentified on

the first day of the session)-_ steps to be taken

IO making the presentation. Remember; the_Ourpose

of the presentation it to secure funds to improve

your group's project.

2. Working as_a group,_ identify which of the workshop

outputs are appropriate for inclusion in the final

presentation.

Working as_a group, be prepared to respond to

questions from the panel.

INSTRUCTOR

1. Prior to the presentation, notify the panel of

the criteria as stated in the memorandum given

to the participants to be used in making their

decision as to the selection of a single project

to receive funding.

2. Request to panel that any additional criteria be

given to participants either immediately preceeding

the presentations or preceeding the announcement

of the winner. Information provided in advance

of presentation will enable participants to have

the option of modifying their presentation.

N/A

maintains internal consistency

.,-Jecieically developed for the City of Rockville

cnsi: -lt with city goals, sub goals, and objectives

(
corsistf. ,t with department objectives

Ties t-gether all the components of the strategic

rig process.

I - 2 hours

III-IG-150
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TO:

FROM:

RE:

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

MEMORANDUM

All Participants
"Long Range and Strategic Planning for Urban Managers"

Instructor

Participants' final presentation

In lieu of a written examination, each workshop group will,
at the end of the course, make a presentation to secure funding
for its project. The group presentations should demonstrate a
clear understanding of the interrelationship of the components of
the strategic planning process. Each group may utilize any
presentation approach which it deems appropriate. No presentation
shall exceed minutes.

Presentation should include reference to:

o an identification of the problem including a statement
defining "the bOttoth line"

o a statement concerning_the intent_of the project and its
relationship to overall goals, Subgoalt, broad objectives

o an identification of the strategy selected

o an identification of resources needed

o an identification of necessary linkages

o identify criteria for success

111-1G-19':
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SAMPLE WORKSHOP OUTPUTS

City Goals: o Maintain sense of community

o SuffiCient financial resources to maintain
a high level of public services

City_
Sub GoalS:

o Insure citizen participation at all levels
of government

o Insure a mixed (residential - commercial
industrial) tax base

o InSure a viable business community

City Have 100% of city departments utilizing a
Objectives: strategic planning process by 1985.

o Have 100% of city departments utili2ing a
management by results system by 1985.

o By 1985 to obtain outside funding for 60Z
of the operating programs.

To provide home ownership opportunities for
all persons regardless of economic status.

Department: URBAN RENEWAL

Department
Objectives:

Increase by 25% the amount of monies derived
from property taxes on new commercial properties
over the amount-of property tax on new commercial
property in 1968.

o Increase dwelling units whose cost will not
exceed 25% of the occupants income from 50 to
200.

Department
Strategies:

o Provide_for rehabilitation of existing commercial
and residential properties to increase their
taxable value

o
-;

Solicit new commercial ventures

o Build new dwelling units (rental /ownership)

ill=1G155;
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Projects: Economit Development Corporation

o Marketing Study of CBD

Selected
Project:

o Economic Development Corporation

Project o Within 3 years; to have 10 new commercial

Objective: ventures, meeting criteria; located in Rockville

Project
Strategy:

o Recruitment

Project
Outputs:

o Availability of low interest loans

o Solicitation of new businesses

o Indications of interest

o Loans applied for/secured

Ongoing o Identify commercial properties needing

Project rehabilitation

Activities:
o Ongoina task force for solicitation

o Ongoing source for loans

o Arranging low -cost loans points below market)

o Ongoing media campaign

One Time
Project
Activities:

o Develop criteria for seeking specific kinds
of commercial ventures

Organize task force

o Criteria for needing rehabilitation

III-IG-156



Project
Inputs:

INSTRUCTION t-:::z0E

Listing of commercial properties

Listing of potential task force members

Listing of loan sources (banks/other)

Materials for media campaign

Coordinator Economic Development Corporation

Developer of media materials

Director of media campaign

o Coordinator of task force efforts

o Coordinator of loan effortS

o Developer of criteria

o Developer of presentation (IF ) materials

35
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

Module 8

Developer: Eva Freu.d

Principal Investigator: Kenneth D. Pack, Ph.D.

Management Development Center of Maryland

Department of Personnel

State of Maryland

Under Contract to:

The Urban Management Curriculum Development Project
The National_ Training and Development Service
5028 Witconsin Avenue, N.W., Wathington, D.C. 20016

Funded by:

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy
Development and Research, U. Department of
Housing and Urban Development
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INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Long Range and strategic Planning for Urban__Managers is designed
to enhance the management planning skills of urban managers by provid-
ing materials to support in-service training. Module 8 was designed
around the following concepts:

o The model_ presented be one to structure thought; not merely
a model for writing plans--designed by and for practitioners
rather than utilizing an academic approach;

o The material can be integrated into a classroom lecture format,
but it is designed for a small group learning experience, pro-
viding an opportunity to internalize the concepts learned
through the lectures, workshops, exercises, and critiquing
discussions.

The material can be used as a reference manual once the
participant returns to the work environment.

o Participants learn by doing and from each other.

o The lectures present concepts which are applicable to a
broad spectrum of situations and the workshops allow the
application of concepts

o The time spent in discussing workshop outputs reinforces
participant understanding between the concept and the situation.

To insure that Long_Range_and Strategic Planning-for-Urbam Manapers
met the requirements of practicality for in-service and pre-service
training; adequacy of content, and replicability both an Advisory
Council and an Assessment Team were developed.

The Advisory Council consisting of three public administrators
(a city manager, the executive assistant to a county manager, the
president of a state chapter of the American Society for Public Admin-
istration) and an academician, was responsible for providing input
concerning the practicality of the curriculum.

In addition, an Assessment Team comprised of an urban practitioner
and a specialist in adult education was responsible for the design,
development and implementation of an evaluation design to assess how
well the requirements were met.

Information and feedback from participants taking part in the
testing of Modules -1 - 7 resulted in the development of a follow-up
technical module which would provide in-depth coverage to material
covered briefly in Modules 1 7.

III-IG8-v
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Many participants who took part in the testing of Long Range
and Strategic Planning for Urban Managers (modules 1 - 7) mentioned
their need for a manager's evaluation course. This need corresponded
to a need we have seen for some time. For many years a review of
the literature and of training programs has shown the emphasis to be
on:

o an evaluation of a single entity (A process evaluation of
a health service delivery system)

o an evaluation of a federal program (A process evaluation of
the model cities program)

o the research aspects of evaluation

o the conceptual and theoretical basis for evaluation

o developing the evaluation design.

However, there was little information or training available that
combined the theory with the practical. "Using Evaluation: A
Management Perspectiveis an attempt, in a training setting to provide
urban managers not only with an understanding of how evaluation is
pavt of the strategic planning process but also che skills necessary
for integrating evaluation information into the decision making
process.

Just as the first seven modules were developed to appeal to a
wide audience, so has "Using Evaluation: A Management Perspective"
been developed to appeal to a wide variety of practitioners from
many different areas of functional specialization, e.g. housing,
education, transportation, and community development. It functions
for participants of various educational levels, ranging from doctorates
to bachelor degrees; and at various levels in the organizational
hierarchy, from high level administrators to junior staff members
and field managers.

362
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OBJECTIVES

Participants will demonstrate the ability to identify:
evaluation related decisions within the strategic planning process;
the evaluation information needed to make more effective decisions;
indicators of success for the decision activity/result; the elements
of an evaluation design.

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS

In addition to the general knowledge and skills required of the
trainer in order that the participant leave the training situation
having specific skills, the presentor should have work experience in
program evaluation as well as work experience in state or local
government; social rather than physical planning; and training
experience in the area of management development.

DESCRIPTION OF AUDIENCE

"Using Evaluation: A Management Perspective" has been developed
to appeal to a wide variety of practitioners from many different
areas of functional specialization: i.e. housing, education,
transportation, and community development. It functions for partici-
pants of various educational levels, ranging from doctorate to bachelor
degrees, and at various levels in the organizational hierarchy, from
high level administrators to junior managers and field managers. Those
who have completed Modules 1 - 7 of Long- Rang- and Strategic Planning
for Urban Managers are more likely to benefit from this course than
those who have not participated in Modules 1 - 7.

TIME REQUIRED

The entire presentation will take two days. The sections will
take as long as follows:

Section I - 4 hours

Section II 4 hours

Section III - 3 hours

III-1G8-vii
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RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES

PRIOR TO PRESENTATION

Review_lecture in participant manual and workshop information
found in the instruction guide.

2. If desired, prepare own lecture notes.

3. Note where different examples should be used, especially
those more relevant to the participants (e.g. health,
housing, transportation).

4. Prepare newsprint or transparencies of key points of module
using suggested flip charts immediately preceeding the
lecture in the participant manual.

5; Prepare own notes to guide discussion.

6. If desired; pre-select small work groups (heterogenous or
homogenous as to job specialty, organization or level of
employment);

7. Insure availability of appropriate physical space for
lecture/workshop -- large enough to contain four work
groups of six persons each in a table arrangement

WHEN FIRST RECEIVING THIS PACKAGE

1. Review te contents of the instruction guide espeLially
those portions relating to the intended audience and
the instructor qualifications.

2. Review the contents of the participant manual.

3. Notice that the written text in the participant manual is the
full written out lecture while the instruction guide contains
only the highlights of the lectures.

4. Review the objectives of the module, these will be found
in the instruction guide as well as the participant manual.

5. Decide whether or not to use experts for all or some of
the lectures, and if so, arrange for them.

6. Decide whether or not to assign outside readings, and if so,
prepare a reading assignment, suggestions are contained at
the end of the module in the participant manual.

7. Insure availability of a blackboard, audio visual equipment
(if desired) stand up easels, newsprint, marking pens, masking
tape, and name tags.

III-IG8-viii
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4111 9. Determine the location of rest rooms and food service at
the training location.

10. Decide the most appropriate time for the participants to
introduce themselves.

111-1G8-ix
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TRAINING INSTRUCTIONS COMMON TO ALL LECTURES

1. Arrive early and put up prepared newsprint, check attendance

Aist, if available. Check for requisitioned equipment and
supplies including name tags or cards, paper and pencils for

participants.

2. Give a recap of prior session unless the prior session was

given on the same day.

"9. If any readings were assigned between sessions, it would be

an appropriate time to have a short discussion before begin-

ning the subsequent lecture.

4. Present lecture either by using text of suggested lecture

contained in the student manual or the highlights contained

in the instruction guide and/or other supplemental materials.

When possible, local examples should be used in the course of

the lecture. The use of local examples will aid participant

learnilg, and will increase the overall effectiveness of the

presentation.

5. At the end of each lecture there might be a discusSion

of the specific points covered in the lecture; or a short

discussion of how the area, e.g., "Roles for Evaluation",

functions in the individual organizations and the impact of

doing it that way.

6. ReVieW workshop instructions with the_participants after

they locateworkshop sheets whiCh follow suggested readings

in the module.

7. Identify the current time and the time at which workshop

Will be over and when the workShOp results will be critiqued.

8. During the workshop, participants may seek correct responses,

these should be responded to with the comment "there are no

right answers";

9. At he end of the workshop period, each work group places its

eno droduct on large sheets of paper (newsprint pads) and

attaches them to the wall for the purpose of discussion.

Exercisecare to insure that discussion does not deteriorate

into an analysis of the wisdom of the output.

It will be helpful to the participants in going through the

workshops to be able to refer to the end products of prior

workshops. The most feasible way of doing this is to leave

the newsprint sheets on the walls for the entire session, if

presented during two consecutive days, or if not on consecutive

days, for the participants to be responsible for taking down

the workshop sheets at the end of each day's presentation and

then to place them up at the beginning of the next session.
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10. - -t-er he discu37,1, of group outputs, participants may
c:. ire to revise improv, Their work from this, or an
earlier wor'shop- This wou .1 be appropriate and should
even be c.,:r.JQragt.6 to reinf.rce the idea that evaluation
is a con:i ocess.



MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER

The Management Development Center of Maryland is a training
organization offering assistance to public agencies in deve,-,,
effective management. The Center seeks to augc,ant, not tc
agency efforts in managerial staff development /ull
range of management training and consulting services
assessing organizational training needs and tiloring cJurses for
in-house use.

The Center is a unit of the Maryland Department of Personnel.
Its goals are to:

o improve the management skills of public employees

o enhance an organization's in-house training and
development competence

o link educational resources with public service training
needs

o enhance an organization's ability to identify and solve
problems

o advocate excellence in public service management
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Module 8

USING EVALUATION: A MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE



Module

Module
Objectives

Workshop
Outputs

Time

Materials
Needed

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

USING__EVALUALION: A MANACEMENT_URSPECTIVE

The objectives of this module are to provide participants
with the skills and techniques to: identify evaluation
related decisions within the context of the strategic
planning process; identify the evaluation information
needed to make more effective decisions: identify
and select the indicators of success for the decision
results; and, to identify elements of an evaluation
design.

Decisions needing evaluation information

Specific evaluation information needed

Indicator of success for the action/activity

Evaluation design for department/project
(optional)

Two days

Newsprint is optional for instructor.

Easel or other device if newsprint is to he used for
flip charts.

Newsprint is desirable for use by small groups/masking
tape, pins; magnets (depending on walls); markers For
writing on newsprint;

Workshop sheets are contained in the participant
manual immediately following the text.
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FLIP CHAPTS

FOP

EVALUATION: A VANAGEMFrT PEPSPECTIVF
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0

0

0

0

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Specification Phase

Adapting for Management Phase

Implementation Phase

Operation Phase

Decisions to be made

110
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LEVELS

o Citywide

Level 1

a Level 2

Project

III-IG8-9
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KINDS

o Policy

o Planning

Management

III-168-11
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KINDS OF EVALUATION

Performance

o IMO-et

o Planning Support

o Process

o Monitoring
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ROLES FOR EVALUATION

Oanagement Tool

Planning Tool

Decision Checks
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PREPARING FOR EVALUATION

Evaluation Meeting

Establish Procedures

o Identify Users

III-IG8-17
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Key Points
of Lecture

SECTION I

Evaluation Users

Many federal agencies have provided local
governments with funds for manpower training
programs, salaries for temporary employees,
funds for curriculum development, subsidized
lunches, funds for parks, self -help organizations
and low cost housing for the elderly. Each
agency has a different set of evaluation
requirements.

o local policy makers

-- want to know should the program stay the same;
should it change; what is the overall effective-
ness

managers want to know which strategy is the most
economic and what is really happening

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS IN BRIEF

Specification, Phase One TURN TO
STRATEGIC PLANNING

1. Statement of broad direction FLIP CHART
and general intent resulting
in the formulation of goals,
sub goals and objectives.

Z. Situation alalysis wr,ich includes identifying the
nature and extent of_the problem and the potential
for solving the problem.

3. Formulation of organizational objectives, those
measurable statements of what the organization
plans to accomplish.

4. .Jentification of strategies, the approach(es) which
will have to be taken to reach the objective(s).

Identification and selection of projects to carry
out the selected strategies.

c.

6; Preparation of the plan, the design of the project.
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

Adapting for Management Purposes, Phase Two

1. Preparation of the work program.

2. Preparation of the budget.

3. Planning for evaluation.

4. Lobbying and getting support.

5. Submission of the plan.

Preparing for Implementation, Phase Three

1. Do all those things to make sure operations can
begin as soon as the money arrives.

Operations, Phase Four

LEVELS OF DECISIONS TURN TO
LEVELS_

City Council FLIP CHART

Mayor

o Chief Administrative Officer

o Departments

o Bureau/Office

Program

o Project

Decisions are made at all these levels, the difference
is in the impact of the decision and the degree of risk.

At each level, the same kinds of decisions are made.

policy TURN TO
DECISION KINDS

planning FLIP CHART

management

Deciding on the organizational
objective is a policy level
decision because other decisions will flow from those
and because that deciSion will effect everyone in the
organization.
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INSTRUCTION GUIDE

Planning decisions are made when ways have to be
developed to implement the objectives or when deciding
on program or project mix.

Management decisions are those that are made every day
about scheduling, staffing, etc.

III-!G8-2I
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SECTION II

KINDS OF EVALUATION

Performance - concerned with TURN TO
input and output levels as KINDS OF EVALUATION
opposed to project objectives. FLIP CHART

Are outputs as planned end on
schedule?

o Are intended part':ipants being served?

Are expenditures as planned?

O What is the average cost per participant?

How do administrative costs compare with costs of
service delivery?

Impact - attempts to measure the_extent of change brought
aboutAy the program. _Attempts to assess not only .`he
intended consequences but also the unintended consequences.

Planning Support -concerned with providing data to
support Planning effOrtt.

Process - concerned with the way things happen and why.

Monitoring - a way of collecting routine data in an
orderly and systematic manner, not evaluation per se.

ROLES FOR EVALUATION

Planning Tool

o Instrument for creating chan(,
in mix of projects, decision
making process, systems
developed.

TURN TO
ROLES FOR EVALUATION

LIP CHART

o Allows for replanning of objectives, strategies,
priorities.

Management Tool

o Provides information for local decision making
concerning allocation of resources, or staff training.

o Provides same function for management as audit at,J
control do for budgeting.
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

Decision- Check

o Provide a guide for insuring interna7 consistency.

o Provide a guide for insuring the right direction.

GUIDE QUEFTIOS DURING TPE PLANNING PROCESS

o HaVe We identified the problems we should deal with?

o Have we distinguished between symptoms and causes?

Objectives

o Does the objective have a measurable end product?

o Is the identified target group the same one that
has the problem?

o Do the objectives relate to the prollem?

Strateaies

o Does the strategy impact on the cause or the symrto?

Project Design

o Is there internal consistency with the roals and
objectives?

Dons the design carry out the strategy?

Have data needs been identified?

o Does the project have a measurable output?

Operation

o Are all events and activities occuring as
scheduled?

o Are all outputs and milestones going as Scheduled'

Evaluation

o What has changed in the problem situation?

o Did your efforts make Any difference bi-AlaVe an
impact on the goals? objectives? problems?
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SECTION III

The evaluation meeting
should include:

o person developing the project

o project manager

o citizen representative

o client representative

Purpose of evaluation meeting:

o reach agreement on scope of evaluation

o reach agreement on target of evaluation

reach agreement on criteria for determining
success

Establish evaluation procedures:

o how will this decision affect the overall goal

o is the decision likely to be influenced by
evaluation information

is this decision going to influence future or
recurring decisions

o does hard data exist to help make this decision,
would it be available within a reasonable cost
and time frame

Identify users

o evaluation must be responsive to needs of decision
makers

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

TURN TO
PREPARING FOR EVALUATION

FLIP CHART

o involve those mho will be using information/those
who actually make the decisions and those who
influence the decision makers

III-IG8-25
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LONG RANGE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR URBAN MANAGERS

Stages in developing criteria:

Identify and select criteria to select targets.

Assess possible evaluation targets against criteria.

Identify and select criteria to determine extent
of evaluation efforts.

o Assess each selected target agai:Ist criteria.

Identify and select criteria fo. lecting the
final set of measures.

Assess the possible range of measures against the

criteria.

CRITERIA

Deciding what and twig to evaluate

o Identify and select criteria for selecting what

is to be evaluated.

Assess possible targets against criteria.

o Iduntify and select criteria for selecting

scare and extent of evaluation efforts.

o Assess selective targets against criteria.

o Identify and seleCt criteria for selecting

final :,et of measures.

Assess possible measures against criteria.

3S,1
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Possible criteria for Selecting pragram_or_projects

o Budget

Potential impact

o Linkage to Other programs or projects

o Potential for inStitutional change

o Importance to constituents

o Relationship to overall goals

o Potential for continuing after initial funding

Extent of evaluation will be det&Mined by_organizational
capability based on existing staff time and money.

Deciding on measures

o Importance

Validity

UniquenesS

o Accuracy

-; -;
o Timeliness

o Privacy

o Cost

o Completeness

SUMMARY

For greatest payoff

o Evaluation results should be followed by an analysis
of alternative ways to achieve programmatic objectives.

o Follow up decisions should be made based on evaluation
findings.

385
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Workshop I

Instructions

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

Individually review the project design packet.
Working es a group, identify those decisions in
the strategic planning process that will be
affected by evaluation information. Remember some
decisions will not be affected by evaluation infor-
mation.

Those identified decision situations (will be)
should be noted on the attached sheets. You should
have some decision situations for each phase of
the strategic planning process.

Potential o Tendency to include activities rather than decision
Workshop points;
Problems

Criteria o Decisions should reflect those WhiCh eValuation can
For influence.
Evaluating
Workshop
Output

Time Lecture - 1 hour

Workshop - 2 hours

Process - 1 hour

3S6
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Workshop II 1. Working as a group, identify the kinds of

Instructions. evaluation information needed to make those
decisions identified.

Potential o Tendency to identify any information without
Workshop considering its appropriateness to the specific
Problems decision situation

Criteria
For.

Evaluating
Workshop
Outputs

Time

o Appropriateness

o Timeliness

Lecture - 1 hour

Workshop - 1 hour

Process - 1 hour
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Workshop III 1. Working as a group, identify the criteria which will
Instructions enable you to evaluate the results of the decision.

For example, if the decision was to--implement a
management information system, what criteria will
allow the manager to determine the effectiveness
of the management information system.

Potential None
Workshop
Problems

criteria
For
Evaluating
Workshop
Output

Time

Instructor should use his/her own discretion.

Lecture - 1 hour

Workshop - 1 hour

Process - 1 hour

ass
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Workshop_ IV

Instructions.

Potential
Workshop
Problems

Criteria
For
Evaluating
Workshop
Output

Time

INSTRUCTION GUIDE

Working as a group) identify those criteria which
enable you to_measure your effectiveness'in accomplish-
ing the overall plan.

None

Instructor should use her/his own discretion;

Lecture None

Workshop - 2 hours

Process - 2 hours

III=IG8=35
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